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ABSTRACT
This 1982.national survey on drug abuse is /the

seventh in a series of surveys since 1971 sponsored by the National
Institute on Drug Abuse. To investigate the current pre;j70.ence 61
drug abuse in a natichwide sample, 5,624 randomly selec ed Americans
'(aged 12 and older) were persoRally interviewed in theik homes using
a specially designed answer sheet to-assure privacy. Ali analysis of
the results showed a reversarpf the upward trends in/drug abuse
charted.in surveys through the,1970's.. The use of marijuana among
youths (12 -1.7) and young adulti (18-21) has leveled Off and has
significantly"declined in the percentage of persOni/Who currently use
marijuana, alcohol, narcotics, and tob5cco/In the ,older adult
population ,(26 and older), lifetime.use of marijua,na and narcotics
increased between 197.9 and 1982 and current4use did not decrease;
vthis trend 'ieflectg,the fact that drug users in the early 1970s have
now moved Ant -6.a different demographicaroup. Older adults continued
to show a decline Vin phe use of tobacco. Persons Who have tried
halucinogens, cocaine or heroin are a subset Of those who have tried
marijuana. Levels of drug use opportunity remained high with a
majority of adolescents a6d young Vults and 41 peticent of tersons
aged. 26 and older reporting the availability/of the drug if they
desired to use it. Similarly, a majority of/young adults reported the
availability of cocaine.. (Numerous tables present the data. The
survey quesOonnaife is appended.) (BL) /
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presentsThis report presents- results of the /982 National S'utsvey on Drug Abuse,, a
'nationwide study Of the household population of th&United States, in whichstudy
5,624 randoMly selected.AMer'cans (dge12 and older) were personally inter-
viewed in their homes. Speciapy des ed.answer sheets allowed privacy of'
response for questions about illicit; g rise.

The 1982 survey is the s enth in a series tha -began in 1971 U' der the aus- t
pices of the .National CommisSion on Marijuana and Drug Abosefand has, since
1974,'been sponsored by the National Institute on Drug AbuSe:.'. The saven of
1971 and J972. were conducted by. Response Analysis Corporation;he NI0A-'
sponsored surveys have,been carried out jointjy by go*cial Research Group.
of The 'George Washington Uni7gr;ity ao by Response Analysis,Corporation.,

'The unipue contribution of surveys of th general population lies in their
-%abilitPto furnish prevdlen timateS t at include many forms of 4ug use
that never come to the ention of medicaLorlegal authorities., Epidemio-
logically, the "case" the-survey is defined as the use itself, not the
condition that isyoluntarily brought to treatment or the act thtt is invlun-
taril brought to the bar. of juStice. SCrveyAesponses. permit classifjcation'

( of drug -using behavior along a continuum of in olvement, substituting 6Rpirj-
fl cal Ifor arbitrary depyp

rather than rtinitions.of

medically or socially pathologic conditions,
and/ emphasiting--tifiticalnature of the phenomenon an its most.

... dramatic manifestations.
:

..

... -.,,

SurVeys of drug use have been used primarily as part of a system designed to
,_ keep track of the popularit)(,of'illit drug use. Trends based on survey's
' are,particularly usefUl as a4tOntinuing problem-surveillance device, since
'Comparable measurescan be taken im'successive studies. :In.contrastrtrends, ,

based on official statistics (such as mediCal:orilegal records) May,beAis-
torted because of adMinistrative changes or updates fin reyrd-keeping proce-

rdures. 1
.

,.. . 1.

. .

The prevalence estimates reported in. this volume pertain to tile 4se of a wide
,

variety 6f drugs. The, emphasis of the study is on marijuana iand.Rthen itiicit
drugs, such as hallucinogens,cocaine;and heroin, as well'ascin thenon-,-,
medical u of prescriptton-type psychotherapeutic drugs (inclutingHstim7'
ulants, datives, tranquilizers, and ana gesics) . Some datalire:alto
provide on the use of alcohol and cig re tes and on the medical use of psy- ..e

chotherap utic drugs. Prevalence estim s for these various dr 9 classes
aysY basis, on a "past,year'.' ,b'asis,

and.onm'a lifetime basis. ....-

-.....,e

.
JI, ,

INTRODUCTION

report use rates on a "cprrent"),(past 30

Interpretation of prevalence rates,,especially lifetimeprevalLn.ce rates, Must.
be mad4,withaution; since perSons of.diffdrent ages- have ippifactOad,
Varying opportunities to become 'users. For this reason, and,t6 serve,the:
varying interests of readers of this report, estimates are°,publisheCfer
three distinct age groups: youth' (age 12 to 17); Oung adUlts (age 180, 25);,, .

and alder adults (age 26 and up). , ,

,. , . ,i: , ,.

surveysSihce'data from earlier surveys in this. series are reapIy 'tivdilAbl6And since
the form and method of questioning havd been reosonablymparableAei the
years,"it is possible to provide informahidn on trendis

l
iin 111101 Oug use i

over more than a decade, 4

I

I



.
average:of the. Population

.This series of sample.surveys:,-covers .the'populatiOn age 12 and Olider living

in households in the *contiguous United-States.Aexcluaing Hawaii and .Rlaska)..
Thus, perSonS living in militaryastallations, dormiiorkeS,other-group
quarters,. 'and institutions suchl:Jibspitalsand jails were not covered in
Jhese:suryeys, In addition; home esS persons'. --,thoSe with no flied

address -- were not' included in the saMplin9,fram*-

Although the excluded populations are relatively small*, the,results of any
survey are applicableonlY'to the population from which the sample was drawn-,
Drug 'use across the aggregate .of the excludedArbups,May or:maynot. be similar
in' st.e4iand character to drug use in. the household population.. Some V the
exeludeCkOpulation groups (e.g., residents of nursing.homesAnd-otherIrcare,)
taking institutions) may .be- charaCterized-.by muChlowerratdsofilljcit drug'
use than those observed for the household population; 'nit ot4e.r. excluded -

groups, such as students living in college dprmitories and pees nos with no
fixed address,' may, beoharacterizedlby much higher rates. Therefore;.general.-
ization from the houSehaldIlapulation tothe total population is.inappro-..
vi,ate.

..
Inference-from Samaple:0 Population.

,

As in any sample.survey, the results-presented. in tkis report areeAimates of
the values that9buld4be:.obtained ifthe.data were CollectedtfroM'all members

4 \of the poPUlatidh from which the sample was-drawn. Statistically, 'since the .

-')/aMple was drawh' according to strict random (probability-based) procedures,
:-\eaCh sample result' is the single best:estimate of the c rr ponding population

value.
'

this does not mean,jof course, that the sample e is necessarily.

very close, to tO population value.. 0

On the assumptiOn that theefrett'of nonreSponSe'is essentially random (ar'has
been compensated for by the.adjustMents described AnJhe Methods, chapter of :

this report), the theory of sampling-provides tne:basiS for a procedure. for
estimating "confidence .limits" that describe the relationship between sample
estimate's nd population values not withicertainty;but probabilistically.
Thus,its i, passible to assert, with specified proaability,;ihat a percentage
baSed on a sample of given design will fall ithina caiculab,le-distance.from

.the populat(on value it is designed td estimate.

In many of t major tab* of this report, confidence limitsare presented,.
at the. .95% -- indicating that, Af the procedare for setting.the con-
fidence limits Were followed in repeated sampling froM the defined popula-
tion; the statement that'the popOlation, value lfes between the confidence
limits would be:correct 95'times out of'100. These limits represent a zone
of uncertainty around the reported estimates and Suggest the use of "ranges
In discussion of results. .

A,description of the. procedure used to estimate
these limits and, an explanation of why they are asymetricearound sample.
values is given in' the Methodschapter,Dear the .end of this volume. Briefly,

obvious asymmetry occurs in the confidence limits only when the sample per-
centage is quite low .or quite high; indeed, the asymmetric' calculationis used
here precisely because very low drug use rates characterize certain population
groups.

r

*The resident civiltam non-institutionalized population.comprises aproxiMAe-
ly.9894 9the total population age 12 and older. .

.
_ .

7 _.)i
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Most tales presenting data op recent trends in drug use include.anvindication
1 of whet er a statistically significant change occurred between 197.9 and 1982.
'StatiSt cally, the term. "significant" refers to a low, probability (e.g., 5%,
1%, or .1%)that the observed difference would occur by chance alone.

For tho e tables that do not include confidence limits or significance test
results 'the reader May obtain relevant statistical information by referring
to the eferenee tables in'fheMethods chapter of this volume.

The Sam e of,Youth,.Youn Adults and Older Adults

Actual sampling of the household population for this study was carried out
via,a na lona" area probability sample. Sample locations, households, and
specific youth and adults to be interviewed were designated by the sampling
plan and' through instructions to the interviewer. At no point was selection
'left to, heAiscretion of the interviewer.

In order to draw a representative sample of locations, as in previous years,
the 'Contiguous United,States was first divided into counties or groups of
counties hat contained a.minimum population of 50,000 in 1970. Thirty-eight
of thee were sufficiently large to justify automatic inclusion in the

'r'andom sa ple. All other areas were'grouped into 65 strata such that the'
areas gro ped 'together in each stratum were as much alike as possible, and one
area was andomlx selected from each stratum, with probability proportionate
to the eli ible popUlatiop of the area. From within this sample of areas, a
Sample of 00 smaller areas was then randomly drawn,, adjusting for each larger
area's ori inal chance of-selection. One or more "segments" of ten to twenty-
f-ive housin, units, (defined in rough field counts made by interviewers) were
then random y selected. Within each segment, interviewers listed every dwell-
ing unit, a d a sample of these housing units was then drawn. The probability
procedures' sed.for. the selection of locations and housing units were such

,that each h using unit in.the contiguous.United States had, overall,an equal
chance of 's lection.

Interviewers Visited selected households in order to list residents for pur-
poses of random selection. The individuals in each household Were listed by
age group. separate samples of youth (age 12. to 17) and of adults (age :'18 and
older) were independently 'seleCted. At most, one youth and one 'adult were
selected per household. Within the aOult sample, separate strata were defined
for 18 to 34 year olds and for persons age 35 and older. These procedures
allowed oVersampling of younger persons, who are,charactertzed by higher rates
of illicit drug use. In processing data, the "oversampling" of:younger per -
sons was compensated for by the use of appropriate weights,-so that survey
results refle&the actual age distribution of the population.

.
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS:

Ten Classes of Drugs -- 1972 to 1982

The 1982 study indicates (e reversal of the upward trends in drug use chartedby earlier national surveys conducted throughout the seventies. Since 1979there has been a "leveling off" of the spread of marijuana_4..,"e in the youth
population, as well as a Sirpifirant- decline in the poromtAge Of persons whocurrently use' ,narijhana, alCOhol, and various other drugs, The declines in-Current use ire especially noticeable, ince these masures are most recpon-
s rye t t's's'INItt r hvInsp,5 in (fru() tit,o

Mariluana
r

fhe percootaqe of thdAY's Youth ,1.1''d 12 To 11 who r01)urt havinq ever triedmarijuana -- iS.sliuhtly lower than WA'. th'e c,ase for their counter-parN Ill 1!)19 (10.9t), This decrease Ill tilt- Irttime prevalence rate is in
on t t to trnst', of I s.tyont ; clot Intl t lilt do( ye youthohm t t yp rs-pA1lI10111 so/I I h BLit 1 1 h,111.1 I fl 0.11 h ,,Aryeyynii ,

the jisu cent aile Of Verinti adtrIT's Lisle Pi 1,. 0 ."1 ) in tho i,'W;). ,on'yoy hs4 .-,,iy theyhave tried marijuana -- 64,1/ __ is also sliuhtly h)wor than was the case fort In, it t.ount or plrl,,.. In t ho I '),'') ',I tidy ( f-iti ;). 1.) . Aqoin, flit decline II the youno

r1,1LI

1 1 gesNIN t s'Nt s",ctlI 5 ,1 di vorNs7tIs 4 1'1-141 11.1/' I 1 or ti ohd.. ,,...h It II %ho,..,,,.t ,in. In
c r o.r.o in 1 f ot lo,342 pr ev Al otik o I rp'iwi Mil: in 1`11,' Ii) (1:i't. in 1919,

I i isol-, IN AtIt111.1 I fwi'v.I 1 otic r (m.ir 1.0'1,1,1,1 si*,t' In t he yeor tit iv, to tile surveyint el v Wiel) i 1'01 110w 1'I/'t I it I VS) 1101 I 0.1.'1... 1/I 1 h(' yt)I/1 /1 .lilt yst1111,1 sIdS111lip MIN', ,

tl I nil 144 t's7Ns1 IN thi, torrent fit 17v st I s'M c7 lItstr I ItsItIst It517 that Wc_11sItItIsI. ill IN' rts`t-s(stlI 1 tNsIt'I ins) ilsi' &It Intl tin! It) VW?'III ot'V I on Upsvo i5 a definite downward trend fo-r' "Youth ,t', well as. for VOtintiadults, To the 19/1 and the 19/9 ..urvey',, neat ly Of all 1.) to 1./ yo.W:
old% renotfed mar Ituloa Ilse during the month prior to interview, hot by thePrt' study, t I Inn 111A dintinott tel Ihnnt 11 ,11-,Z, And, sorpn'ea 0,,41 ofvonnq 1,11) I Is itsostt (.11 tt,15I _month tr, to t ho 't /11 111 voy, toy 'Ili.' this t
hod droPPed eight eorfont.age point% to '1;41,

,Litt 1 t " sjr01111, t 'III .110s1, :() And oldor it herdirt erhot vAtt octi oht i ty, ; 11Irt idle Ov .11ont o et Marijuana teo
, kin it is .jut Iy bet woen 1979 in ;hid t sit t out did hot do, r(14-01PWoth I e!oillined t)y the f_hlnqing (emp(r,It100 of Ilhe "Older ,idnit" (2blod older) or 9Oup, that, is, llecloe a new cohort of per;ons enter the"older adult" .1941 caTegory each yeare'todav's new entrants include many who
firr,t used marijuana as youth or young adlt', during the 197(x, and who bringwijb thorn the character.i-dir.s

and er;periences tyPical iff that era.

1 '1
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Hallucinogens, ocaine Heroin

HallucinogensAincluding LSD, PCP,.ypid peyote, among others) followed the kt

.Marijuana pattern of downward trendS in the younger age ranges; among

young adults, the 'vevalence.of current hallucinogen use went'down from 4.4%

in 1979 to n7%111.1982. The Same pattern appears to hold fort al-

though low. levels of reObrted Use of this drug may reflect a tendency to ddny

Stigqatized behavAor.
%I

Turning to cocaine -- the:drug,that spread most rapi,dly during the late'

seventies the" pattern is one of new' stability, This is especially .clear

in the'fnungadult Population, where lifetime experience with Cocaine jumped'

jr0-13;4% Aw:1976 to 27.5% in 1979, and then leveled off at 28.3% in 1982.

Similarly, past,month use in the 18 -25 age group increased' rapidly fromonly

2% or 3% in the mid-sbventieS.to 9% in 1979, and then decreased 'Slightly to'

about 7%-in 1982,
. ....,

-

In the older adult age group, lifetime preValence 'evels for hallucinogens and

°cocaine increased, as was expected because Of the fact,that-birth cohorts who

began use of ,these drugsin their yoUng adult-YearS are now'moving into the 26

and older category.

Nonmedical Use of Stimulants, Sedatives, Tranquilizers, and Analgesics

With nonmedical use of all -four categories of psychotherapeutic drugs

combined in a single index, 1982 lifetime and. current prevalence leVels for

nonmedical use of these prescription-type drugs are as follows:along young

adults, 28.4% have taken one or more of these drugs for nonmedidi purposes,

and 7% report having done so during the month prior to the 1962 interview.

Among youth, 10.3% say-they have used these -drugs nonmedically, with 3.8%

doing so within the past month. Thus, at the present time, prevalence of

nonmedical use of these psychotherapeutic drugs matches or exceeds the

prevalence of cocaine use.
e

Recent trends in nonmedical use are difficult to assess.because of an improve.-

ment in questioning technique instituted in the:1982 survey. In the 1982/

survey, respondents checked off their answers to questions '. on nonmedical' "use,

`using private answer sheets comparable to.- those used. for altohol, marijOna,

and other types of recreational drugs: .In.all.earlier surveys, questions on

nonmedical use of these pills'were answered aloud in "open interview". fashion,

along with questions. on medical prescription use. The apparent 1979 to 1982

increase in nonmedical ,use' of these drugs An the'youth population may be due

either to a real increase in use or to a greater tendency to report use on. the

1982 self - administered form. 6



Alcohol and Cigarettes

edi

'Accompanying the downturn-in 11iarijuana trends for youth and young adults,
there has.been a drop in the number of users of alcohol and cigarettes.
Nevertheless, among young adults aged 18 to 25, 67.9% still report past-
month alcohol use (the 1979 fi-Ore.was 75.9%). Among 12 to 17 year olds,
the percentage having.had an.alcoholic drink during the month prior to the
survey interview is now 26.9% (down from 37.2% in 1979).

Trends in alcohol use remained fairly steady'during the to the mid
seventies'. The appearance of a sharp increase between 1977. and 1979 may be
explatned,.at least in part, by an irnOoyement in questioning technique insti-

. tuted in the 1979 survey (and /continued in 1982) to, allow respondents to check
off their answers to alcohol questions'on a self-administered answer sheet
comparable to those used foripther drugs. In previous surveys, respondents
answered alcohol questions alioud.

Cigarette questions in the 1979 survey were different from those used in
,.,,,earlier and later studies. fecent trends in past-month or past-year cigarette
use can be'based on a compar son of 1977 and 1982, data. During this time, the
prevalence of.paSt-mOkith cig rette use among 1 to 17 year olds dropped from
22% in 1977 to 15% in 1982. Among yOung adult ,,current prevalence "dropped
from 47% in 1977 to 39.5% in 1982.

Alterdatively, the 1979 defi,itions of past-month and past-year cigarette use
On be matched for 1982. Thes*.e data are presented-as the "alternate defini-
tion" of Past-year and paSt-Month cigarette use. They iridicaee a continuing ,

decline in current smoking,fOr the adult population but suggest that among,
youth the downward trend may have halted.

. .0a

Other Observations

Persons who have tried 'illicit drugs such as hallucinogens, cocaine, or' heroin
are, with --very rare exteptjeins,a subset of those who have tried marijuana.
For example,. as. noted above, 64% of all young adults have tried marijuana. As
Tabl.e.14 shows, 32% of this age group report use of marijuana Only, and an
additional 32% report use of one or more other illicit drugs -- for a total of
about 64% or 65%. Thus, the total for users of ,:'any illicit drug" is
compArable .to the total number WhO'have used marijuana.

This, pattern of, "overlap" in the use of various drUgs is underlined by the new'data on simultaneous use of marijuana and other drugs presented in subsequent
chapters of this report.

...

Levels off drug useopportunity remain high, in 1982, with marijuana opportunity
a commonplace experience. About half of all youth, 85% of all young adults,
and 41% of all persons aged 26 an:older report that they have had-the 4
chance to try marijuana if they wanted to. The, majority of young adults have
also had the opportunity to try cocaine..
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Recency Of Use: Youth

4

TULE 2a: 1982 PREVALENCE

3 04

Past year,' Not.

Ever Past not past past Never

Yout a e 12-17 (15 used month month year 'used

rijuana 26.7% 11.5% 9.1 6.0 73.3

/Hallucinogens 5.2% 1.4% 2.2 1.6 94:8
)

Cocaine \,6.5% 1.6% - 2.4 2.4 93.5

4*-

Herclip *% *% *. * 99.6"

Nonmedical Use of:

Stimulants

Sedatives

Tranquilizers

-Analgesics

Any Nonmedical,Ute

Alcohol

Cigarettes

6.7%° 2.6% 3.0 1.1 93.3

5.8 1.3% 2.4
r°

2.1

4.9% .9% 2.4.

4.2% .7% . 3.0

10.3'. 3.8% 4.5

94.2

1.6

.5 95.8

1.9 89.7

65.2% 26.9% 20.4 . 17.9 34.8

49.5% 14.7% 10.2. 24.6 50.5

'Some.categories do not :add to 100%.because of rounding.

*Less than

Definitions of terms and categories used in this-table are to

the "Key Definitions" section near the back of this volume.

found in
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TABLE 2b: 'CONFIDENCE FNTERVALS

A

1982 Lifetime Prevalence and Past Month Use: Youth
I

s.'

1.1

Youth: age 12-17 (1581)

1

A

2 .3 4 5 ( 6

Lower
limit

Ever Upper
used limit

Lower
limit.

past
month

'Upper..

limit

Marijuana 24'.1% 26.7 29.5% 9.7% 11.5 13.6%

Hallucinogens 4.0% 5.2 6.7% .8% 1.4 2.3%

Cocaine 5.1% 6.5 .8.2% 1.0% 1.6 2.6%

Heroin * ;

4

Nonmedical Use of

Stimulants 5.3% 6.7 8.4% 1.8% 2.6 3.8%'

Sedati 4.5% 5.8 7.4% .8% 1.3 2.2%

Tranquilizers 3.7% 4.9 6.4% .5% 9 1.7%

Analgesics 3.1% 4.2 5.6% *% .7 1.4%

Any Nonmedical Use 8.6% 10.3 12.3% 2.8% 3.8 5.2%

Alcohol 62.2% 65.2 68.1% 24.3% 26.9 29.7%

Cigarettes 46.4% 49.5 52.6% 12.7 %. 14.7 17.0%

*Less than .5%.

Definitions of terms and categories used in this table-are to bg found in
the "Key Definitions" section near the back of this volume.

16
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Recency o

4. iV

TABLE 3a: 1982 PREVALENCE

-. . \,.,
...

: Young Adults . ,

1

Ever

Young adults: age'18-25 (1283) used

Marijuana

Hallucinogens

Cocaine

Heroin

Nonmedical Use of

Stimulants 18.0%

Sedatives 18.7%

Tranquilizers ,

Analgesics 12.1%,

-Any Nonmedical Use 28.4%

Alcohol 94.6%

Cigarettes 76.9%

At

1

3 4 5

Past year, Not *

Past not past past Never

month month year used

27.4% 12.9

1.7% 5.2

6.8% 11.9

*% *

4.7%

2.6%

1.6%

1.0%

7.0%

67.9%

39.5%

Some categories do not add to 100%,because of rounding.

*Less-than .5%.

6.1

6.i

4.3

3.4

9.1

23.7 35.9

14.2 78.9

9.5 71.7,

.8 98.8

7.2 82.0

10.1 81.3

9.1 84.9

7.7 87.9

12.3 71.64t

15.5 11.2 5.4

7.8 29.7 23.1

I

Definitions of terms and categories usedin this table are to be found in

the "Key Definitions"'section near the back of this volume.



TABLE 3b: CONFIDENCE INTERVALS

1982 Lifetime Prevalen and Past Month Use: Youn Adults

1 2 3

13,

4 5 6

Lower Ever Upper
Young adults: age 18-25 (1283) limit uved limit

Marijuana

Hallucinogens

Cocaine

Heroin

60.8% 64.1: 67.3%

18.4% 21.1 24.0%

25.3% 28.3 131.5%

.7% 1.2 2.2%

Nonmedical Use of:

Stimulants 15.5% 18.0 20.8%

Sedatives 16.2% 18.7 21.5%

Tranquilizers 12.8% 15.1 17.7%

Analgesics 10.0% 12.1 14.5%

Any Nonmedical Use 25.4% 28.4 31.6%

Alcohol 92:8% 94.6 95:9%

Cigarettes 73.9% 78.9 79.7%

Lower Past Upper,
limit month limit

24.5% 27.4 30.6%

1.0% 1.7 2.8%

5.3% 6.8' 8.7%

3.5% 4.7 6.4%

1.7% 2.6 3.9%

.9% 1.6 2.7%

.5% 1.0 1.9%

5.4% 7.0 9.0%

64.6% 67.9 71.0%

36.2% 39.5 42.9%

*Less than .5%7

Definitions of terms and categories used in this table are to be found in
the "Key Definitionsysettion near the back of this volume.

1

1,

18
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'1444TABLE 4,1: 1982 PREVALF.NCE

'Recency of Use: Older Adults

3 4
5

Ever Past

Past yea{,
not past

Not

past Never://,',.

Older adutp: age 26+ (2760) used month month -year used ,i)

Marijuana h230% 6.6% 4.0 12.4 77.0G

Hallucinogens 6.4% *% .7 5.7 93.+,6 .

.,,J.,2,

Cocaine 8.5% 1.2% '2.6 ,4.7 491:-.1.1.
e ' ft.,,,

Heroin 1.1% *% * 1.0 98.9--

Nonmedical Use of:

Stimulants- 6.2% .6% 1.2 4.4 93.8

Sedatives 4.8% *% 1.1 3.4 95.2

Tranquilizers, 3.6% *5 .9 2.4 ,96.4

Analgesics 3.2% *% .7 2.2 96.3

Any Nonmedical Use 8.8% 1.2% 1.8 5.7 91.2

Alcohol 88.2% 567% 11.7 19.9 11.8

Cigarettes 78.7% 3W.6% 3.6 40.4 21.3

Some categories do not add to 100% because of rounding.

*Less than .5%.

Definitions of terms and categories used in this table are to be found in
the "Key Definitions" section near the back of this volume.

l9



T44LE 4b;:tg0 FIDENCCINTERYALS

1982 Lifetime Prevalence .andst Months ; Older Adults

d
, 7

,

Older\adults:

15

2 3 4 5 6

Ever Upper Lower past Upper
ma used :limit limit month limit

Marijuana

Hallucinogen's.,

Cocaine

Heroin,
d

:421.1% 23.0 25.0% 5.5% 6.6 7.9%

5.4% 6.4 7.6% 7- 4

7.3 8.5, 9.9% .8% 1.2 1.8%
o

, .7% 1.1 1.7%

NonMedi0V

Stimulant's
5

IJ

'Sed at i (/..e$

TranTolige

ArialgeSi#

fr4
llAnyonmedical Use

5.2% 6.2 7.4%

3.9% 4.8 5.'9%

2.8% 3.6 4.6%,

2.5% 3.2 4.1%

7.6% 8.8 10.2%

*%

4

4

.8% .1.2 1.8%

Alcohol 86.6% 88.2 89.6% 54.4% 56.7 59.0%

Cigarettes 76.7% 78.7 80.5% 32.4% 34.6 36.8%

*Cess than .5%.

Definitions of terms and categories used in this, table are to be found in
the "Key Definitions" section near the back of this volume.

/
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TABLE 5: TRENDS

Lifetime Prevalence, 1972-1982: Youth,

Youth: age 1247

Ever Used, '/

1 '2 3 4 5 6 7

-.4

1972

(880)

,Marijuana 14%

Hallucinogens 4.8%

Cocaine 1.5%

Heroin .6%

Nonmedical Use of:

Stimulantsr. 4%

Sedatives 3%

Tranquilizers 3%

Analgesics .
x

Any Nonmedical Use xx

Alcohol x

Cigarettes x

1974 - 1976 1077 1979'

(215)

1982

(952) (986) (1'272) (1581)

23% 22.4% 28.0% 30.9% 26.7%

6.0% 5.1% 1).6% 7.1% 5.2%

3.6% 3.4% 4.0% 5.4% 6.5%

1.0% .5% 1.1% .% *%

m5% 4.4% 5.2 %' 3.4% 6.7%

: 5% 2.8% 3.1%" 3.2% 5.8%

3% 3.3% -30%* 4.1% 4.9%

x x x- 3.2% 4.2%

xx. xx xx 7.3 10.3%

54% 530% 52.6% 70.3 %# 65.2%#

52% 45.5% 47.3% 54.11, 49.5%

Chadge:
'79-'82**

S

S

NS

§

§

§.

§

§'

SS

S

).(Not asked.

xxs ince.questions on use of analgesics were not asked in surveys prior to
.1979, the nonmedical use of any psychotherapeutic (including analgesics)
could not be reported for these earlier years.

'1977 estimates based'on split sample: N=623.

#1n both 1979 and 1982,.private answer sheets were Used for alcohol
questions; in earlier' years respondents answered these questions aloud.

* *Significance levels: 5SS, .001; SS, .01; 5, %05; $, .10; NS, not signifi-
cant; §, significance test not performed (79-82 procedures not ccaparable).

Definitions of terms arit categories used in this table are to be found in
the "'Key Definitiotls" section near the bask of this volume.
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TAM 6: MUMS

Lifetime Prevalence 1972-1982: Young Adultflp

\,,

Youu adults: Age 18-25

1972 1974 1976 1977 1979 1982

(772) (849) (882) (1500) (2044) (1283)

Marijuana 47.9% 52.7% 52.9% 59.9% 68.2% 64.1%

Hallucinogens t 16.6% 17:3% 19.8% 25.1% '21.1%

Cocaine 9.1% 12.7% 13.4% 19.1% 27.5% 28.3%

Heroin 4.6% 4.5% 3.9%. 3.6% 3.5% 1.2%

Nonmedical Use of:

Stimulanti 12% 17% 16.6% 21.2%. 18.2% 18.0%

Sedatives 14 15% 11.9% 18.4%',17.0% 18.7%

Tranquiliierls 7% 10% 9.1% 13.4%. 15.8% 15.1%

Analgesics'
1 x 11..8% 12.1%

Any Nonmedical Use xx xx xx xx 29.5% 28.4%

Alcohol x 81.6% 83.6% 84,2% 95.3%4 94.6%#

Cigarettes x 68.8% 70.1% 67.6% 82.8% 76.9%
N

xNot asked.

17

7

Change:,

'79-'8217

xxSince questions on use'of analgesics were not asked in surveys prigr to
1979, the nonmedical use of'any psychotherapeutic (including analgesics)
could not be reported for these earlier years.

tNot tabulated. /

'1977 estimates based on split sample: N=750.

#In both 1979 and 1982, private answer sheets were used for alcohol
questions; in earlier years respondents answered these questions aloud.

**Significance levels: SSS, .001; SS, .01; So .05; $, .10; NS, not signifi-
cant; §, significance test not performed (79-82 procedures not Comparable).

Definitions of terms and categories used in this table are to be found in
the "Key Definitions"section near the back of this volume.

S

S

NS

SS

§

§

§

NS

SSS
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TAW fil(NOS

Cifetim srev4ience 19111-1982: Older Adult

0.1der adult s: ale et).

Marijuana

Hallucinogen'.

Cocaine

Heroin

Nonmedical Use Of

Stimulants

Sedatives

Tranquilizers

Analge:

Any Nonmedical Use

Alcohol
1

'Cigarette

1

19/2 1921

(1613) (2221)

Ever Used

3 4

I0.

5 7------v

1976 197/ 1919 1982

Cham.w,
'79-10

(1/08) ( i622) (30151,42/60)

1,4% 9.9% 12.9% 15.3%,419.6% 23.0%

t 1,3% 1,6% 4:5% 6.4i

1.6% .9% 1.6% 4.3% 8.5%

44. .5% ..5% .8% 4--.0% 1.1% NS

.,-

3% 3% 5.6% 4.7%* 5.8% . 6.2% §

2% 2% .?.4% 2.8%' 3.5% 4.8%

5% 2% 2.1% 2.6%* 3.1% 3.6% , §.

2.7% '3.2%

xx xx xx xx 9.2% 8.8%

x 73.2% 74.7% 77.9% 91.5%f 88.2%f SSS

65.4% 64.5% 67.0% 83.0% 78.7% SSS

*Less than .5%. 4

xliot asked.

xxSince questions on use of ana-Igesi;s were not ask d in surveys priOr to
1979, the nonmedical use of any pychotherapeutil (incldding analgesics)
could'not be reported for these earlier years.

tNot tabulated.

.1977 estimates based on split sample: N.897.

#1n bdth 1979 and 1982, private answer sheets were used for alcohol
questions; in earlier years respondents answered these questions aloud.

**Significance levels: SSS, .001; SS, '.01; S, .05; S, .10; NS, not signifi-
cant; 5, significance test not performed (79-82 procedures not comparable).

Definitions of terms and categories used in tIis table are to be found in
the "Key Definitions" section near the back of this volume.

2



Witt H: NM'.

Nast teal' the, 1911 ,i910 Youth

Youth:

M4r-ljuom4

) lutinegen%

(014ine

Heroin

NownodiAal the of

V
2..'t **(!

Sedatives 4 2% IlL21 2.01'

Tranqutli:ers A 21 1.6% 2.q1

Analgesics, A A

1
1

the in rat Year

1 4 4.

19/-,* 1914 19/6 1/1 1919 116:

(440) (952) (906) (10) (16t) (1581)

I
18,4%

4._114 2,hi ill 4,PL

.".1% LI% .'.6% 4,z% 4,1%

4% 4% AA 4% %

Any tiOnint!diCal * f1 A AA xx.

Alcohol

Cigarettes
(Alternate Definition -

Cigarettes)"

Les's than .5%.

)(Not asked.

xxsince questions on use dI analgesics were not asked in surveys prior to
1979, the nonmedical use of any psychotherapeutic (including analgesics)
could not be reported for these earlier years.

'1977 estirates based on split sa, le: N623.

"In 1979, recency of cigarette use was asked only of those who had vioked
at least five packs'during their lifetime. In a11 other years, no such
restriction was applied. For 1982, this version was calculated separately.

.

In both \1979 and 1982, private answer sheits were used for alcohol
question in earlier years respondents ns d these questions aloud.

"SignifiCa ce levels: SSS, .001; SS, .01; S, ..05; S, .10; NS, not signifi-
cant; §, significance test not performed (79-82 procedures not comparable).

Definitions of terms and categories used in this table are to be found in

the "Key Oe initions' section near the back of this volume.
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51% 49.3%

!.2%

1.3%

..ZT
.i:/%

5.6% 8.1%

f's.1.6*4! 41.3%1

19

(13.3%) (14.2%) (NS)



e4r 0-4o, 14.1!=l9f

Yowl Odult-.: Ole

14,1rip;a1,3

ti hit ilic)qi11;

(u L. a

Heroin

hori'li.it it- al of :

of nt

%edative..,

AflAige%1

fAlitt fiuniit,
a

rt.14.0i1) A l u 1 It

t...e in PA,-.,t Year

Clijnq:
191 19:4 191(. 191 19)9 19n.!

(W) (049) (f10:?, (1W4A) (i!044)

s.

Any Now-71%11(AI Use it

Cilarette%
(Alternate Definition
i,:iqarettes)

than

1 4. .1',,(i1 11'11 417, 41

6 t.1,f)1 6.41 q:41 6,91

0

11

1.'11' 1.1% 4.p.

"v i ..0 s

zit$ . 11r

(46.7%) (4 .41) (s)

'ttatit asked.

"Sine* questions on use of analtle'oCs were not a.cked in sorvevs prior to
19;9, the nonmedical use of any,psycnotherdvutic (Includinl .!qalqesic
could not be reported tor thee earlier yearS,

fNot tabulated,
t.21,

1977 e,;tirlates bosd on ;pi it 5a7ple: N,750.

"In 1979, recency of ciOrette- 11.)k! 00.1% of '6/10 s.,$ %.,$ h

It least five packs durin9 their lifetit,e. In all othcr year, tin s,:_jch

restriction was dppilei. For 19S2, this vercion W..V; Wpariel
In both 1979 and I'M:, private answer sheets MI'r(2 Jsed for alohol
queStions; in earlier years respondents answrei tnerte (70eS-tions 44')'41.

. ,

"Stqnificance levels: SSS, .001; SS, .01; S, .0'.); S. .10; NS, not Oplifi.
Cant; §, SignifiCanCe test not performed (19-:1Q ProCedures rot comparable).

Definitions of terms dnd cate9orles used in this. cable are to be found In

the "Key Oeflinit.iOns" SeCtiOn near the baC1/4 of NOS volum.!.



Va:t tr f ',191:-

tAiii t 10? itsf ft

&idyl AkitstE'E

U.c r4t

I ' 6

IV1I: 1914 1911 Oil 1919 1962 a '/9- 'HP,*

Oldru :61 '(161j) Vti21) (Witt) (141 1)01'1)

Plf i.i

11 i

t.

4 t 41 1* At 9 0t 10,61 NS

4 ,61

./ r,Z q't 0% k

t tl

K 'sue . 1.01 it

%do 't'd It 41 i 1(4. Os 1 :.31. 3.11

A1 0h,11 64.;11 7La1e 63.31° SS

:1,.,-tJ es t 1 34.:-.1,

iAlt-unatt- Ofiniticn -

C1,:lritl.. (AMT.) (3/.3%) (NS)

Less thon

J(kines:#! question; on use Of analgesics were not askel.in surveys prior to
1979, the nonmedical use of any psychotherapeutic (including analgesics)
could not be reported for these earlier years.

tNot t.abulatea.
1

'1977 estimes,based on split sample: N.750.

"In 1979, recencY of cigarette use WaS asked only of those who-had smoked
at least five packs during their lifetime. In all other years, no such
restriction WIS applied.- For 1932, this version was calculated separately,

;:n r. )ti 1)79 and 198?, private answer sheets were u;ed for alcohol
-;ii-,stions; in earlier years respondents answered the,;.e questions aloud.

"51,-;nif)CanCt! )SS, .001; SS, .01; S, .05; S,'.10; NS. not signifl-
cant; V; significance test not perfored (79-2 pl-ocedures not comparable).

Pet ifi itions ut terms and categories used in this table ,are to be found in
the "Key Iiefinitions" section near the back of this volume.
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TABLE 11: TRENDS

Past Month Use, 1972-1982: Youth

Use in Past Month

1'. 2 , 3 4

1972 1974 1976 1977

Youth: age 12-17 (880) (952) (986) (1272)

Marijuana

Hallucincigens

Cocaine

/ Heroin

O

Nonmedical Use of:

Stimulants

Sedatives x 1%, % .8%.

Tranquilizers 1% '1.1%

7% 12% 12.3% 16.6%

1.4% 1.1% .9% 1.6%

.6% 1.0% 1.0% .8%

*% *% 11

x 1% 1.2% '1.3%.

Analgesics

Any Nonmedical Use

Alcohol
o

Cigarettes
(Alternate Definition -
Cigarettes).*

*Less thant.5%.

xNot asked.

x .x x

xx xx xx xx

5 6

1979 1982

(2165) (1581)

16.7% 11.5.%

,2.2% 1.4%

1.4% 1.6%

*% .41

1.2% 2.6% ,

1.1% 1.3%

..6% ..9%

.6% :7%

2.3% 3.8%

7

-Change:
'79-182**

SSS

NS

NS

§

5

x 34% 32.4% 37.2% 37.2 %# 264%4 SSS

x 25% 23.4% 22.3% 14.7%

(12'.1%) (12.1%) (NS)

XxSinte-questions. on use of analgesics Were not asked in surveys prior to
1979,;.the nonmedical use of any psychotherapeutic (including analgesics)
could not be rep6rted for these earcilears,

.1977 estimates based on split sample: N=623.
.

"In. 1979, recency of -cigarette use was asked only of those who had smoked
at least -five patks during their lifetiMe. In all other years, no,such

'.restriction was applied.. For 1982, this version was calculated separately.

#In both 1979 and 1982, private answer sheets were used for alcohol .

questionsOn earlierdars respondents answered these questions-aloqd.

**Significante ,SSS, .001;. SS, .01; S, .05; $, .10; ,NS, not signifi-

cant; §,:significance test-not performed' (79-82 procedures not comparable).

.

Definitions, of terms and categories used in this table are to be found in
the "Key Definitions" section near the back of this voltime.
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TABLE 12: TRENDS')

Past Month Use, 1972-1982: Young Adults

Young adults:

Marijuana

Hallucinogens

Use in Past Month.

1 2 3 .4- 5 6 7

° 1972

age 18-25 (772)

27.8%

t

Cocaine t

Heroin t

Nonmedical Use of:

Stimulants

Sedatives

Tranquilizers

Analgesics

Any Nonmedical Use.

Alcohol

Cigarettes
(Alternate Definition -

'Cigarettes)"

*Less than .5%.

1'1974 1976 1977 1979 1982

(849) (882) (1500) (2044) (1283)
r-

25.2% 25.0% 27.4% 35.4% 1 27.4%

2.5% 1.1% 2.0% 4.4% 1.7%

3.1% 2.0% 3.7% 9.3% 6.8%

*% *% *% *%

3.7%- 4.7% 2.5%. 3.5% 4.7%,,

1.6% 2.3% 2.8%. 2.8% 2.6%

1:2% 2.6%. 2.4%. 2.1% 1.6%,

x x x 1.0% 1.0%

xx xx xx 6t2% 7.0%

Change:
'79-'82**

SSS

SSS

69.0% 70.0% 75.9%4 67.9 %#

49.4% 47.3% -- 39.5%

(42.J6%) (38.0 %)

xNot asked.

xxSince questions on use of analgesics were not asked in Surveys prior. to
1979, the nonmedical use:of any psychotherapeutic (including analgesics)
could no be reported for these earlier Years.

.tNot tabulated.

'1977 estimates based on split sample: N=750.

In 1979, recency of cigarette use was asked only of those who had smoked
at least five packs, during th6r lifetime. In all other years, no such
estriction was applied. For 1982, this version was 'calculated separately.

#InkIth 1979 and 1982, private answer sheets were used for alcohol.
- questions; in earlier years respondents answered these questions aloud..

**Significance levels: SSS, .001; SS, .01; S, .05; $, .10; NS, not signifi-
cant; §, significance test.not performed P9-82 procedui.es not tompatable).

Definitions of terms and, categories used in this table are to be found in
the "Key Definitions" section near the back of this volume.

SSS

(S)
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TABLE 13: T'kENDS

PIAL.Month-Use, 1972-1982: Older Adults

:42

Wider, adults: age 26+

/
/Marijuana

Hallucinogens

Cocaine

Heroin

Nonmedical Use of:

Stimulants

Sedatives

Tranquilizers

Analgesics

Any Nonmedical Use

Alcohol

Cigarettes '

(Alternate Definition -
Cigarettes)

*Less than '.5%

xNot asked.

Use in Past Month

71 2 6 4 5 6

Change:
1972 1974 1976 1977 1979 1982 '79-'82*A

(1613) (2221) (17084-822) (3015) (2760)

2.5% 2.0% 3.5% 3.3% 6.0% 6.6% NS

t .k% ,*%. *%

t *% *% *% .9% 1.2% NS4.

t *% %* % *% *%

*% *% .6%* .5% .6%

*% .5% *V' *% *%

*% *% *%' '31 *%,

.k% §

1
xx xx xx xx 1.1% 1.2%

x 54.5% 56.0% 54.9% 61.3%# 56.7%# SS

x -39.1% 38.4% 38.7% -- 34.6%

(36.9%) (34.1%) (S),

.xx5ince questions on use of analgesicS were not asked in surveys prior to .

1979, the nonmedical use of any psychotherapeutic (including analgesics)
could note reported for these earlier years.

tNot tabulated.

'1977 estimates based on split sample: N=897.

"In 1979, recency of cigarette use was asked only of those,whio had.smoked
at east.five packs during their lifetime. In all other years, no such
restriction vs applied. For 1982, this version was calculated separately.

#In..both 1979 and 1982, private answer sheets were used for alcohol
questions; in earlier years respondents answered these questions aloud.

**Significance levels: SSS, .001; SS, .01; S, .05; $10; NS, not signifi-
. cant; §,'significance test not perfonned (79-82 procedures not comparable).

Definitions of terms and 6tegories used in this table are to be found in
the "Key- Definitions" section near the back of this volume.
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TABLE 14: 1982 PATTERNS OF USE

Marijuana and Other Illicits? Youth, Young Adults,and Older Adults

,fiver used marijuana,
cocaine, hallucinogens,
or heroin .

Used marijuana only

Used cocaine, hallucinogens,
or heroin

1 2 3

Youth:

age 12-17

Young adul4s:

age 18-25

Older adults:
age 26+

(1581) (1283) (2760)

73.1% 35.4% 76.7%.

18.4 32.2 13.3

8.5 32.4 1\0.0

Some categories do not add to 100% because of rounding.

Definitions of terms and categories used in this table are to be found in the
"Key Definitions" section near the back of this volume.

TABLE 15: 1982 OPPORTUNITY

Opportunity and Lifetime Prevalence of Marijuana and Other Illicits:
Youth, Young Adults, and Older Adults

ti

Youth:

age 12-17 (1581)
Young adults:
age 18-25 (1283)

Older adults:
age 26+ (2760)

1 2 3 4 5 6

Ch'ance

to use
Ever
used

Chance
to use

Ever
'used

Chance
to use

Ever
used

Marijuana 50.5% 26.7% 85.5% 64.1% 40.5% 23.0%

Hallucinogens 14.6% 5.2% 37.3% 21.1% 15.4% 6.4%

Codltine 19.6% 6.5% 52.2% 28.3% 18.2% 8.5%

Heroin 6.8% *% 12:4% 1.2% 8.0% 1.1%

*Less than .5%.

Definitions of terms and categories used in this table are to be found in _the
"Key Definitions" section near the back oft his,volume.

0
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Lifetime Prevalence and Patterns of. Use: 1982

Marijuana use remains a strongly age-graded phenomenon that peaks during the
young adult years. One or two-time "experimental" use is not the norm; in-
deed, use on daily or near-daily basis is not an unusual outcome. New data
(gathered for the first time in the 194 survey)i'ndicate that marijuana is
frequently used in combination with alcohol and 'other drugs.

The lifetime prevalence of marijuana use -- that is, the percentage who have
at least tried the drug at some point during their lifetime -- is 8% for 12
and 13 year olds but considerably higher for 14 and 15 year olds (24%) and
higher still for 16 and 17 year olds (46%). By the young adult years,
lifetime prevalence reaches 64 %., In the "older adult" age ranges, we find
that 60% of all 26 to 29 year olds, 53% of all 30 to 34 year olds, and 24% of
those aged 35 to 49 report that they have used marijuana on one or more
occasions. Only 5% of persons aged 50 or older have had the experience of
trying marijuana. -

Lifetime patterns of use indicate that only 7.7% of all youth --
than .one-third of the 12 to 17 year olds who have ever tried marl
they have used on just one or two occasions. In the young ad It
only about one in seven young adult "ever users" can be classi ed

one-or-two-time "experimenters."

hat is, less
uana -- say
opulation,
as

The experience of having used intensively or on a near-daily basis over the
course of a month or more is not a rarity among today's young adults: 21% of
this entire age group -- about one-third of those who have ever tried
marijuana -- report that at some point during their lives they used this drug
on 20 or more days out of a single month.

\LI
suming alcohol to the same occasion as marijuana is now 'a fairly widespread
tice. For example, 16% of all young adults (one in four "ever users") say

t on the occasions when they have used marijuana they have usually,had an
lcohol drink as well. Those who say they never used alcohol on the same

occasion as marijuana are a definite minority marijuana users in all age
groups. Data on the simultaneous use of marijuana and other illicit drugs
are presented in the following chapter ( "Hallucinogens, Cocaine, Heroin").
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Current Prevalence and Patterns of Use: 1982

The prevalence of current marijuana use refers to the percentage who used the
drug during the month prior to the survey interview. Current use is related
to both the age and the sex of the respondent. Whereas 2% of 12 and 13 year
olds report current marijuana use, 8% of 14 and 15 year olds say they used
during the past month, as do 23% of 16 and 17 year olds, and about 27% of all'
young adults. Among "older adults," 19% of those aged 26 to 29 now report
past-month use, as do 15% of the 30 to 34 age group. However, current
prevalence dwindles to 8% for the 35 to 49 age group and virtually disappears
for those aged 50 and older (less than one-half of one percent of this age
group report current marijuana use).

Among youth, boys and girls have comparable current use rates, but in the 18
to 25 age group current marijuana use is almost twice as likely among young
men (36%) as among young women (19%). Thus,, .a little more than half of the
young men who tried marijuana are current users; in contrast, about one-third
of the young women who tried it say they used during the past month.

Among youth, about half the current marijuana users report that during the
past-month they used either on 1 to 2'days or on 3 to 4 days. Among young
adults, however, these "light" current users are outnumbered by those report-
ing use on 5 to 19 days or on 20 or more days in the current month.

Indeed, in the young adult group, about one in four current users (7% of the
entire age group) reports that, during the month prior to interview', he/she
consumed marijuana on a daily or a near daily basis. Comparing. this figure
(7%) to the percentage of young adults who say they ever used on 20 or more
days out of a single month (21%), we see that. many young persons have dis-
continued intensive or "daily" use of this drug.
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Trends in Marijuana Prevalence: 1971-1982
C

For youth and young adults, the most recent trends -- that is, changes In

prevalence between the 1979 and 1982 su6eys -- represent a departure-from

the upward trends observed throughout most Of the 1970s. Trends in Lifetime

prevalence at least are "leveling off" for both youth and young adults.

Current prevalence levels are definitely down. For example, in the 1977 and

1979 surveys, nearly 17% of all 12 to 17 year olds reported past-month use of

marijuana, whereas 11.5% of today's youth say they used marijuana during the

month prior to the 1982 survey interview. Similarly, in the 19,9 survey,

35.4% of all young adults reported past month use (an all time high), but by

1982 this figure had dropped eight percentage points to 27.4%.

Over the course of this series of surveys, the Ipercentage of youth reporting

current marijuana use rose from 6% in 1971.to nearly 17% in the late seven-

ties, and the percentage of past-month young adult users increased from 17%

An 1971 to 35% in 1979. In light of the recent decline reported. above;'it

seems clear that marijuana us ed during the. late seventies -- at least

for the younger age groups Xthe population. Future surveys in this series

willoinIate whether, or to what extent, the downward trend will continue

througho the eighties. L

The 1979 to 1982 declines observed for younger persons were not matched by

declines in the population aged 26 and older. On the contrary, some increases

in :the prevalence of marijuana use were found because ,of the changing compo-

sition, of this age group. That is, each year a new cohort of persons enter
the "older adult" age category -- and today's new entrants include many who

first used marijuana as youth or young adults during the 1970s and who bring

with them the characteristics and experience typical of that era. Thus;

having tried marijuana is no longer limited to the very young, and current use

is no longer extremely rare in the "middle age" years.
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TABLE 16: 1982 PREVALENCE

Recency of Marijuana Use Among Subgroups of Youth
ti

1 2 3 4 5

Ever
used

Past
month

Past year,
not past
month

Not

past
year

Never
used

Youth: age 12-17 (1581) 26.7% 11.5% 9.1 6.0 73.3

Age:

12-13 (515) 8% 2% 4 3 92
14-15 (511) 24% 8% 10 6 76
16-17 (555)

11.

46%
....,

23% 13 9 52

Sex:
Male (830) 28% 13% 72
Female (751) 25% 10% 75

Race:

White (1314) , 27% 12% 10 6 73
Black and other races ( 262) 23% 10% 5 7 77

Region:

Northeast (337) 31% 15% 11 4 49
North Central (442) 26% 15% 5 6. 74
South (571) 23% 8% 9 6 77
West (231) ,29% 10% 12 8 71

Population density:
Large metropolitan (463) 32%' 17% 10 *5 68
Small metropolitan (502) 2j% 8% 9 '6 77'
Nonmetropolitan (616) 24% 9% 7 8 76

I

Some categories do not add to 100% because of rounding.

Definitions of terms and categories used in thiS table a4 to be found in the
"Key Definitions" section near the back of this volume.

Main source: Question 11-5. Supplementary information from Question M-6 and
Question F-1 (Marijuana).



TABLE 1/: 1982 PREVALENCE

Lcsqsz51Marijuana use .Amon Sut2LLonYount'

Young adultS: age 18-25(1283)

, 2 3 4

Ever
used

Past

month

Past year,
not paSt
month

Not

past Never
year used

64.1% 27.4% 12.9 23.7 35.9

Age:

18-21 (546) 64% 28% 15 20 36

22-25 (737) 64% 27% 10 27 36

Sex:

Male (574) 68% 36% 12 21 32

Female (709) 60% 19%. 14 26 40

Race:
white (1106) 65% 26% 14 25 35

Black and other races ( 174) 61% 35% 7 19 39

I

Education:
Not high'school graduate (242) 66% 35% 11 20 34

High school graduate (545) 64% 26% 11 27 36

Attended college .
(478) , 62% 24% 16 22 38

0 Completed 1-3 years (327) .64% 26% 17 21 36

Graduate (151) 58% 19% 13 26 42

Now a full -time
college student (228) 60% 26% 15. 19 40

Region:
Northeast' (251) 66%. 31% 13 21 34

North Central (310)' 64% 27% 12 25 36

South . ,(494) 59% 26% 11, 21 41

West (228) 70% 27% 16 2! 3g

Population density:
Large metropolitan (374) 69% 32% 13 23 31

Small metropolitan (472) 63% 26% 14 24 37

Nonmetropolitan (437) 59% 23% 11 24 41

Some categories do not .add to 100% because of rounding.

Definitions of terms and categories used in this table are.to be'found in the

'"Key Definitions" section near the back of this volume.

Main Source: Question M-5. Supplementary information from Question M-6 and

Question F-1 (Marijuana).
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TABLE 10: 1902 PREVALENCE\

Recency y Mari4ana Use Ain nc Sub roue; of Older Adults

Older adults: age 26+ (2760)

Age:

26-29 (693)
30-34 (878)
35-49 (505)
50+ (684)

1

Ever
used

23.0%

60%
53%
24%
5%

Male (1233) 30%

Sex:

. FeMale (1527) )17%
.

/
Race:

White
/

Black and other races ((73365)

23%
) 27%

Education: /
. Not high school gradulate ( 650) 10% 2% 1 6 90
High school graduate' ( 011) 20% 5% 3 11 80

( Attended college (1077) 36% 11% 7 18 64
COmpleted 1-3 ye rs (484) 34% 11% 6 17 66
Graduate (593) 38% 11% 7 20 62

1

i

!

1

t.

3 4

. Past year, Not
Past not past past Never
month month year used

6.6% 4.0 12.4 77.0

11 29 40
8 29 47
4 12 76
1 4 95

10% 6 14 70
3% 3 11 83

6% 4 12 77
9% 3 15 73

Region:

Northeast (628)
North Central (748)
South (946)
West (438)

Population density:
Large metropolitan (840)
Small metropolitan (952)
Nonmetropolitan (968)

26%
21%
17%

32%

27%

24%.

15%

9% 4 14 74
5% 4 12 79
5% 3 9 83
9% 6 17 68

9% 4 14 73
6% 5 13° 76
3% 3 9 85

Some categories do not add to 00% because of rounding,

*Less than .5%.
4

`Definitions of terms and categornies used in this table are to be found in the
"Key Definitions" section near the back of this volume.

Main Source: Question M-5. Suplementary informatioplrom Question M-6 and
Question F-1 (Marijuana).
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TABIL 19: liffNiS

Lifetime Prevalence and Past Month Use of Marillana0911-1902:

YoUt-h- OfdiF

Youth:

1 2 8

1971 1972 19 74 1916
Me.WIMPENIA

1971 1979

4N74151,1.,4193,WIrtHINIIES

Chant.w.

1982 '79-'02"

EET7-17 (781) (880) (952) '(986) (1272) (2165) (1581)

Ever used 14% 14% 23% 22.4% 28.0% 30.9% 26.7%

Use in past month 6% 7% 12% 12.3% 16.6% 16.7% -11.5% SSS

Young adults:
age 18-25 (741) (772) (849) (8 2) (1500) (2044) (1283)

Ever used 39.3% 47.9% 52.7% 52.9% 59.9% 68.2% 64.1%

Use in past month 17.3% 27.8% 25.2% 25.0% 21.4% 35.4% 27.4% SSS

Older adults:
age 26+ (1664) (1613) (2220- (1708) (1822) (3015) (2760)

Ever used 9.2% 7.4% 9.9% 12.9% 15.3% 19.6% 23.0%

Use in past month 1.3% ' 2.5% 2.0% 3.5% 3.3% 6.0% 6.6% NS

* *Significance levels:
cant.

SSS, .0Q,1; SS, .01; S, .05 $, .10; NS, not signifi-

Definitions of terms and categories used in this table are to be found in

the "Key Definitions" section near the back of this volume..
.. ,

Main Source (1982): Qu,estion M-5. Supplementary informatipn.lrom dues -

tion M-6.
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Lifetime Yev.ileoce ut

Youth:

1M( WNW,

U.104 the by Ale 1971,19h:*

'a

fver thetl

4

_

4l 1:1-1

Aqe:

1.2-13

14.1S

16-1/

14%

61

10i
2/1

147E

41

10%

?91

Young AdAlt%:

_ _____ 39.3% A-.9%

Ago:

18-?1 40% 55%
3;i% 40%

Older adults:
ago As. 9.2% 1.4%

Age:

26-34 19% 20%
7X 3%

**Significance levels: SSS, .001;\SS,
cant.

1974

71%

6%

22%

or

1976 1977

13.0%

61

291
461

1979

30,9%

Hi

32%
tat

Cange:
198::* '79-'82*'

:Y,4%

6%

!Ix
441

'.'"6.7%

a%

,),4%

46%

NS

S

NS

52.9X S9.9% 613.2% 64.1%

56% 52% 561 69% 64% NS
f 49% ,53% 62% 66% 64% NS

9.9% 12.9% 15.3% 19.6% 23.0%

29% 36% 44% 48% 56% SS
4% 6% 7% 10% 12% NS

.01; S. .05; S, .10; NS, not signifi-

Definitions of terms and categories used in this table are to be found in
the "Key Definitions" section near the back of this volume.

Main Source .11982) : Question



I Apt t test

Litetime Peviterke M4vilu4ha Aftohl 'ItAtidfouW4 or tootri: 19/1-1
4- -

.Y.pop7

17,.1;

Male
ft.male

ga(r:

BIA(k 4n0 other
r4ce%

Region:
Northeast 16: 10, ji% '1% lt)% i4/ 11Y. tic.

North Central 13% lIT. ;'1% 26% '.91. A4% 26%

!:10uth I. 81 . 111 1h1 1'il. :41 21/ t6

West :61 24% JO,: 10% 3111 161 291 NS

t UtrA

4 4.1 ti

(h4h1o,

19/1 19/1 14/4 19/6 14/? 14/4 19ti,'

141 14L :it .10.fl :6.11

14% 1 :6% 11% 14%

14% 11% .1% 14% 21% 281' ."51

151. 10; 24% '221 24% Al% 2/% S

12% St 1/% 31% 231L1

Population don-,Ity:

Large metropolitan
Small .iietropolitan

Nonmetropolitan

15% 191

15% l!i%

13% 1
.1.)%

181

30% 36% 3:1

23% .?8% 231

181 1A% 211 '24% NS

*Significance levels: SSS, .001; SS, .01; S.

Art.

Definitions' of terms and categories used in this table are to be found in

the "Key Definitions" section near the hack of this volume.

Main Source (1982):' 'Question M-5.

.05; S. .10; NS, not siqnifi-
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Litetim

tA0L- ": littNE

rteV4letWe Or Mort u411 Amohl 5uhltoop,., or Yowl Adult: 1916=190?

Yowl, adul s: :Ale 1n-:".:

7;e4:

Mitt,

white

Ulack and other r aiies

41

fduC4tioh:
Not high '4hool gr41)uidtc

High '',Chool graduate

Attended college
Completed 1-3 years
Graduate

eo

Region.

Northeast .

North Central

.001; SS,

Ever Used

4
3 4

Chanqe:
1936 1911 1419 198? '/9-'82**

59,9% 68.,% 64,11

62% 66% /5% 68% S5
44% S..)% 61% 60% NS

55% 611t 69% 65%
481 SS% 6?% 61% NS

4!it 5?% 61% 66% NS
'U 60% 65% 64% NS
601 651 131 62% SS

5/1 66% 74% 64% S
')68% 58% 68% , 58% NS

62% 63% 64% 60% NS

60% 6b% 71% 66% NS
54%- _s___611 ---42%- 64%
42% 50% 61% 59% NS'
64% 61% 71%. 70% NS

59% 63% 73% 69% NS
59% .64% 68% 63% NS
38% 48% 61% 59% NS

.01; S, .05; S, .10; NS, not signffiL.

South

West

Population density:
Large metropolitan
Small metropolitan
Nonmetropolitan

**Significance levels: SSS,
cant.

0,

Definitions of terms and categories used in this table are to be found in
the "Key Definitions" section near the back of this volume.

Main Source (1982): Question M-5.

40
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TABLE,23: TRENDS

Lifetime Prevalence, of Marijuana Among Subgroups of Older Adults: 1976-194Z

Ever Used

1 2,

1976 1977

Older' adults: age 26+ 12.9%

19%

7%

12%

17%

6%

12%
20 %.

16%

24%

16%

10%
10%

18%

19%
12% .

a. 7%

15.3%

"21%

10%

15%

20%

6%
1'6%

25%
26%
24%

19%
14%
9%

23%

20%
16%

9%

Sex:
Male
Female

Race:

White
Black and other races

Education:
Not high school graduate
High school graduate '

Attended college
Completed 1-3 years
Graduate

Region:

Northeast'
North Central
South
West

Population density:
Large metropolitan
Small metropolitan
Nonmetropolitan

3 4 5

Change:

1979. 1982 '79-'82**

19.6% 23.0%

26% 30%
.14% 17%

19% . ,23%

26% .27%

9% 10%

18% 20%

30% 36%

SS

NS

NS

NS
'S

. 27 %. 34% $

33% . 38% NS

)

20% '. 26% ' S

16% '21%, S

18% /17% NS

27%
t

32% NS

,---

23% 27% NS

21% 24% NS

14%° 15% NS

"Significance.levels.:- SSS,,. .001; SS, .01; S, .05; .10; NS, not signifi-

Definitions.of terms and Categories used in this table are to be found in

the "Key Definitiqns" section near the back of this volume.
o.

Main Source (1982): Question M-5.

o.
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TABLE TRENDS

Past Month Use of Marijuana by Age: 1971-1982

Use in Pat Month

1 1971

Youth:

-A-617-17 6%

Age:

12-13 2%
14-15 47%
16-17 10%

-Young adult's:

age 18-25, 17.3%

Age:

18-21

22-25 t

Older adults:
age 26+ 1.3%

Age:

26-34
35+

5%
*%

2 3

1972 1974

7% 12%

1% 2%
6% 12%

16% 20%

27.8% 25'.2%

t 30%
t' 20%

2.5% 2.0%

. 9% 8%
*% *%

4
1976

25.0%

25%
25%

3.5%

P-

5 6 7 8'

Change: -
1977 1979 1982 '79-'82**

16.6% 11.5% 'SSS

,4% 4% 2% .NS
16% 17% 8% SSS
30% 28% 23%

27.4% 35.4% 27.4% 'SSS

30% 40% 28% SSS
24% 30% 27% NS

3.3% 6.0% 6.6% NS

112% 17% 17%.1 NS
% 2% 3% NS

*Less than .5%.

tNot tabulated.

**Significance levTls: SSS, .001; SS, .04 , .05; $,..10;, NS, not signifi-
cant.

Definit. s of terms and categories usecFin this table are to be found in
the "K Definitions" section near the back of.this.vojume

Main Source (1982): Question M -5. Supplementary information from Ques-
tion°M-6.

4



TABLE 25: TRENDS

Past Month Use of Marijuana,Among Subgroups of Youth: 1971-1982

Use in Past Month.

1 2 3 4 5 .6 7 8

Change:

1971 1972 1974 1976 1977 1979 1982
179-182*'

Youth:
age 12-17 6% 7% 12% 12,3% 16.6% 16.7% 11.5% SSS

Sex:

Male 7% 9% 12% 14% 20% 19% .13% .SS

Female 5% '6% 11% 11% 13% 14% 10% S

Race.: ,.

4 White t 8% 12% 12% 17% 17% 12% SS

Black and othe?
races

Region:

t
,,
'2% ` 9% 11% 14% 15% 10% NS

Northeast 9% 7% 14% 13% 22% 20% 15%' NS

North Central 5% 3' 11% 16% 20% 19% 15% NS

South 2% 4% 6% 7% 8% '12% 8% $

West 11% 14% 19% 17% 22% 16% 10%

Population density:
Large.metropolitan 9% t 14% 18% 22% 20% 17% NS

Small metropolitan 7% t 11% 11% 17%. 14% 8% S

Nonmetropolitan

tNot tabulated.

3% t 10% 8% 10% 15% 9% SS

**Significance levels:
cant.

SSS',''.001; SS, .01; , .05; $, .10; NS, not signifi-

Definitions of terms and categories used in this table are to be found in

the "Key Definitions" section neer the back of this volume.

Main Source (1982): Question M-5. Supplementary information from Ques-

tion M-6.

43'
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TABLE- 26: TRENDS

Past Month Use of Marijuana. Among Subgroups of Young Adults: 1976-1982

Young adults: age 18 -25

Sex:

Male
Female

\,)

'Use in Past Month

1 2 3 4 . 5

Change:
1976. 1977 1979. 1982 '79-'82".

25.0% 27.4% 35.4% 27.4% SSS

31% 35% ,45% 36% SS
19% 20% 26% , 19% SS

Race:
White 26% 28% 36% 26% SSS
Black and other races 22% '24% .34% 35% NS

Education:.

Not high 'school graduate 23% 21% 41% 35% 'NS
High school graduate 21% 29% 30% 26% . NS
Attended college 32% 30%C 38% 24% SSS

Completed 1-3 years 33% 32% 40% 26% SSS
Graduate 28% 22% 33% 19% S

Now a fUUrtimegoftllege student 32% 3)% 37% 26% S

\,_....

Region:

Northeast 26% 34 %. 40% 31%.
North Central 27% 29%

' 38% ?7%' SS
South 18% 17% 30% 26 %' NS
West .35% 33%. 36% 27%

Population density:
Large metropolitan
Small metropolitan
Nonmetropolitan

29% 31% 39% 32%
28% 29% 36% 26%
16% 18% 30% 23%

"Significance levels: SSS, .001; SS, .01; S, .

cant.

SS

S.

, .10; NS, not signifi-

Definitions of terms and categories used in this table are to be found in
the "Key Definitions" section near the back of this volume.

Main Source (1982): Question M-5. Supplementary information from Ques-
tion M-6.

4



TABLE 27: TRENDS

41

Past Month Use of Marijuana Among Subgroups of Older Adults: 1976-1982

Older adults: age 26+

Sex:

. Male
Female'

Race:
White
Black and,other races

Education:.
Nothigh school graduate
High school graduate
Attended college

Completed 1-3 years
Graduate

Region:
Northeast
North Central
South
West

Population densitY::
arge metropolitan

Small metropolitan
Nonmetropolitan

**Significance levels: SSS,

cant.

'Definitions of terms and categories used in this table are to be found in

the "Key DefinitionS" section near the back of this volume.

Ukuin Past Month

1 2 3 4 5

Change:

1976 1977 1979 1982 '79-'82**

3.5% 3.3% 6\0% 6.6% NS

l

:6% 4 9% 10% NS

2% 2 3% 3% NS

3% 3% 6% 6% NS

6% 4% 8% 9% NS'-

1% 1% 46 2% NS

3% 3% 5% 5% NS

6% 7% 10% 11% NS

5% 9% 9% 11%' NS

7% 4% 11% 11% NS

5% 7% 9% NS

% 3% 4% 5% NS

3% 1% 5% 5% NS,

4% 5% 9% 9% 'NS

5% 5% 8% 9% NS

4% 3% 6% 6% NS

1% '1% 4% 3% NS

.001; SS'., .01; S, .05; $, .10;' NS, not

Main o ce ): Question M-5. Supplementary information. from.Ques-

tibn M-6.
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TABLE 28: PATTERNS OF USE

Marijuana: Youth, Young Adults, and Older Adults

2 3

Lifetime Patterns

1

Youth:

aje 12-17
Young adults:
age 18-25

Older adults:
age 26+

(1581) (1283). (2760)

Lifetime frequency of use

1 or 2 times 7.7% 9.5% 6.2%
3 to 10 times 7.2 12.6 5.0
11 to 99 times 5.7 17.4 4.9
100 or more times 04 24.0 6.9

Not sure how many times .

.7 .6
I

*
Never used marijuana. 73.3 35.9 77.0

Alcohol use on the same
occasion

Usually 3.9% 15.6% 5.3%
About half the time 3.3 8.1 3.5.
Occasionally/rarely 9.4 27.3 7.1
Never 9.6 10.0 5.9.

Not sure if same occasion/skipped * 3.0 1.3
Never used marijuana 73.3 35.9 77.0

.

"Daily" marijuana use

Ever used on 20+ days in
one month, 5.8% 21.2% 4.2%
Al) other users 20.9 42.9
Never used marijuana 73.3 35.9 77Io

Current Patterns

Days used in past month

% 2.1% 7.0% 1.1%
20,or more
5-19 3.5 8.7 2.1
3-4 1.3 3.1 , 1.2
1-2 .,

4.2 8.0 2.2
Not past month user 15.1 36.6 16.

, Not sure how many days .6
Never used marijuana. 73.3 35.9 77.0

Some categories do not add to 100% because of rounding.

*Less than .5%.

Definitions of terms and categories used in this table are to be found in the
"Key Definitions" section near the back of this volume. !

Main Source (1982): Questions M-4, M-6, M-8, and M-9: Supplementary
information from Question M-5. 46 /

,
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HALLUCINOGENS, COCAINE:IIEPOIN

Hallucinogens

As of 1982; the experience of having tried one or more hallucinogens (such as
LSD, "PCP" or phencyclidine,.and so forth) is concentrated among young adults
aged 18 to 25 and among the subgroup of "older adults" who'are aged 26 to 34.
New data indicate that combining marijuana with hallucinogens is a wide - spread'
practice.

As of 1982, 21% of the 18 to 25 group and 19% of the 26 to 34 group have tried
one or more hallucinogens: In contrast, about 5% of the youth and only 2% of
persons aged 35 .or older have ever'tried a drug of this type. For youth and
young adults, these figures represent a decrease in lifetime prevalence since
1979

_.
.

Singling out "PCP" (one of the drugs included-in th'e hallucinogen class),
declines in lifetime prevalence-are again apparent for both youth and young .

adult cohorts. In 1979, the "ever -use" rate, for youth (aged 12 to 17) was

3.9%; for their counterparts in 1982, the rate .is 2.2%. For young adults, the
corresponding, decline in "PCP" is from 14.5% in 1979 to 10.5% in 1982.

Within each age grOup, the majority of those wh6 have ever tried hallucinogens,
have used on ten or fewer occasions. On those (perhaps sporadic) occasions
whe hallucinogens are used, it is likely for marijuana also to.be taken. For

example, about 8% of all young adults -- more than one in three "ever-users" --
say that they used marijuana "nearly every time that they used an
hallucinogen. /

Current users of hallucinogens are a small minority of "ever-users." For

example, 21.1% of the 18 to 25 group have tried hallucinogens, but only 1.7%
used during the month prior to interview.

Cocaine

Nearly 7% of youth aged 12 to 17 now report having tried cocaine, but lifetime
experience with this drug is concentrated in the 18 to 25 (young adult) years
and in the 26 to 34 age cohort: 28% of 18 to 25 year olds and 22% of 26 to 34
year olds say they have tried cocaine on at least one occasion. In contrast,

about 4% of persons aged 35 and older report having used cocaine.

Among young adults, the most recent trends (1979 to 1982) in cocaine use indi-
cate a "leveling'off" of the rather dramatic increases in lifetime prevalence
reported .in earlier surveys conducted during the 1970s: In the 18 to 25 age
group, the lifetime prevalence of cocaine use increased from 9.1% in 1972 to

27.5% in 1979; but between 1979 and 1982, the rate increased by only about one
percentage point (to 28.3%).

Of all youth who have ever tried cocaine, the maj rity say they have used it
on just one or two occasions, but'for older perso experimental" use is not

the norm. Indeed, about 12% of the,entire 18 to 25 age group say they have
used cocaine on more than ten occasions. And about 10% of all young adults
say that on the occasions when they take cocaine they usually use marijuana
also. Indeed, in every age group, the majority of those who have ever used
cocaine say they have used marijuana on the same occasion that they took
cocaine.

47
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Turning to current use, about 7% of all young adults say that they usel
cocaine during the month. prior to interview. This represents about one-fourth
of the young adults who ever tried the drug, but i(s significantly lower than
the 1979 figure. The majority of current users in the young adult group say
their-use was limited to one or two days out of the current month. Current
cocaine use is considerably less likely among youth (1.6 %) and among older
adults (1.2%).

Focusing on the "high-risk" 18 to 25 age group, cocainiuse is more likely .

among males than females, and more likely among whites than among persons of
other races. Cocaine use also appears to be concentrated among young adults
in large metropolitan areas, in the Northeast and the West, and in
higher'-education groups.

Heroin

Respondent'lAency to deny highly stigmatized behavior suggests caution in
interpreting data based on self-reports of heroin use. However, the 1982
survey results suggest .that heroin use is now concentrated in the 26 to 34 age
range; 3.5% of this age group say they have at least tried heroin at some
point in their lives. In contrast, 1.2% of 18 to'25' year olds report having,
used heroin, and less than one-haif of one percent of youth and persons age
35 and older have ever used this drug.

In the 1979 survey, 3.5% of the 18 to 25 age group reporte aving tried
heroin. Therefore, 'it would appear that this relatively "h heroin use"
cohort has now moved into the 26 to 34 age range and that fewer.pf today's
"young adults" have tried the drub.

For all 'age groups, less than one-halflof one percent report current (past-
month) heroin use.



TABLE 29: 1982 PREVALENCE

46
1

lam,

Recency of Hallucinogen Use: Youth, youlualliinoilLtrm221A /

3 4

Past year, Not
Ever Past not past pa ,^t Never40

used month month ye4r used
Youth: age 12-17 (1581)

Young adults: age 18-25 (1283)

Older adults: age 26+ (2760)

26-34 (1571)
35 +. (1189)

t

5.2% 1.4%

21.1% 1.7%

6.4%

19.2%
2.0%

Some categories do not add to 100% because of rounding.
*Less than .5%.

Definitions of terms and categories used in this table are to be found inthe "Key.Definitibns" section near, the 'back of this volume.
;Main Soure: Question L-5.

Supplementary'information from QueStion L-6and, Question F-1 (Hallucinogens).

i

2.2 , 1.6 94.8

5;2 14.2 78.9

.7 5.7 ,93.6

1.6 17.1 80.8
1.7 98.0

1

'4 49



TABI t 30: TRENDS

Lifetime Prevalence and Past Mon h Use of Halluci wens 1972-1982:

ou 1 oun u S an I er S

Youth: a e 12-17

Eve sed

Use in past month

Young adults: age 18-

Ever used

Use in past month

Older adults: age 26+

',Ever used

Use in past month

4

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

/ Change:

/ 1972 1974 1976 1977 1979 1982 '79.-'82**

/ (880) (952) (986) (1272) (2165) (1581)

4.8% 6,0% 5.1% 4.6% 7.1% 5.2%

1.4% 1.3% .9% 1.6% 2.2% . 1.4% NS

(772) (849) (882) (1500) (2044) (1283)

t 16.6% 17.3% 19.8% 25.1% 21.1% S

t 2.5% 1.1% 2.0% 4.4% 1.7% SSS

(1613) (2221) (1708) (1822) (3015) (2760)

t 1.3% 1.6% 2.6% 4.5% 6.4%

*% *% *% *% *%

*Less than .5%.

t,Noe tabulated.

"Slignificance levels: SSS, .001; SS, .01; S, .05; $, .10; NS, not signifi-

cant.

Definitions of terms and categories used in this table are to be found in

the "Key Definitions" section near the back of this volume.

Main Source (1982): Question L-5. Supplementary information from Ques-

tion L-6.
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TAMA: 31: PATTERNS OF USE
et'

Ial! (lc i Youth Youn Adults and Older Ad ults
4

Lifetime Patterns

1.

fi

2 3
Youth:

ase 12-17
Young adults:
ap 18-25

Older aktults:

(1581)

er

(1283)

.01

(2760)

Lifetime frequency of us

1 or 2 times
1.2% 5.0% 1.8%3 to 10 times
2.0 7.8 2.011 to 99 times
.9 4.4 2.0100 or more times *

, 1.1 *
Not sure how many times

1.0
. 2.9 *Never used hallucinogens 94.8:: 78.9 93.6

W.*

Marijuana use on the same
occasion:

Nearly every time
2.3% 7.9% 2.0%About half the time
.6 2.2 .5Occasionally/rarely

4.6 1.8'NeVbr
1.1 3.7 1.6Not sure if on same occasion
.8 2.6 .5Never used hallucinogens 94.8 78.9 93.6

Current Use

Days Used in Past Month:

20 or more *%
115-19

* *3-4
*

* *1-2
.6 1.2 *Not past month user 3.8 19.4 6.3. Not sure how many days
* * *Never used hallucinogens 94.8 78.9 93.6

Some categories do not add to 100% because of rounding.
*Less than .5%.

Definitions of terms and categories used in this table are to be found in the"Key Definitions" section hear Ihe.back of this volume.
Main Source Questliims'L-4, L-7. Supplementary information from Ques-tions L-5.
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TAOL(132: TR(NOS

/(

Lifetime Prevalence of PCP 1976-1912: Youth Nun( AdoltstATISItler its

Ever Used

2 3 4 5

Change:

1977 1979 1982 '79-'82**

Youth: age 12-17

Voting adults: age 18-25

Older adults: age 26+

**Significance levels: SSS,

cant.

3R0%

5%

7%

.001; SS,

5.8%

13.9%

1.1%

.01; S, .05;

3.9% 2.2%

14.5% 10.5% SS

2.2% 2.4% NS

S, .10; NS, not signifi-

Definitions of terms and categorieis used in this table are to be found in

"Key Definitions" section near thq back of this volume. .

1

Main Source 1982): Question L-8i

5

S

S

S

S

/



TAM 33 1982 PREVALE NCE

RecencLof cocaine Use: 1 Youth YouuAdultts, and Older Adults

Youth: age 12-17 (1581)

Ever
used

49

3 4 5

Past year, Not
Past not past past Never
month month /tAr used

6.5% 1.6% '2.4 2.4 93.5

Young adults: age 18-2 1(1283) 28.3% 6.8% 11.9 9.5 11.1

Older adults; age 264 (2760) 8.5% 1.2% 2.6 4.7 91.5
26-34 (1571) 21.7% 3.3% 1.5 10.9 18.335* (1189) 4.0% 0.5% 0.9 2.6 96.0

Some categories do not add to 100% because of rounding.

Definitions of terms and categories used in this table are to be found in"Key Definitions" section near the back.9f this volume.
Main Source:

. Question C-5. Supplementary information from Question C-6and Question F-1 (Cocaine).

s.4
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TARE 34: 198? NRCVAtINCE

Recency, o! Cocaine giLto,,h1_50( of Youn Adultfi

.Yount Adult.4:

,Pne 18-25 (1283) 28.3%

Age:

18-21 (546)

22-25 (737) 31%

Sex:
Male (5/4)

Female (709)

Race:
white (1106) 30%

Black and other races (174) 18%

Ed at ion:

Not high sctiool.graduate (242) 23%

High school graduate (545) 28%

Attended. college (478) 31%'

Completed 1-3 years (327) .

30%

Graduate .
(151) . 34%

Now a futl-tin e
college atudent (228) 29%

Region:

Northeast (251) 35%

North Central (310) 25%

South (494) 21% .

West (228) 38%

Population density:
.

Large metropolitan (374) 35%

Small metropolitan (472). 27%

Nonmetropolitan (437) 22%

1

Ever
o'Wd

35%
27%

2 3 4

Pa you, Not

PatA not past past Never

month. month year uched

6.8% 11.9 9.5 11.7

1% 11 8 74

7% 13 U 69

9% 16 9 65

5% 8 10 78

7% 13 10 70

3% 7 8 82

4% 11 8 77

6% 11 11 72

9% 13 9 69

7% 13 10 ZO

13%' 14 . 6 66"

7% 14 8 71

13% 12 10 65

3% 10 11 75

4% 8 9 ,.. 79

9% 21 8 62

2.

10% 14 11 65

6% 12 8 73

5% 8 9 78

Some categories do not add to 100% because of rounding.

Definitions of terms and categories used in this table are to he found in

"Key Definitions" section near the back of this volume. 2.

Main Source: Question C-5. Supplementary information from Question C-6

and Question F-I (Cocaine).
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TABLE.35: TRENDS

Lifetime Prevalence and. Past. Month Use of Cocaine 1972-1982: &J-th,Young Adults, and Older Adults

;

Youth: age 12-17

e-

3
4

1972 1974 1976 1977

(880) (952) (986) (1272)'

Ever us,.ed

Use. in past month

1.5%

.6%

3.6%

1.0%

3.4%

1.0%

4.0%

.8%

Young adults: age 18-25 (772) (849) (882) (1500)

Ever used
9.1% 12.7% 13.4 %. 191%

Use in past month t 3.1% 2.0% 3.7%

.Older adults:: age 26+ (1613) (2221) (1708) (1822)

Ever used 1.6% .9% 1.6% 2.6%

Use in past month
t *% *% *%

*Less than .5%.

tNot tabulated.

**Signifjcance SSS, .001; SS, .01; S, .05; $, :10; NS, not signifi-cant.

51

5 6 7

Change:
1979 '1982 '79-'82**

(216.5) (1581) °

5.4% 6.5% NS

1.4% 1.6% NS

(2044) (1283)

27.5% 28.3% NS

9.3% 6.8% S

(3015) (2760)

4.3% 8.5% SSS

.9% 1.2% NS

Definitidhs of terms and categories used in this table are.to be found.in"Key Definitions" section near the back of this volume..
Main Source (1982): Question C-5. SuppleMentary information from Ques-tion C-6 and Question F-1 (Cocaine).
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TAgLE'3 PATTERNS. OF USE

Cocaine: Youth, Young Adults, and Older Adults

1 2 3

Youth: Young.Ublts: Older adults:

age, 12-17 - age 18-25 age 26+

(1581)

Lifetime Patterns

Lifetime frequency of use:

1 or 2 times. 3.7%

to 10 times 1.8

11 to 99 times .9

100 or more times

Not sure how many times , *

Never used cocaine ' 93.5

Marijuana use on the same

occasion:

Nearly every time 2.1%

About half the time '.9

Occasionally/rarely
1.3

tfever
2.2

Not sure if on same occasion.

Never used cocaine .

Current. Use

*
93.5

(1283) (2760)

7.4% 2.5%

9.2 3.3

9%1 2.3

2.5 .5

*
*

71.7 91.5

9.6% 2.8%

2.7 .7

7. :2.3

8.2 2.7

*
71.7 '91.5

Days Used in Past Month

*7;
, *% *%

Y 20 or more
5-19

.5 1.3
*

.0-4 .4 1.0

1-2
.7 4.3 .8

Not past month user 4.8 21.5 7.3 .

Not sure how many days

Never used cocaine 93,5 714- 91.5

,
Some Categories do not add to 100% because.of rounding.

*Less than .5%.

Definitions of terms and categories used in this table are to be found in

"Key Definitions" section near the back of this volume.

Main Source: ..Questions C-4, C-6, C-7. Supplementary information from

Question C-5.
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TABLE 37: 1982;PREVALENCE

Recency of Heroin Use: Youth, Young Adults, and Older Adults

2 3 4 5

Ever
used

Past
month

Past year,
not past
month

Not

past
year

Never
used

Youth: age 12-17 (1581) *% *%
* * 99.6

Young adults: age 18-25 (1283) 1.2%
.8 98.8

Older adults: age 26+ (2760) 1.1 %' 1.0 98.9
26-34 (1571) 3.5% *%

3.4 96.535+ (1189) *% *% * 99.7

Some categories do not add to 100% because of rounding.
*Less than .5%.

Definitions of terms and categories used in this table are to be found in"Key Definitions" section near the back of this volume.
Main Source: Question H-5. Supplementary information from Question H-6and Question F-1 (Heroin).
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TABLE 38: TRENDS

Lifetime Prevalence of Heroin, 1972-1982: Youth, Young Adults, and

Older Adults#

)

41Wouth: age 12,17

Ever used

Young adults: age 18-25

r

Ever used

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1972 1974 1976 1977 1979 1982 '79-'82**

(880) (952) (986) (1272.) (2165) (1581)

.6% 1.0% .5% 1.1% .5%

' (772) (849) (882) (1500) (2044) (1283)

4.6% 4.5% 3,9% 3.6% 3.5% 1.2% SS

Older adults: age 26+ (1613) (2221) (1-708) (1822) (3015) (2760)

Ever used
.5% .5% .8% 1.0% 1.1% NS

#From 1972 through 1982, prevalence of past month heroin use has been

less than one-half of one percent in each major age group.

*Less than .5%.

tNot tabulated.

**Significance levels: SSS, .001; SS, .01; S, .05; $, .10; NS, mot signifi-

cant.

Definitions of terms and categories used in this table are to be found in

"Key Definitions" section near the back of this volume.

Main Source (1982): Question H-5. Supplementary information from Ques-.

tion. H-6 and Question F-1 (Heroin).
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NONMEDICAL USE; OF PRESCRIPTION-TYPE PSYCHOTHERAPEUTIC DRUGS:

Stimulants, Sedatives, Tranquilizers, Analgesics

.Lifetime Experience

Use
of,prescription-type."psychotherapeutic" drugs for'nonmedical purposes isconcentrated in the population aged 16 to 34: 19% of 16 to 17 year olds, 28%of 18 to 25 year olds, 25% of 26 to 29 year olds, and 18% of persons aged30 to 34 say they have used one or more psychotherapeutic

drugs for...ceasonssuch as getting MO, enjoying the feeling, or curiosity about the rpill'seffect. Among younger teens as among persons aged 35 or older, much smallerpercentages report nonmedical use.

Most demographic differences tnNnonmedical use are not striking. However, inthe youth as well as the young10U populations, whites are more likely thanothers to engage in the nonmedical use of these prescription-type drugs.

Nonmedical use of stimulants and sedatives appears to be more likely than non-medicd1 use of tranquilizers and analgesics, at least in. the "high risk" agegroups (youth and young adults). For'example, among young adults 18.0% and:18.7% report having used stimulants and sedatives, respectively; the corre-sponding figures for tranquilizers and analgesics are 15.1% and 12.1%. Thisis in direct contrast to the pattern observed for medical (prescription) use,described in a later chapter. A

, Current Use

Nonmedical use during the month prior to interview is concentrated in the16 to 25 age range: 7% of all 16 to 17 year olds and 7% of all 18 to 25 yearolds report current nonmedical use of one or more psychotherapeutic drugs.Smaller percentages of youth age 12 to 15 (2%) and'of 26 to 34 year, olds (4%or 5%) say they used any of these nonmedically during the month prior tointerview. In the 35 and older category, less than one.:half of one percentreport current nonmedical use.
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TABLE 39: 1982 PREVALENCE
w

NONMEDICAL USE

Recency of Nohmedical Use of Any Psychotherapeutic Drug

Among Subgroups of Youth.

Youth: age 12-17 (1581)

1 2

Ever Past
month

10.3% 3.8%

Age:
12-13 (515)

2%

.14:15 (511)
7% 2%

16-17 (555) 19% 7%

Sex:
Male (830) 9% 4%

Female (751) 11% 4%

Race:

White (1314) 11% 4%

Black and other races ( 262) 5% 1%

Region:
Northeast (337) 13% 4%

North Central (442) 10% 5%

South (571) 9% 3%

West (231) 10% 3%

Population density:" .

Large metropolitan (463) 11% 5%

Small metropolitan (502), r 10% 2%

Nonmetropolitan (616) 10% 4%

3 4

Past year, Not

not past past Never

month year used

4.5 1.9 89.7

1

4

8

5.

4

96
93

81

91

89

6 3 87

4 1 90

4 1 91

4 3 90

Some categories do nott,add to 100% because of rounding.

5 - 1 89

6 2 90

3 3 90

Definitions of,terths and .categories used in this table are to be found in

the "Key Definitions"
section near the back of this volume.

Main Source: Questions S-5, T-5, ST-5, AN-5. Supplementary information from

Questions 5-6, 1.751 ST -6, AN -6 and Question F-1 (Pills Nonmedical Use).
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TABLE 40: 1982. PREVALENCE

NONMEDICAL USE

Recencyof Nonmedical Use of Any Psychotherapeutic Drug Among Subgroupsof Young Adults

Young adults: age 18-25 (1283)

IAge:

18-21 (546)
22-25 (737)

Sex:

Male (574)
Female (709)

Race: / 4

White (1106)
Black and other races ( 174)

Education:
Not high school graduate (242)
High school graduate (545)
Attended college (478.)

Completed 1-3 years (327)
Graduate (151)

Now a fult7time
college student (228)

Region:

Northeast (251)
North Central (310)
South (494)
West (228)

Population deniity:
Large metropolitan (374)
Small metropolitan (472)
Nonmetropol1'tan (43744

0

.

fl

Ever Past
used month

28.4% 7.0%

27% 8%
29% .7%

33% 8%
24% 6%

31% 8%
14% 4%

28% 8%
27%
29%

29%
30%

7%

7%

8%
5%

26% 6%

28% 4%
30%' 11%
28% 7%
28% 5%

32% 6%
26% 6%
28% x.10%

Some categor'ices do not add to 100% because of rounding.

3 4

57

Past year, Not
not past past Never
month year used

9.1 12.3 71.6

9 1 73
9 3 71

11 4 67
8 11 76

10 13 69
4 6 86

11 9 72
9 12 73
8 14 71

9 .2: 12 71
6 18 70

9 11 74

8 15 72
9 10 70'

9 12 72
'' 9 14 72

10 16 68
9 10 74
8 11 72

0

Definitions of termsmcand categories used in this table are to be found in
the "Key Definitions" section near the back of this Volume.
Main Source: Questions S-6), T-5, ST-5, AN-5. Sapplementary information fromQuestions S-6, T-6, ST-6, AN-6 and Question F-1 (Pills Nonmedical ,Use),

6.1
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TABLE 41: 1982 PREVAL6Cg

NONMEDICAL USE'

7

Recency of Nonmedical Use of Any Psychotherapeutic Drug Among Subgroups of

Older Adults.

1

Ever
-used

Older adults: age 26+ (2760) 8.8%

Age:
25%

l 18%
11%
1%

26-29 (693)

3d=34 (878)

35-49 (505)

50+ (684)

Sex:

Male (1233)

Female (1527)

Race:
White (2395)

Black and 'other races ( 362)

12%

6%

9%
8%

Education:
Not high school graduate ( 650) 3%

High school graduate (1011) 7%

Attended college (1077) n%
Completed 1-3 years (484)

Graduate (593)

Region:

. 11%

19%

Northeast (628) 9%

North Central (748) 8%

South . (946) 6%

West (438) 14%

Population density:
Large metropolitan (840) 10%

Small metropolitan (952) 9%

Nonmetropolitan (968) 6%

2 3 4 5

Past
month

Past year,
not past

month

Not

past
year

Never
used

1.2%

5%
4%
*%
*%

1:8

5

5

2

5.7

14

10
9

1

91.2

75

82

89
99

2% 8 88

1% 4 94

1% 91

1% 92

*%. 1 2 97

2% 1 4 93

2% 3 85

1% 4 7 89

2 2 14 81

1% 1 6 91.

2% 2 4 92

1% 1 4 94

1% 3 9 86

1% 2 7 90

-2% 2 5 91

1% 1 4 94

Some categories do not add to 100% because of rounding.

*Less than .5%.

Definitions of terms and categories used in this table are to be found in

the "Key Definitions" section near the back of this volume.

Main Source: Questions S-5, T-5, ST-5, AN-5. Supplementary infonnationfrom

Questions S-6,. T-6, ST-6, AN-6 and Question F-1 ,(Pil ls Nonmedical Use).



TABLE 42: 1982 PREVALENCE.

NONMEDICAL USE/

Nonmedical Experience with Types of Psychotherapeutic Drys
Mang Su groups of Youth

Youth: age 12-17 (1581)'

Age:

12-13 (515)
14 -15 (511)

16-17 (555)

Sex:

Male (830)
Female (751)

StiU- Seda- Tranquil- Anal- Any Psycho-
l'ants tives izers gesics therapeutic

Race:

White (1314)
Black and, other races ( 262)

Region:

Northeast (337)
North Central (442)

'South (571)
West (231)

Population density
Large metropolitan (463)
Small metropolitan (502)
Nonmetropolitan (616)

6.7% 5.8% 4.9% 4.2% 10.3%
4

2% 3% 1% 2% 4%
4% 4% 3% '2% 7%

13% 10% 10% 8% 19%

6 %. 6% 6% 5% 9%
7% 6% 4% 4% 11%

7% 7% 5% 5% 11%
3% 1% 2% 2% 5%

8% 7%\ 4% 3% 13%
7% 5%-' 7% 4% 10%
7% 6% 6% 5% 9%
5% 5% 2% 4% 10%

7% 7% 6% 5% 11%
7% 5%. 5% 5% 10%
5% . 6%,' 4% 3% 10%

Definitions of terms and categories used in this table are to be-found
the "Key Definitions" section near the back of this volume.

Main Source: Questions S-1, T-1, ST-1, AN-1.

6.3
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TABLE 43: 1902 PREVALENCE

NONMEDICAL USE

Nonmedical Ex'erience with T es of Ps chothera euiic Dru s Amon Sub row s

o 'oung u s

Ever Used

. 1 2 3 4 5

Any Psycho-

lants tives izers 'esics therapeutic

Young ad (1283) 18.01 18.7% 15.1% 12.1' 28.4%

Stimu- Seda- Tranquil- Anal

Age:
18-21 (546)
22-25 (737 ---

Sex:

Male (574)

Female (709)

16% 17% 15% 12%

20% 21% 15% 13%

% 23% 17% 15%

14% 14% 13%

,Race:
White (1106) 20% 21% 16%

Black and other races ( 174) 8% 8% . 9%

Education:
Not high school graduate (242) 16% . 18% 19% 13% 28%

High schodl graduate (545) 18% 18% 14% 12% 127%

Attended college (478) 19% 20% 14% 12% 29%

Completed 1-3 years (327) 19% 20% 1 % 13% 29%

Graduate (151) 17% 22% 1'% 8% '30%

Now a full -time
college studen-t (228) 16% 13% 6% 10% 26%

13%
8%

27%
29%

33%
24%

01%
14%

Region:

Northeast (251) 17% 16% 1 % 12% 28%

North Central (310) 21% 21% 1:% 12% 30%

South (494) 18% 20% 6% 12% 28%

West (228) 16% 18% 4% 13% 28%

Population' density:
Large metropolitan (374) 19% 23% 19% 13%, 32%

Small metropolitan (472) 16% 16% 13% 11% 26%

Nonmetropolitan , (437) 19% 17% 13% . 14% 28%

Definitions of terms and categories used in his table are to be found in

,the'"Key Definitions section near the back of this volume.

Main Source: Questions S-1, T-1, ST-1, AN 1.

6+
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TABLE 44: 1982 PREVALENCE

o er u s

Nonmedical Experience with T es of Psychotherapeutic Dru9s Amon9 Subgroups,

1

Ever Used

OWer adults: age 26+ (2760)

Age:
26-29 (693)

30-34 (878)
35-49 (5Q5)
50+, (684)

Sex:

Male (1233)
Ferriale (1527)

Race
Wh t? (2395)
B1 ck and other races ( 362)

Education:
N t high school graduate ( 650)
H gh school graduate (1011)
A tended college (1077)

Completed 1-3 years (484)
Graduate (593)

Re.ion: .

ortheast (628)
North Central (748)
South (946)
West (438)

Population density:
Large metropolitan (840)
Small metropolitan (952)
Nonmetropolitan (968)

1 2 L 3 4 5

Stimu-
tants*

Seda-
tives

Tranquil-
Izers

Anal-

gesics
Any Psycho-
therapeutic

6.2 %. 4.8% 3.6% 3.2% 8.8%

17% 16% 11% 9% 25%
14% 11% 9% 8% 18%
8% 5% 3% 3% 11%
*% *% *% *% 1%

9% 7% 5% 5% 12%
4% 3% 2% 2% 6%

..-

6 %. 5% 3% 3% 9%
5% 6% 4% 3% 8%

1% 2% 1% 1% 3%
5% 4% 3% 3% 7%

11% 8% 6% 6% 15%
9% 8% 6% 6% 11%

13% 9% 7% 5%

a

19%

4% 5% 4% 4% 9%
6% 5% 3% 2%

*
8%

5% 3% 3% 3% 6%
12% 7% 6% 4% 14%

7% '6% 4% 3% 10%
6% 5% 3% 4% 9%
4% 3% 2% 2% 6%

*Less than ..5%.

Definitions of terms and categories used in this table are to be found in
the "Key Definitions" section near the back of this volume.

Main Source: Questions S-1, T-1, ST-1, AN-1.
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ma TRENDS**

1972 -1982: Nonmedical Ex erlence.with T es of Ps chotheraeuticlrwjelom
s an

Stimulnts

Youth:

Young adults:

Older adults:

Sedatives

Youth:

Young adults:

Older adults:

Tranquilizers

Youth:

Young .adOts:

Older adults:

1972

4%

12%

3%

3%

%

3%

7%

5%

Analgesics

Youth: x

Young adults: x

Older adults: x

u s

Ever Used

3 4

1974 1976 1977 1979

5% 4.4% 5.2% 3.4%

17% 16.6% 21.2% 18.2%

3% 5.6% 4.7% 5.8%

# 5% 2.8% 3.1% 3.2%

15% 11.9% 18.4% 17.0%

2% 2.4% 2.8% 3.5%

3% 3.3% 3.8% 4.1%

10% 9.1% 13.4% 15.8%

2% 2.7% 2.6% 3.1%

x x x 3.2%

x x x 11.8%

x x x 2.7%

1982

6.7%

18.0%

6.2%

5.8%

18.7%

4.8%

I

4.9%

15.1%.

3.6%

4.2%

12.1%

3.2%

xNot asked

**Significance tests were not performed on these substances because dif-

ferent procedures were used in 1979 and 1982.

Definitions of terms and categories used in this table are to be found in

the "Key Definitions" section near the back of this volume.

Main Source (1982): Questions S-1, T-1, ST-1, AN-1.
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1 MT USC

Beginning drug use is a strongly age graded experience, Cach drug or drug-
type, however, shows a somewhat different age distribution,;

Mariluana

Between the 1479 and 198? surveys, there was a significant decrease in the
number of young adults who reported that they tried marijuana for the first
time during the year prior to interview.

New marijuana use is now concentrated in the teen years. Today, six percent
of all youth (3% of 12 and 13 year olds, 1% of 14 and 15 year olds, and 8% of
16 and 17 year olds) say that they first tried marijuana during the year prior
to the 1982 survey interview. In contrast, 2% of 18 to 21 year olds began
marijuana use during the past year, and after age 21 new use of marijuana is a
rarity.

Hallucinogens and Cocaine

New users of hallucinogens and cocaine tend to be somewhat older than persons
trying marijuana for the first time.

First use of hallucinogens typically begins between age 14 and 25, with the
peak "high risk" years probably being 16 to 17. Between the 1979 and 1982

.

surveys there has been a significant decline in the percentages of youth and
young adults who report new use of drugs in this class.

New users of cocaine are most prevalent among persons in their late teens or
early twenties: 4% of all 16 to 17 year olds and 5% of all 18 to 21 year olds
say they first used cocaine during the past year. New use of cocaine also
occurs, however, among 12 to 15 year olds (1%) as well as in the 22 to.25 age
group (2%) and even among 26 to 34 year olds (1%).

Psychotherapeutics (Nonmedical Use)

New use of a psychotherapeutic drug for nonmedical purposes is about equally
likely for 12 to 13 year olds, 14 to 15 year olds,, 16 to 17 year olds, and
18 to 21 year olds, with 2% or 3% of each of these age groups saying that at
some point during the past year they first used a psychotherapeutic drug for
nonmedical purposes.
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lAlla 46: flk`a 01, 198.,? Stfl

New Users: Youth, Youhl Adults
1

and Older Adults

Marijuana

Cocaine

Hallucinogens

Heroin

Nonmedical, Use of
Psychotherapeutics

*Less than .5%.

4'

First Use in Year Prior to Interview
+94

1 2 3

Youth: Young adults: Older adultS:

ale 12-17 age 18-25

(1501) (1283). (2/60)

5.9%

2,2%

1.3%

1.0%

3.b%

,9%

OX

*X

X

3.0% r.sx

Definitions of terms and categories used, in this table are to be found in the

"Key Definitions" section near- the back of this volume.

main Source .(1982): Question Fl (Marijuana, Pills Nonmedical Use, Cocaine,

Hallucinogens, Heroin). Supplementary information from Question 50 and

Questions M-3, S-3, 1-3, AM, C-3, L-3, H-3. ,



New. Users, By Age

Mat-ijuana

Cocaine

TABLE 47: FIRST USE, 1982 SURVEYI,

Hallucinogens

'Nonmedical .Use of

Psychotherapeutics
)

*Le than .5.

12-13

(5.15)

First Use in Year Prior to: Interview

2 3 4'. 5 6 7

3%

1%

14-15 16-1'7 18-21 22-25 26-34 35+

(511), (555) (546')', (737) (1521) (1189)

7% 8% 2% % *% le%

1% 4% 5% 2% 1% *%

1% u. 2% ,1% , 1%. *10 *%

3% 3% 2% 1% *%

Definitions of terms and categories Used in this table are to be foun 'n the
"Key'Definitions" section `near the back of 'this volume. _

Wain Source (1982): Question (Marijuana, Pills Nonmedical Use, Cocaine,
HallUcinogens). Supplementary information from Question 50 and
Questions M-3, S-3, T-3, ST-3, AN-3, C-3, L-3.
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TABLE 48: TRENDS

New Users, 1974-1982: ,Youth

First Use in Year Prior to Interview

1 . 2 3 4 5 6

1974 1976 1977 , 1979 1982

'Change:

'79-'82**

Youth: age 12-17 (952) (986) (1272) (2165) (1581)

Marijuana 9% 8.2% 7.09i, 7.3% 5.9% NS

Cocaine 1.5% 2.0t 2.1% 2.3% -2.2% NS

,

Hallucinagens 2.4% 1.8% l'.5% 3.0% 1.3% SS
4

Heroin
*74 .7% *4,4,

*Less than .5%.

**Significance levels: SSS, .001; SS, .01; So, .05; $, .10; NS', not. signifi-

cant.

Definitions ofterms and categories used in this table are to be found in

the "Key Definitions" section near the back of this volume.

Main Source (1982): Question F-1 (Marijuana, .Pills Nonmedical Use, Co-

caine, Hallucinogens, Heroin) . Supplementary information from Question .50

and Questions M-3, S-3, T-3, ST-3, AN=3, Q73,, L-3, H-3.



TABLE 49: TRENDS

New Users, 1974-1982: _Young Adults.

First Use in Year Prior. to Interview

)

Young Adults:.

1 2 3 4 5 6

1974 1976 1977 1979 1982
(-Change:

'79-'82**

a9e 18-25 (849) "(882) (1500) (2044) (1283)

Marijuana 4.5% '8.6% 2.6% 2.9% 1.0% SS

Cocaine 3.3% 4.0% 3.2% 4.4% 3.6% NS

Hallucinogens 1.6% 2.9% 1.1.% 2.1% .9% S

Heroin ,8% *% *% *% ,, *%

*Less than .5%.

**Significance levels: SSS,
cant.

.001; ;,S, .01; S, .05; ,'N , not signifi-

Definitions of'terms and categories used in this.t4ble are to be fdundin
the "Key Definitions"ettion near the batk of this volume.

Main Source (1982): Question F =1 (Marijuana, Pills Nonmedical Use, Co-''
caine, Hallucinogens, Heroin). Supplementary informatiOn from Question 50
and.Questions M-3; S-3, T-3, ST-3, AN-3, C-3, L-3, H-3.

67
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TABLE 50: TANOS

New Users, 1974-1982: Older. Adults.

First Use

1 2

t)

in Year Prior tp Intbs'rview

3;

Older Adults:
age 26+

1974 ,1976

(2221)

.7%

*%

*%

*%

(1708)

4
1.1%

*%

*1

*9;

Marijuana

Cocaine

Hallucinogens

Heroin

197T' 1979

-'(1822) 0615)

..., .8i .5%

- *% s _11.

*% .-k%

5 6

Change:

1982 '79-'82

%5
*%

*%

*Less than

**Significance level.s{,6SSS', 001; SS, 01; S,.05; :10; 'NS, not signifi-

cant.

/ .
'DefinitiOns of- terms and categories used in' this table are to be found in
the "Key Definitions" section near the baCk ofAhis volume-.

Main Source (1982): Question F-1,(Marljuana, PillS:Nonmedicl Use, Co-

caine, Hallucinogens, Heroin).. Supplementary information fNm QueStion.50_

and Question M-3, S-3, T-3,,ST-3, AN-3, C-3, L -3, H-3.

a
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TABLE 51: TRENDS

Marijuana Experience by4AN: New Users, 1974-1982'

40.

Youth: wage 42-17

Age:

12-13
1 -15
16-17

Young adults:

Age:

. 18-2/
22-25

age 18-25

Older adults: age 26+

Age:

26-34
35+

First Use in\Year Prior to Interview

1 2 3 4 5' 6

Change:
1974 1976 1977 1979 1982 '79-182**

9% 8.2% 7:0% -7.3%. 5.9% NS
4

3% .3% 4% 4% 3% NS
10% 9% 9% 8% 7% NS
12% -13% ,8% 10% 8% NS

4.5% 8.6% -2.6% 2.9% 1.0% SS

7% 11' 3% 4% 2%
2% 6% , 2% 2% *%

.7% 1.1% .8%

1% 4% 1% 1% *%
*% 1% . *% *%

*Less than .5%.

**Significance levels: SSS, .001; SS, '.01; S, .05; $, .10;:N$, :not signifi-
cant.

Definitions of terms and categories used in this table" are to be found in
the "Key Definitions" section near the back of this volume.

Main Source, (1982): Question f-1 (Marijuana). Supplementary information
from Question 50 and Question M-3.
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ALCOHOL AND CIGARETTES

TheMajority of adults report experience with alcohol and cigarettes, .and the
use of these legal drugs is related.to the use of the illicit drugs discussed
in earlier chapters.

Alcohol

As in previous years, the large majority of Americans report experience with
alcohol. For'all age groups, the figures on current alcohol use are
significantly lower than was the case in 1979.

As of 1982, 65% of all 12 to 17 year olds, 95% of the young adult respondents,
and 88% of persons aged 26 and older report that they have had beer, wine, or
liquor at some paint during their lives.

'Current alcohol isalsO widespread, with a substantial number of Youth'
(27%) and a majority of both:young'zdults (68%) and older adults (57 %) re-
porting pse-'during the month prior to the 1982 survey interview. At present,
"daily" use'of alcohol is most widespread in the 26 and older age group;
about 11% of these older adults say they drank on 20 or more days out of the
current month.

In examiningAlcnhol trends for earlier years, the reader should note that,
from 1974 through 1977, questions,about alcohol use.were answered aloud in the
"open interview;" whereas in.the improved version usedin the 1979 and 1982.
surveys respondents checked off their answers to the alcOhol questions on
answer sheets comparable to those routinely used for other.drugs.

Current alcohol use is related to the ,use of'various other drugs. Among
youth and older adults, the alliparent:relationship may, to some extent, reflect
similaritieOn the age distributions of current users across various drug
classes. However, this'factor shouldnot affect:the relatively homogeneous
young adult age group (18 to 25 years). Among young dults, more than one-
third of'current drinkers report current marijuana use; in contrast, for young
adults who are not current' drinkers, the current use rat for marijuana is
only18%. A similar patfern obtains fy current drinking and use of "stronger"
illicit drugs. _

war.

,
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Cigarettes

AbouG-half of all,youth and more than three-fourths of all adults _have at

leasttried a cigdrette at some point during, their lives. However, as of
1982, current'tigarette use is not the norm: 'about 15% of all youth, 40% of
all young.adults, and 35% of older adults now report that, they have smoked
.cigarettes during the month'prior to the 1982 interview.' Among today's
younger teens,_current use is now relatively rare: only 3% of 12 to 13 year

olds and 14g,of 14 to 15 year olds say they smoked one.pr more cigarettes
during the past month, These figures represent'a rat4er dram&tic decline
since 1977 -- the 'most recent survey' year in which, comparable questiOns on

recency of use were asked.* For example, among. 12 t'O 13 year olds, the drop

wps-from 10% in 1977 to 3% in 1982. For older teens aged 16 to,17 years, the
pr6alence of current snibking declined slightly (from 35% to 30%). For young

adults, the drop An current cigarette prevalence:was from 47% in 1977 to about

40% inf982; for older adults, from 39%.to 3S%.:
e.

Curret smoking; is} related to the use Of.aTcohol., marijuana; and various

other drugs. For example,', among older'adutts, 71% of current smokers report
,,currenlpalcohol use, in Comparison to 49% of non-smokers. Among young adults
L*; 43% of current smokers report.cureent marijuana use, in comparison to 18% of

non-smokers.. Similar pttern's hold for various "stronger" drugs used

illicitly.

ol

--N<LF.,or, comparable data on 1979 to 1982 trends (based on an alternate definition
of current and past-year prevalence of cigarette use),-see the "alternate
definition" of cigarette use.presented in Summary of Findings chapter.



TABLE 52: 1982 PREVALENCE

Recenexof Alcohol Use: Youth, Young _Adults, and Older Adults

1

Ever
used

Youth: age 12-17 (1581) 65.2%

Young adults: age 18 -25 (1283)' 94.6%

Older adults: age 26+, (2760) 88.2%

26-34 (1571) 95.8%
35+ (1189) 85.6%

I

73

2
t

3 4 5

Pastar,
Past not st

month month

26.9% 20.4

67.9% 15.5

56.7% 11.7

70.6% 12.7 12.5 4.2
51.8% 11.3 22.4 14.4

Not

past

year
Never

used

17.9, 34.8

11.2 5.4

19.9 11.8

Some categorido not add to 100% because of rounding'.

Definitions of terms and categories used in thisotable are to be found in
the "Key Definitions" section near the back of this volume.

Main Source: Question A-2. Supplementary.information from Questions A-1,
and A-3 and Question 50.

4

4
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TABLE 53:. TRENDS

Lifetime prevalence and Past Month Use of AlCohol 1974-1984

Youth: a e 12-17

1

1974

(952)

.Ever used

Use in past month

54%

34%

Young_ adults: age 18-25 (849)

Ever used 81.6%

Use in past month 69.3%

Older adults: age 26+ (2221)

Ever used 73.2%

Use in'past month 54.5%

2 3 4 5 6

Change:

1976, 1977 1970 1980 '79-'82**

( 86) ( 1N) (2165) (1581)

5 .6% 52.6% 70.3% 65.2% SS

32.4% 31.2% 37.2% 26.9% SSS

(882) (1500) (2044) (1283)

83.6% 84.2% 95.3% 94.6% NS

69.0% 70.0% 75.9% 67.9% SSS

(1708) (1822) (3015) (2760)

74.7% 77.9% 91.5% 88.2% tSS

56.0% 54.9% 61,3% 56.7% SS

41n the 1979 and 1982 surveys, private answer sheets were used for alcohol

questions; in earlier years respondents answered these questions aloud.

t*Significance levels: SSS, .001; SS, .01; S, .05; $, .10; NS, not signifi-.

cant.

Definitions of termsand categories used in this table are to be found in

the "Key Definitions" section near the back of this volume.

Main Source (1982): Question A-2.

7i
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TABLE 54: MENUS

1974:1982

15

Use in Past Month

61 2 3 4

Change:
1974 1976 1977 1970 1982# '797'82**

Youth( age 12-17 34% 32./ 31.2% 37.2% 26.9% /SSS

Age:

12-13 19% 19% 13% 20% 10% / SSS14-15 32% 31% 28% 36% 23%,/ SSS
16-17 51% 47% '52% 55% 45% SS

Young adults: age 18-25 69.3 69.0% 70.0% 75.9% 67.9% SSS

Age:

18-21 70% 66% 71% 75% 67% SS22-25 68% 72% 70% 78% 69% SSS

Older adults: ale 26+ 54.5% 56.0% 54.9% 61.3% 56.7% SS

Age:

26-34 68% 68% 70% 70% 71%
35+ 49% 52% 50% 58% 52% SS

#1n the 1979 and 1982 surveys, private answer sheets were used for alcohol
questions; in earlier years respondents answered these questions aloud.

**Significance levels: SSS, .001; SS, .01; S, .05; $, .10; NS, not signifi-
cant.

Definitions of terms and categories used in this table are to be found in
the "Key Deffnitions" section near the back of this volume.

Main Source (1982): Question A-2. Supplementary information from Ques-
tion A-3.
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TABLE 55: PATTERNS OF ALCOHOL USE

Alcohol: Youth, Young Adults,12fld(' Adults

bays Used in Past Month

1

Youth:

age 12-17

(1581)

20 or more *x

5-19 5.9

3-4 6.7

1-2 13.8

Not past month user 38.3

Not sure *

Never used 34.8

2

Young adults:

age 18-25

Older adults:
ache 26+

(1283) (2760)

6.5% 11.4%

28.2 18.2

11.4 9.7

21.8 17.1

26.7 31.5

*

5.4 11.8

Some categories do not add to 100%'because of rounding.

*Less than .5%.

Definitions of terms and categories used in this table are to be found in the

"Key Definitions" section near the back of this volume.

Main Source: Question A-3. Supplementary information from Question A-2.



TAKE 56: PATTERNS Of osr

Use of Other Substances Among Current Or inkers and fhose Who Aro Not Current
r"--77-176-UTIT dui rs, m u lir CU '4

Marijuana

You t

1 2

Current
dr ink ers

(410)

Not

current
drinkers

(1171)

Ever used 60% 15%

Use in past
month 34% 3%

Nonm ed i c a 1 Use of
hychotherapeutics

Ever used 25% 5%

Use in past
month 12% 1%

Cocaine, hallu-
cinogens, or
heroin

Ever used 22% 3%

Use in past
month 7% 1%

.

*Less than .5%.

Ybunq adu 1 ts:

atle 18-25

Current
deinkers

Not

current
dr inkers

(851) .026)

76% 39%

36% 8%

37% 10%

10% 1%

43% ; .11%

12% l%

Older adul ts:

1 2

Current
drinkers

Not

current
drinkers

(1648) (1112)

35% 7%

11% 1%

13% 3%

2%', *%

16% 2%

*%

1

Definitions W.terms and categories used in this table are ,tp be found in
the "Key Def ini t ions" section near the back of this volume.

Main Source: Quest ions A-2, M-5, S-5, T-5, ST-5, AN- 5', C-5,0-5, and H-5.
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TABLE 57: 1982 POEVALENCE

Y51:111Wilarette Use: Youth YouiALV ul

1

s and Older Adults

4

Ever

'fused

Past
month

Pastyear,
ftotpast
month

Not

past

year
Never
used

Youth: age 12-17 (1581) 49.5% 14.7% 10.2 24.6 50.5

Young adults: age 18-25 (1283) 76.9% 39.5% 7.8 29.7 23.1

Older adults:. age 26* (2760) 78.7% 34.6% 3.6 40,4 21.3

26-34 (1571) 85.4% 43.9% 5.6 35.9 14.6
35+ (1189) 76.3% 31.4% 2.9 42.0 23.7

Some categoriesdo not add to 100% because of rourding.

Definitions of terms and categories used in this table are to be found
the "Key Definitions" section war the back of this volume.

Main Source: Question 4,



SH: PA414,60i5 OF CIGAlifIlf OSC

Civrette 11*".0 19n-19P. Youth, Younl Adult and Uhler Multi

9

1 2 3 4

19/1 19/2 1914 4976

Youth: age 12-1/,

79

6 - 1
Witle1/MINW

19/7
(J9796) 1982

Current smoker.. 15% : 17% '60 23.4% 22. 3% (12.14%3 14,7%

Half pack or less 4 day 10% 12% 21% 18,8%, 48.7% (8.8) 10.0%
About a pack a day 3 5 4 . 3.6 3M (2.5) 2.8
More than a pack a day 2 * 1 .6 * ( .7) ..8

Do not smoke now

No answer

' Young Adu I t s L___ale 18-25

80

43.5%

, 8?

1

A4.3%

)4

4 ,

48.8%

7,6.6

. ,

49.4%

77.6

. , 4

47.3%

(81,11)

It

(42.6%)-

85,3

*

39.5%Current ,:mokors

23.2%
-

20.4%Half pack or less a day 24.5% 20.6% 27.7% 25.1% (21.0
About a pack a day 13.9 15.3 13.8 17.1 17..4 (14.7) 13.8

, More than a pack a day 5.1. 8.7. 7.2 6.9 6.0 ( 6.7) 4.8

Do not smoke now 52_8 54.9 50.1 50.6 52.7 (57.3) 60.5
.

No answer
,

3.5 .8 1.1 *
',

. * k

Older
A(.----191t---. Si------.19-(---------..?26 4.A

Current smokers 38.2% 36.1% 39.1%. 38.4% 38.7% (36.9%) 34.6%

''Half pack or less a day 11:8% 11.5%' 13.8% 12.8% 12..6% -(14.0) 12.3%
About a pack a_day 17.3 15.4 14.8 14.3 15.5 (12.5) 11.
More than a pack a 40 #-. 8.6 9.7 1 10.3 10,7 10.5 (10.3) : 10.3

,. .

Do not smoke now 56.0 : 60.4':' 60.1 61.6' 61.3 (63.0) 65.4
.

No answer , 5.7 3.5 -.7; , *
* *: . (*)

f

Some categories do not add to'100% because of rounding.

"Not. Sure" categories and percentages not shown-.

*Less than .5%.

'In 1982, 1977, 1976, and 1974, current smoker was defined as "smoked within
past month." In 1979, current smoker was defined as "smoked within past
thirty days"; this was asked only of those who had smoked at least five Packs
ever. For 1982 figures comparable to the 1-979- definition, see trend tables
Tri-The Summary of Findings chapter., In 1972 and 1971, current smoker was
defined as "smoke at the present time."

A

Definitions of terms arid categories used in this table are to be found in the
"Key Definitions" section near the back of this volume.

Main Source (1982): Questions 4 .and 5.

8



TABLE 59:, TRENDS

1971.71982

i
,..t Current Smoke

2 '. 3. 4 , 5

1971.. 1972- 61974 1976 \1977 82:

Youth: . age..1.2-17

Age:
12713:

.16-17

!it

Yount adugts:, age _1.8-25

-Age.
18-721
22-25

,

5% 4% .13% , 11% 110% C?%.)
17% 16'% -25% .20% 22% :?.1( *9%1

23%. 32i . 38% 39% 35% 10\h'',(24%);

43 ?5% 44.3% . 49.4% 47 3%

I°

4e%r 66%' 4
Zp 47% 519;'

7

0 ,

Older adults: . age 26+ 38.12,% 36 .,1 '38...4%

45% 48% 47% -43%

36% 32% , 37% -31%

Arge

26-34';

8 nx :34.64

;.I.Not tabulated::

In 1982, 197 , 1976, and 1974; current smoker ...vat defined as "smoked within
past month." n 1979; current. 'smoker was defInedr...as "smOked ;:withiit pAt
thirty days";, is:was.:asked only of those'who'7,had;smoked It' leastfive
packs;ever. for 1982 figures comparable to the. 1979 definitioh; see trend
tablt§ in the. SuMmary of ..Findings chapter. In 1972 and. 1971, current smoker'

. ,,

was fief i ned as,-",smoke at, the present time .

-.:
...fr.,.9.-

, . .

Definitions of terms and categories used in 'this table are to be found in the
"Key Definitions" section ; near the back o thi Olume. -

fiaip,,Source -(1982).0:- Question 4.,
(A(,)



Use,, of Othee,'SubStance

Current Smokers: Youth, oung Adults, and Older Adultv

TABLE 00: PATTERN

ng Current Cigarette Smokers:and ThOse Who Are Not

AlcohOl

Ever used

Use in past month,

14

81'

Young'adults: Older adults:
age 18-25 I age 26+'":.

1 2 3 , 4

'..,! -

5 6

Not - NO't Not
.

Current current Current. current., Current current-
Smokers smokers smokers sMi5kers smokers smokers

-7---L-- - _
(233) (1348) . (519) (764) j1098) (j662)

94% 60% 98% 92%

58% 22% 76% 62%

96% 84% .

49i

marijuana ..
,

,49'

Ever used 81% . B3% ..i, . '52 %'. .39% 15%-':

Use in past month. :. , 49% 43%. 18%. I 2% ,4%':.

NonmedicalAse of .

Psychotherapeutics

Ever. used 15% .5%

2%. 1%Ose in past month

Cocaine, hallucinogens.2
or heroin

Ever 'used

Use in.. a

Oefintyons of terms :Ond.,categorieused.ip f4U)e are to
the "Key Oeflnit-ion" .section near the, back o volume.

Main Sourte: Quetiel "44:A=2, 'M-5, S-5, ST-5; AN75, C-5, L -5, and F15.



0101.CAL USE OF PRESCRIPTION PSYCHOTHERAPEUTIC .DRITtit:-

;`Stimulants, eci,tiies., Tranquil izers,. Analgesics

Lifetime Prevaitnce-
.

,In the 49 survey, 3 t. of out,h; 62.
persOnsaded 26 or older repor \Flavin
quilizerg,', and/or anal/geSics b escr

I

In eaCt'age, group, analgesics (brInp
quently mehtioned type of prescribed pqc
es,peceirlally olVious .fo`r,yOuth and young ad
report havin4 had a "kriptionfor anal
scripti,on -fo a trariqui'f,izert.03e\ahout
sedat'N

r
e,, and 3% for`pif st

f 18:to 25 year olds, *and 73.9% of
aken' stimulants, sedatives, tr'an-

at some poyit.during their lives.

filing" pills), are the most fre-
hotherapeutic drug. This is
ults. For example, 23%'of all youth
gesics, but only 9% have had a pre-
6% report having,,had a prescription

imul ant.
1.31;',1

Current U

Pets
.

ons aged 26 or ojder are copsiderably more likely to report prescription
use 'O' psychotherapeutic drugs'during ,the month prior to interview (13.3%)

Wan are -Youth._ (5'.6%) or young adults (6.6%). --Within the "tiler adult" gr
current use is concentrated among women- (16% of whom report briscription
during the,past month) and among persons aged 50 or older (Of whom 16% a so
report past month use).

6.? gik

85

p,

83

04'

1
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TABLE 61: 1982 PREVALENCE

MEDICAL USE

1

Recency of Medical Use of Any Psychotherapeutic Dru Amb111Subgroups of Youth
1

Youth: age 12-17 (1581)

Age:

12-13 (515)
14-15 (511)

16-17 (555)

Sex:

Male (830)

Female (751)

-Race:

White , l'(4314)

Black and other races ( 262)'

1

Ever
used

(Rx).

31,5%

P.at year, Not
Past not pos( past Never

month month year used

54,4%' 9:0' . 16.9 68.5

22%
32%,
40%

Region:
AortheaSt (337)

. North Central'(442)
.South -,(571)

WeSt (231)

Population density:
Large metropolitan (463)
Small metropblitan (502)
Nonmetropolitan (616)

c18

35%
25%

37%

23 65

All 75

16- 69

20 .63

Some Categories do not add to 100% because of;.,roOding.

.

7DefiniNAFS of terms anCCategOries*uSed ih this,7Aable are to be found_ in the

"r4yThe#10Itions section near the; back of th4Volume..

Main SObr6e: QueStions.a,' 10,'14,J6 21 23)'28-'30. Supplementary informa

QQestion F-1 (Pills MeliCal

16 '70
18. 67
17 67 ,



Tf1/48LE. 62:

Recency :91 Medical UL! O' Any' tichotheapeutic Drug Among SuOgroup
Young dultS .

102- PROAEENCE

MEDICAL USE

, .

Ever\

'used
(Rx")

t 3

Pas(year, Not
Past not past past Never
month month year used

Young Adults: age 18-25 (1283) , 62.9% 6.6% 17.3% 38.9% 37.1%--:

Age
18 -21 (546)
22-25 (737)

Sex: '

male' (04). 57% : 5% 13% 39%, 43 %'
Female (709) ' 68%':, 8% 21%, 39% 32%

Race:. N

. White . -(1i061,, 65% o .18% _ 41 ;7:7. '; 35i.
. BlatIc. 'and' other races ,( 7174), 50% 12% '..- .30i _ 50%

56% 6% 19%, 31% 44%
70%. 8% 16%. )r47% 30%

Educafi on
,

Not high school graduate ,*). .49%;
High school graduate .(545) 64%--

Attended col lgge . (47) 68%
Complete6)1-3 years (327) 67%
Graduate (151) 71%

Now a full-time
college student (228) 60%

Region: *.'..,

Northeast ,(251) - 58%
North Central (310)_ P. 63%
South 2, (494) 61%
1J,e.st , (2y) 71%

Population densityA L

Large metropolitan (374) 57% _. ,

Small metropolitan (472) 67%
Nonmetropol i tan (437) 64%

4111.

'28% 51%
18% 40% 36%
2;-. 43% 32%
v18% ss. 39% :33%.

6% 12% 54% .29%

5% , 16% je 40%1

4% 17% ., 37% '. 42%
9% 15% ..39% ,

7% 17% 37% %
6%' 22% 44Yo

37

9%

6% 16% 35% 4 %
9% 1.8%:', 40%
4% 18%. , 42%, 36%

Sonie categories do not add to 100% because of rounding,

Definitions of terms and categories useC'in this table are to be found in 'the
'Key Defini tions" section near the back of ,this voluMe.

t A
MaintSource: Questions .8, 10, 14, 16, 21; 23,1 30. -Supplementary informa-.
tion from Question F-1 (Pills Medical Use).:'



TAB LE 63: 1982 PREVALENCE

MED ICAL USE

,

Recency of Medical Use of Any PsychOtherapeutitA)rug Among Subgroups of
Older Adaris

tt,
1 2 4 5

, Ever Past year, Not

used 'Past not pas past Neter

*0-(Rx ) month 'month y year used

Older adults: age '26+ (2760) 73.9% 13.3% 13.0% 47.6% 26.1%

Age:

26-29 (693)

30-34 (878)

35-49 (505)

(684)

Sex:

Male (1233)

Female (1527)

Race:
White (2395) 74% 13% 13% ;48%

Black and other -races ( 362) .,72% 16% 1 % 44%

7

75fr%

80%
78%
69%

11% 19% 45% 25%.

10% 15% ' 55% 20%
11% 6, 12% 55% ??P' .

16% ' 11% 42%

67% 10% 10% 46%

80% 16% 15% (49%

Education: ..

Not high school graduate ( '650) 67% 18% 1-44.,:;-',;;'344._-_--712r-7-

High school graduate . (1011)s 75% 13% ,:',', i,,. .460O:1..:: '725%

Attended -col lege (1077) 78% 10% - -....: ::;56%122%
Completed 1-3 years (484) 77% 11% -5 23%

Graduate (593) 79% 9% 14 56% 21%

:

4f.

4

.Nor Ofe ast (628)
rg.florth Central (748)
outh (946)

West (438)

Pppu I ad't i on density ::

= Large met,raPol i tan (840)

Small metropoT4tan (952)
Nonmetropol ft.an (968)

68%
74%
74%
80%

75%
76%
69%

10% 12%
17% 13%
14% 15%

12% 12%

12%

14%
14%

4'6 32%
26%)

26%
20%

49% 25%
48% 24%
45% 31%

Some categories do. not add to 100% because of rounding.

Definitions of terms and categories used in this table are to
"Key Definitions" section. near the back. of this volume.

be found in the

Main. Source: Ques.tiOns 8, 10; 14, 16, 21, 23,, 28 ,437):: ,Supplementary infonna7
t ion from Question F.-1 (Pills Med iCal ,Use) ,



TABLE 64: 1982 PREVALENCE

MEDICAL USE

Medical. Experience with types of Psychotherapeutic Drugs Among Subgroups
of. Youth

Youth: age 12-17 (1581)

Age:.

12-13 (5
14-15 (5
16-17 (555)

Ever Used (Rx)

1

St imu-

1 ants

2.9%

Sex:

Male ,.+830)
Female 951)

Race:
White . (1314) 3%
Black and other ,races ( 262) 2% 6% .8% 15%

1%

3%
4%

2 3 4 5

Seda-

tives
Tranquil-
izers

Anal -
gdsics

Any Psycho-
therapeut ic

5.6% .9.3% 23.2% 31.5%

4% 5% 14 %. 22%
, .5% 9% 23% 32%

.7% 13% 31% 40%

87

4%' 6% 23%-

2% 5% .< 10% 24%

5%..

Region:.

Northeast (337)

North ,Central (442)

South (571)

West, (2-31)

Population density: v'-

Large metropolitan (463)

Smal lihmetrOpol it an (502)
Nonmeffropol i tan (616)

2% 5%,

5%

4% 7%

3% 21% 14, 10%

6% '9% .

.2% 8% 10%

26%- 35%.

17% -4.,.25%

22% , 31%
,,30% -37%

1,

21% 430%

24% 33%
25% f 33

Definitions of terms tnd categories used this table are to be fOund in the,

"Key Definitions?' sectionnear the back:OfAhis vol uTne.

Main Source: Quest ions 8,: 14 21; Z8.,:..-

89
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TABLE 65: 1982 PREVALENCE

MEDICAL USE

Medical Experience with Types of Psychotherapeutic Drugs Anon% Subgroups of
Young Adults

Young adults: age 18-25 (12f33)_

'Age:

18-21 (544)

22-25-(7374
vni,"

Sex: Z.,Tc:

Ma Ws' - (574 )

Female (769).

Race:"
. ..

White ,t (1106)
Black and other races ( 174).

EduCation:

Not high. school.,.pgrasivate (242)

High school graduate (545)
Attended college , ,::' (478) .

Completed 1-3 year (327)
Graduate . ' (151)

Notiv av

ccVege sttdbnt .(228)

Region:

Northe4st (251)

North Centel (310).
Sckuth ,( 494 )c 7 .

W4st (228)

,1101r '

Popula
6

ty:

Large,nropol itan
Small, meti-OrThfit an 4:72

Nopmet rope] i tan 71

V
Ever Used (Rx

1 2 .3 4 5

Stimu- Seda-
I ants -tives

Tranquil -
izers

Ansil - . Any Psycho-
gesics therapeutic

4.3%, 9.7% 19.3% 56.2% 62 79% sk

2% 9% 15% 49% 56%
6% 10% 23%

4
64% 70%

2 8% 16% ' , 50% 57%
-1%-- 11% 23% 62% 68%

5% 11% 21% 58%, 65%
2% , 4% 11% 43% 50%

'4% 14% 15% 44% 49%
4% 10% 20% 57% ' 64%.
5% 7% 21% 62% 68%

4% 7% 21% 61% 67 %.

17% s 5% , 19% 63% 71%

;:';

18% 52%

3% 9%

6% 10%
4% 12%
5% 8 %'

4 e

10%

20% 51% 58%
22% 56% 63%
18% 55% 61%
17% 64% 71%'

15% 50% 57%
20% 60% 67%
24% 58% 64%

DefinitiAns of terms and categories used in this table are to be found in the
"Key Def ction ,near the back Of this volume.

-Main Source: Qs 8, 14g. 21, 28.

9u



TABLE 66: 1982 PREVALENCE

MEDICAL USE

Medical Experience with Types of Psychotherapeutic Drugs Among Subgroups of
Older Adults

Ever Used (Rx)

Older adults: age 26+ (2760)

1 2 . 3

Stimu-
lants

Seda-
tives

Tranquil-

izers

12.0% 21.4% 41.3% w

Age:

26-29 (693) 11% 14%
10 30-34 (978) 12%.:: 16% 36%'

35-49 (505) 16% 21% 50%
50+ (684) 10% 25% 40%

Sex:

Male (1233)
Female(1527)

Race:::

";-19%-.

18% 26% 51

.....

whrte. (2395) 12%.

'Black and other races ( 362) 13% 15% _ 32%

..,.

EduCition:
i, -.':: P Al

22% 42%

Not high school raduate4( 650)' 10% 1 21% 36%
High school graduate li,: (1011) 13% 23%. '43%

AttendecLcollege i07.7) 13% 21% . -: 44%

Compleid 1-3 years (4'94):: ,' J3%. ; 18%, 46%
Graduate (593). 12% 23%' . 43%

4 5

Anal-
gesics

Any Psycho-
therapeutic

59.2% 73.9%

68% 75%
72% 80%
66%, 78%

_49% 69%

55%' 67%
.62% 80%

59% 74%

60% 72%

'48% 67,4_,

61% 75%
67% 78%-.

..63% 77%

170% 79%

Region:
.

Northeast (628) 12%. 17% 52%'
North Central (748.) 13% 20% 59%
South (946) 12% 24% . 44% 59%
West (438) 11% 24% . 41% 67%

Population density:
Large natropolitan (840) 13% 23% 42% 59% '

Small metropolitan ,(952) 13% 21% - '43% 63%
Nonmetropolitan : (968) 8% 21% 37% 54%

\ #:-

: 68%

74%
' 80%

89

-754111

76

69%

1

DefinitiOns of terms and categories used in this table are to be found in the
"Key Definitions" section near. the.back.of.this volume.

Main Source; Questions 8,14, 21, 28.-

9%
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Se(tion A: Samolinu_ and .1tatistical Inference

Sampling frror and Confidence Intervals
01,

The question of how close the estimates are to the population value% can be
answered. in terms of the statistical theory of sampling. On the assumption
that the effect of nonresponse is essentially random (or has been compensated
tor by adjustment), the theory of sampling prow ides a procedure for estimating
"confidence limits" or "tolerance zones" that describe the relationship lie-,
tween sample estimates and population values -- not with certainty, butprob-

thus, it is possible to Alsert, with specified probability, that a percentage
based on a sample will fall within a calculable distance from the population
value it is designed. to estimate. For example, in the reporting of sample
results , it_is not uncommon to use expressions

1 p' ':: 53% f 2% (95% confidence)

where .p' is the estimate:Wsed on the sample and the rest of the expression
indicates that the 95% confidence limits are 56% and 60%. Conventionally,
confidence limits are computed for the 95% confidence level (as above); the
90% fevel ('yielding narrower limits); or the. 99% leveljyi.,eld.ing broader
1 )4f:its) . .''',:' ,: ' '.:".11' Miftw-4.::*:. ,'. .'*-- -. -

The size of e0e confidence interval around a percentage is influenced by the
number of _interviews anO,b4.the.proportiOn of survey respondents giving 'a
par'ticuldr -eply. For exaMple for any given sample size, the confidence
interval greater' when 50% Of the respondents expreSs,a view than it is when

' *ither 10% or 90% db so. Similarly, the confidence interval is narrower for

'large samplres than it is fOr small samples.
--:

-.-

FreOently the confidence interval is estimated by tilt! expression

-4,2

p (1-p') fn)112

where n is the sample, size and K is a constant selected to provide the desired
.level of confidence. This formula yields the kind of symmetric confidence in-
terVal exemplified in expression 1 above. Whjle this approximation is useful
and satisfactory for-most purposes, its inadequacy becoMes apparent when it is

applied to small percentages based on small samples. Thus the expression:

3

It

1% + 2% (95% Confidence)

defines the lower limit of the cOnfidencp interval as -1%,.which is not pos-

sible.



Indeed, aimore plausible approximation to the confidence interval is availa-
ble, which avoids all such hnpossible outcomes by recognizing that (except
when the Sample observation ,is exactly 50%) the confidence interval must be
asynnetrfe, This Closer approximation is based on the following. expressions:

K (Pt "'Pt) / n)1/2

a
p0

p' + K (Pn (14)&1 n)1/2

where Pl is the Lower limit of the confidence interval and' Pu is the upper
limit of the 'confidence interval.. The multiplier K in equations'4.and4 is
chosen to reflect thelevel of-confidenCe required in a simple random sample
and the effect of stratification, clustering, and weighting on the reliability
of estimates from a sample of complex design (see following page 'for discus -
sion of sample design effects). This asymmetric approach to confidence inter- .-
vals has been.applied in calculating the confidence intervals presented in the'
tables Of this report.

''For example, in Table 2b, 26.796 of the youth in the sample said that they have
tried marijuana; it is then possible to say, with 95% confidence (and mindful ,

of the cautions enumerated above) that the population value (or youth in this '
..-category lies between 24.1% and 29.5%. ,,

The table on the following page illustrates the asymnetric 95 percent confi-
dence intervals for various levels of observed percentages for samples of
.certain sizes. The table is arranged with the sample sizes arrayed in &col-
umn on the left-hand side. Across the top are observed percentages from 1%
to 50%. To find the cOnfidP .ifiterva ound an observed'percentage (e.g,,
a sample'reSult of_1% in a sample of,size 10 one wouldIfind.the observed
percentage (1%) along the top of the table, then ,ne would read down the "-"
and-"+" columns to the row corresponding to the sar le size (100), drscover-
ing, for this example that:

the lower limit of the 95% confidence interval would be 6,

1.GX,- 0.9% . 0:1%. ,1...,

4

.,,' the upper limit of the 95% corifNedeeinterval would be ..
ho*,.-.P .,,,k,=4.0% +.6.4% = 7.4%.

.01,k

Observed percentages.,,froM 99% dowry to 50% are found across the bottom of the
table.. To find the tonfidenCe interval around an observed percentage of 80%
in"a sample of size 700,.for example, one would locate 80% alon9-44q.bottom
of ti table and then read up the "+" and "="'columns to this row cor-Pesponding
to the sample size. Thus: -

1

4
_

.

the lower limit of the 95% confidence interval is 80:0%-- ' ,

40

4.0% ..76.0%.

--i., the upper limit of the 95% confidence interval is 80.10, +
"i 7 3.4%

In many instances,-esPetially in large samples and with percentages reason- 4.,

ably CloseJo .50%, the advantage of asymmefr%i confidenee limits is
fon'veysmall:dr very large percentages, particularly in smaller .

samples, the"lable of 5tatiStiCal hb used to determine con-
'.f4denoe-intervalf with more precision thP is available in the slymnetrital

4ncervals usually provided.
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99

n - 100

200

300

400

500

600.

700

800

900

1000

2000

34)00

4000

5000_

1AOLf 67

Range or $Ampling Error Around 06serveil fstimato%

'95% cdnfidonce Intorvals

08SERVE0 PERCENTAGE (Read Down)

2 .0%
II

-117=2,74=117.7-7.71----=4-----1-=41-

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 IF

n 711-1-11'
'0.9%

OM%

0.7%

0.7%

0.6%

0.6%

0.6%

0.6%

0.5%

0.5%

0.4%

.0.4%

0.3%

4

6.4%

3,6%

2.7%

2.1%

1.8%,

1.6%

1.4%

1.3%

1.2%

1.17:

0.7%

0.6%

0.5%

0.4%

99.0%

2.2%

1.8%

1.6%

1.5%

1.4%

1.3%

1.2%

1.1%

1.1%

0.8%

0.6%

0.5%

1,5%

4,6%

3.5%

2.9%

,2.5%

2.2%

2.0%

1.9%

1.7%

1.6%

0.9%

0.7%

3.2%

2.6;

1,6k

1.5%

1.4%

1.1%

0.9%

0.8%

0.7%

F +

97.0%

4,3%

5.3%

4.1%

.3.4%

3.0%

2.1%

2.4%

2.2%

2.1%

2.0%1

5.2%

4.1%

3.5%

3.1%

2.8%

2.6%

2:4%

2.3%

2.2%

2.1%

1.5%

9.8%

6.4%

5.1%

4:3%

3.8%

3.4%

3.1%

2.9%

2.7%

2.6%

1.8%

8.0%

6.0%

5.0%

4.4%

4.0%

3.7%

3.4%

3.2%

3.1%

2.9%

2.1%

1.7%

.

1.5%

1.3%

11.4%

7.8%

6.2%

5.3%

4.7%

4.3%

4.0%

3.1%

3.5%

3.3%

2.3%

1.8%

1.6t

1.4%

9.8%

7,3%

6.0%

5.3%

4.0%

4.4

4.1%

3.8%

3.6%

3.4%

2.4%

2.0%

1,7%

1.6%

12.1%

8%4%

6.8%,

5.9%

5.2%

4.8%

4.4%

4.1%

3.9%

3.7%

'2.6%

2.1%

1.8%

1.6%

95.0% 1 90.0%. MO.OL),

'OBSERVED PERCEWTAdfi 1Read'Op).

1

1

70.0%

ao.o; ---rlso.o;

# I */.

11,1%

8,1%

6.7%

5.8%

5.2%

4.8%

4.4%

4.2%

3.9%

3.7%

2.7%

2.2%

12.2%

B.

7.1%

6.1%

5.5%

5,0%

4.6%

4.1%

4.1%

3.8%

2.7%

2.2%

1.9% 1.9%

1.7% 1.7%

r1-71 _

60.0%

11,9%

8,5%

7.0%

6.1%

'5.4%

5.0X

4.6%

4.3%

2.7%

2.2%

1.7X

50.0%

NOTE: In this table and in other tables reporting 95% confidence .intervals, calculation is based on 2.45,
,standard errors instead of the more familiar 1.96 standard errors which..wo.Uldbe appropriate for
simple. (unrestricted) random sampling; the increase in the multlplier±eflects an estimate of tne:
effect, pitirnarily. of weighting and clustering in present Sample:



, Sample Oesiln Effett

tn.accOrdance withJhe pre4ding,discussion, the expression P(1,9)/h is the
variance (i,e., the sguartrof.the standard error of an. est im4te P') based on
4h unrestricted random sample For such. samples, the factor "K" would be
approximately 1,96 for the.951 confidence level*' The following discussion .

explaini why K has Open .set at 2.45 (1,e,, 1.96 x 1.6) in this report.

.In_practice, all'samplill of very large populAtions are bas.ed.on multiple
Ata96 of sampling-including:

0 A'

a: ,Stratifivtion at various stages of the smnpling firoceSS; strati-
fitation intrauces ,control over the number of,caSes obtained in
specified sob-Opulations, . Proportionate stratification can be
expected to decrease the variance of estimates; disproportionate
steatification (oversampling of certain sub-populations and under-
samplingof others) can also influence the, variance.

.

_b Clustering in the selection of primary sampling units and in the
selection of blocks ersegments for interviewing; in general,
because of homogeneity within clusters and heterogeneity among
clusers, clustering can be expected to increase the variance of
estimates.

Weighting, to coigiensate for disproportioriate. stratified sampling
and to compensatYfor unequal probability in the_selection of a

single individual per household; variation in weights is likely
to increase the variance -of estimates.

, 41P
The "design effbct" on the variance of estimates attributable to the combinj-
tion of procedures used in selection of a sample is usually expressed as the
ratio of-the estimated actual variance achieved to the wriance that would
have been achieved with an unrestricted random sample of the same size. In

previous publications of thisAseries, the deSign effect was estimated, on the
-basis of,experience, as-approximately 1:5625. That is, it.was-assumed that
the sampling procedures used would increase the variance by 56.25% over the
variante that would apply.tO estimates based on an unrestricted random sample
ofeqUal size. Thus, the standard error of estimate .would be multiplied by
1.25 (the Square root of 1.5625), And the 95% confidence interval would be
based on 2.45 standard errors'(1.96 X'1.25).

Various statistical procedures have been suggested for obtaining empirical_
estimates of the .VarianCe of estimates-based on complex' multi -stage Samples.
All such procedures, in one way or another, depend on construction of sub-.
samples which are presumed to replicate the design fektures .of the sample.;
then,the empiricarvariance of'estimates based on the sub-samples is used as
the. baSislor estimating the variance of estimates for the total sample.
Although, obvioUsly, the results can yield a different design effect for each
attributetieing-esItmated, it is almost always possible to derive a single
estimate,,tosmall number'of estimates) of the design effect characterizing.
a pattioUlar_study.' An elaborate version of such a procedure has _been pub-
lished by the National Canter for HeAlth. Statistics. This procedure calls for
pairing of the PSils and the construction. of- orthogonal set-of half-.
samples, eachhalf,sample-osing'one PSU 0

ar
0m7faCh pair of PSU's.

9



'96

a

experiments with. the-NCHS' procedure in surveys of.-drug ute,indidat d 1

that, with respect to estimates of drtig use gates; the empirical design of ect
was consistently less.than. 1,0 in all age groups. Apparently, -,the-reduct on
in varlance-attrib'ufablejo strati=ficatjon ouiweighdd the increase.in ykianCe
attritiutableAo'.clUsteri,ng-and weighting.- Nevertheless pending_ confirmation.
through additional -eplications,'in order to maintain a.cohservative stance
wifh.resRect.to the design effect, the current.#1Vport. follows' the precedent
of previous -report$ in this series in applying .ra.,clesign'effvt of 1.5625.
Because of this conservative deCision; we have included the t10 signjrficnce '
leyel in the trend fables. /

4'

R.
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Statistical Significance of Differences
.

In comparing two prevalence estimates, each of which is based on a sample' or

Sample.subgroUp, it must be remembered.that'both are subject to sampling
fluctuations and, indeed, it would be pOssible to construct a confidente
interval around the observed ,difference betweentwo perCentage estimates.
Customarily, however, the observed difference between estimates is evaluated
in terms of its statistical significance., "Statistical s.igrtificanceltrefers
to the probability that a difference as large as-that obseryed pould occur by

Chance if there v(ere no difference inprevalence for the population groups .

-from' which the.saMples were drawn.

Several trend tables, in .the body of this volume report the significance of

.

observed differences at the .10, 05, .01, and ..001 levels ($, SS.; SSS) .

Probabilities greater than .10' are termed. "not significant" (NS).

The reader maywish to'compare prevalence estimates from two groups for which

the significance of the difference is not report.d; the following table.there-

fore presents the minimal differences required for signifiCance at the .05

level.- The size of the difference 'required depends 'upon the size of th.e'per-
centage estimates being compared and upon the sample size of el/subgroup.
In this table, column headings refer to the approxima0 size of both percent -

age estimates (e.g., both near 20%); row headings Teter to the tWOdifferent
subgroup sizes (e.g., One subgroup of. about 3,,000 respondents, the other about

1,000 respondents).7\Fntries in the cells of this table refer to the ,Minimum

difference between estimate's required for signiftcance. For instance, if the

subgroup sizes were about 3,000 and 1,000 'and,both estimates were near 20%, a

difference of 3.6% would be requAT-ed.for significanee. Thus, an estimate of

18% based on a subgroup consisting of 2,900 respondents would be significantly

lower than an estimate of 23% based on a subgrOup of 1,050 respondents.

/DOTE: In'Table 68 and in other tables reporting significance at the .05

l,evel, calculation is-based on, 2.45 standard errors instead of the

more' familiarq1.96 standard errors which viould be appropriateJor
simple (unrestricted) random sampling; the' incree in "theomultiplier

st

' reflects an estimate of the effect, primarily, of weighting and
clustering in,the present sample.
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OIFFERENCES REQUIRED FOR SIGNIFICANCE AT THE 335 LEVEL

6

ApproZimate Size of 8oth Estimates

Sizes of samples
compared

.. 10%

or

, 90%

000 and 3000
500

2000'1

1800

1.9%,

2.0%
2.1%
2.2%

.160,0 2.3%
1500 2.3%

, 1400 I 2.4%
1300 (.2".4%

'1200
1100

2.5%
2.6%.

1000 ''2.7%
. 900 2.8%

800 2:9%
700 3.1%

20% , 25 %.f 30% 35% 40%

or -.) or or or . or

BO% ' 75% 70% 65% 60%. 50%

3 2.5% 1.7% 2.t% 3.0X 3.1% 3.2%

2 2.7% 1 2.9% . 3.0% 3.2% . 3.3%
,

3.3%

2.8% 3.1% 3.2% 3.4% 3.5% . 3.5%

2.9% 3.2% 3.3% 3.5% 3.6% 3.7%

3.0% . 3.3,1" / 3.5% -I- 3,500 3.7% 3.8%

3.1% 3.4% / 3.6% 3..7% _...01.8% 34%

600 3.3%
500 3,6%
450 3.7%
400 '3.9%
350 4.2%
300 4.5%

250 4.8%
200 C5.4%

2500/and 2500 My%
2000 '2.2%
.1800 .2.3%
1600 2.4%
41500 2.4%
1400 2.5%
1300 '2.5%

1200 2.6%
1100 2.7%
1000 2.8%
900 2.9%
800 , 3.0%
700 3.1%
600 .9.3%

500 1.6%
450 3.8%
400 4.0%
350 4.2%
300 4.5%
.250 ' 4.9%
200 5.4%

2000 and 2000 2.3%
,1800 2.4%

1600 2.5%
1500 2.5%
1400 2.6%
1300 2.6X/
1200 2.7%

'2.8%1100
. 1000 f ?.8%

900 3.0%
800 3.1%
700 3.2%^
600 3.4%
500 3.7%
450 .3.8%

350
400

300 4.6%

4.0%
4.3%

250 4.9%,'

200 5.5%

N

3,2% 3.4% 3.6% "3.8%
3.3% ' 3.5% 3.7% 3.9%

.3.3% . 3.6% 3.8% ( , 4.0%
3.5%. 3.7% '' '' 4.0% 14.1%
3.6% r 3.9% 4.1X 4.3%
3.7% 4.0%.' 4:3% 4.4%

'3.9% 4.2%
4.1% 4.5%
4.4% 4.7%
4.77: 5.1%
5.0% ,5.4%

5.2% . 5%6%
5.5% 6.0%
5.9%
6.5%

°I.2%

- 6.4%
7.0%

'7.7%

2.8%, 3.0%
2.9% 3.2% '

3.0% . 3.3%
3.1% 3.4%

, 3.2% 3.5%
3.3% 3.5%.

3.4% 3.6%

3.4% 3.7%

3:5% 3.8%

3.7% 4.0%

4 3.8% 4.1%
4.0% ', 4.3%

4.2% ' 4.5%

'. 4.5% \ . 4.8%
4.8% 5.2%
5.0% , ' 5.4%
5.3% ' 5.7%

5.6% -, 6.1%

, 6.0% 6.5%

61,5% 7.0%
71.2% 7.8% ,

3.1%' 3.4%
3.2% 3.4%

: 3.3% 3.6%
3.3% 3.6%
3,4% 3.7%
3.5% 3.8%
3.6%' 3.,9%

-3.7% 4.0%
3.8%
3.9%

4.1%
4.3%

4.1% 4:4%

4.3% 4.7% '

4.6% 4.9%
4.9% 5.3%
05.1% 0 5.5%
5.4% 5.8%

5.7% 6.1%
6.1% . 15.6%

6.6% 741%
'7.3%

, -7.9% ?

'"'" 3.9%
4.0%
4.1%
4.2%
4.4%
4.6% 4'

4.0%
4.1% .'
4.2%
4.3% sw

4.5%.1

4.7%
4.5% 4.6% -4.8% 4.9%

4.7%' 4.9% 5.0%.4- 5.1%

5.2i 5.4%5.0%
r

. c. 5.5%
5.4% 5.6% 5.8 : 5.9%

5.7% . 5.9% -6.1 6.2%

6.0% 6.2% 6.4% 6.5%
6.3% ''6.6% 6.8%

7.1%
6.9%

6.8% 7.3%' 7.4%

7.4% 7.7% 7.9% 8,1%
X8.2%2% 8.5%, 8.8% 6.9%.

3.2% 3.3%' '3.4% 3.5% ,
3.4% 3.5% 3.6% 3.7%

3.5% 3.6% 3.8%

3.6% 0 ,,,,,, 3.7%
'la%

3.9%1"

3:7% 3.8% . 1g' 4.0%

3.7% 3.9%
3.8% 4.0%
3.9% 4.1%
4:1X 4.2%
4.2% 4.4%
4.4% . 4.5%
4.6% 4.7%
4.8% 5.0%
5.1%' '. 5.3%,
5.5% 5.7%
5.7% 6.0%
6.0% 6.3"i

6.4%' 6.7%
6.9% k 7.1%
7.4%i 748%.4

8.3% 86%

3.6% "3.7%

3.6%, 3.8%

3.8% 3.9%
3.8% 4.0%

3.9% 4.1%
4.0%', .. 4.2%

4.2%
4.3%4.1%
'4.4%

4.3% 4.5%'

4.5% 4.7%
4.7% 4.9%
4.9% 5.1%''
5.2% 5.4%
5.6% 5.8%
5.9% 6.1%,

6.1%
6.5% 6.8%

6.4%

'7.0%
7.5% 7.8%,
8.3% . 8.7%

,

. 4.0%.
4.1%
4.2%
4.3%
4.5%
.4.7%

4.9%.
5.1%
5.5%
5.9%.' '
6.1% ,

'6.5%

6.8%
'. _7.3%

8.0% t
8.8%

3.8%
3.9%

. 4.0%
V.

4.1%
,4.2%
4.3%
4.4%
4.5%
"4.6%
4.8%
5.0%
5.3%

' 5.6%
6.0%
6.3%
6.6%
7.O%, .

7.4%
8.1%
8.9%

% f

¶
" I

'..7..-,,-1 !99

4.1%
4.2%
4.3%
4.4%
4.6%
4.8%
5.0%
5.2%
5.6%
6.0%
6.3%
6.6X
7.0%
7,5%
8.1%
9.0%

3.0%
4.0%
4,1%
4.2%
4.3%
4.4%
4.5%
4.6%

4:744.9%

5.1%
5,4%-/
5.7%
6.1%,

7/.1%

6.7%
6:4%

7.6%
8.2%
9.1%

1.



TABLE 68 (continued)

s,.. Approximate Size of Both Es timates

10% 20%

7 Sizes of samples or or

/ compared 90%' 80%

1.4% 3.3%
2.5% ' 3.-4%

'2.6% 3.4%
2.6%; 3.5%

2.7% 3.6%
2.7% .7%
2.8% 3:8%
2.9% 3.9%-

3.0% 4,0%
3.1%, 4.2%

0
.

. 3.3% 4.4%
0 : 3.5% 4.6% -.

3.7% 5.0X .

450 3.9% 5.2% a

400' 4.1% 5.4%
'350- 4.3% 5.7%"' ,

300' 4.6% 6,1%
250 5.0% 6.6%
200 ', 5.5% 7.3%

1600 and 1600 2.6% 3.5%
1500' .2.6% 3.5%
1460 2.7% 3.6%
1300 2.7% . 3.7%
1200

. 2.8% ,,,3,7%

1100 2'.9% 3.8%
1000' 3.0% 4.0%
900 3.1% 4.1%
800 . 3.2% 4.2%
700 3.3% 4.4%-

600 3.5% 4.7%
500 3.8% 5.0%
450 3.9% 5.2%
400'. . 41% 5.5%
350 4.3% 5.8%
300 4.6% 6.2%
250 5.0% 6.7%
200 5.5% 7.3% s.

1800 and 1800
1600 '

1500'

1400,
1300.

1200
1100
1000
900
800

410

1500 and 1500 2.7%, ' 3.6:k

1400 . 2:7% 3.6%
1300 a2.8X 3.7%
1200 2.8% 3.8%
1100 2..9% '''"'.3.9%,

A 1000 3.0%
900 3.1% '

. 800 3.2%
$ 3.4%

00 3.6%

500 3.8%
450 4.0%

1400 4.1%350
300 4.6%
250 /5.0%

200 5.5%

1400 and 14Q0 2.8%
1300 2.8%
1200 , 2.9%
1100 3.0% Ii.,

1000 ... 3.0% '

900 3,1%
800, 4 ' 3,3%
700 3.4%
600 3.6%
500 3.8%
450, 4.0%
400 .4.2% ,

350 4:4%
300 , - 4.7%
250 /A,,,, 5,0%
200 t 5.6%

99

25% 30% 35% 40%
or . or or or
75%. 70% 65% 60% /256%.

3:5% . 3.7% 3.9% 4.0% 4.1%
3.6% 3.9% . 4.0% 4.1,% . 4.2%
3.7% 3.9% 4.1% 4.2% '4.3% '.

3.8% 4.0% 4.2% 11.3% 4.4%
3.9% 4.1%. 4.3% , 4.4% 4.5%
4.0% k 4.2%' 4.4% 4.5% 4.6%
4.1% 4.3% 4.5% 4.6% .4.7%
4.2% 4.4% 4.6%, 4.7% 4.8%.
4.3% 4.6% 4.8% 4.9% '5.0%
4.5% 4.8% 5.0% -- 5.1% 5.2%

'.4.74 5.0% 5.2% 5.3% 5.5%
, 5

ss
0% 5.3% 5.5% 5.7% 5.8%.

#5.4% 5.7% 5.9% .6.1% . 6.2%
5,6% 5.19% 6.2% . 6.3% 6.5%.
5.9% .6-2% 6.5% 6.6% 6.8%
6.2% 6.6% 6.8% 7.0%' '7.2%
6.%% 7.0% A)3% 7.5% 7.6%
7.2% 7.6% 7.9% 8.1X 8.3%
7.9% 8.4% 8.7% 8.9% AAA

4.1%.40%.

42W _I
3.8%. 4 4.2%
3.8%

s'

4.0% 4.2% 4.3%
4.3%

4.1%
4.4%

3.9% 4.3% 4.4% . 4.5

4.0% 4.2% ' 4.4% 4.5% 4.6%
P4.1% 4.3% 4.5% 4.6% 4.7% .

4.2% 4.4% 4.6%,.. 4.7% , 4.8%
4.3% 4.5% , 4.7% 4.8% 4.9%
4.4%. .4.7,% 4.9% 5.0% 5.1%
4.6%' 4.9% / 5.1% 0 5.2% - 5.3%
4.8% 5.1% 5.3% #5.4% 5.6

, 5.1% 5.4% 5.6% 5.7% 5.5%
5.4% 5.8% 6.0% 6.1X 6.3%
5.7% .6.0% 6.2% 6.4% 6.5%0

5.9% 6.3% 6.5% 6.7% 6.8
6.3% 6.6% .6.9% 7.1% 7.2
6,7% . '7.1%

1.2% 7.6%

8.0% 8,4%

,
3.9% 4.1%
3.9% 4.2%
4.0% 4.3%
4.1% , 4.3%
4.2% 4.5%.

4.0% 4.3% 4.6%
4.1% 4.5% 4.7%
4.3% i 4.6% 4.9%
4.5% '4.9% e 5.1%
4.7% _.. 5.1% 5.4%

5.1% 5.5% 5.8%
5.3% 5.7% 6.0;
5.5% 6%0% 6.3%
5.8% 6.3% 6.7%
6.2% 6.7% 7,1%
6.7% 7.2% 7.7%
7,4% P 8.0% 8.5%

3.7% 4.0% 4.2%
3.8% 4.1% 4.3%
3.9% 4.2% 4,4%
3.9% A 4.3% 4.5%.
4,1% 4.6%
4.2% ,'/It 4.8%

4.3% . 4:7% ,5.0%
4.5% 4.9% 5.2%
4.8X.,-, A 5.2% 5,5%
5.1% , 5.5% 5,8%
531 5.7% 6.1%
5.6i 6.0% 6.4%
5.9% 6s.3% 6.7%
6,2% - 6.7% "*7,1%,

teZX .3% 7.7%
7.41- 8,0% 8.5%

7:4% 7.6%
7.9% 8.2%

' 8.8X', 9.0% '1

4.3% 4.4%
4.3% 4.5%
4.4% 4.5%
'4.5% 4.6%
4.6% 4.8%

0

.4.8%p . 479%
4.9%r 5.1%
.5.1% 5.3%
5.3% 5.5%
5.6% 5.8%
6.0% . 6.2%
6.3%* 6.5%
6.6% , 6.8%
6.9% 7.1%
7.4% 7.6%
8.0% 8.2%
8.8% ' '9,0%

4.4% 4.5%
4.5% 4.6% , ,

4.6% 4.7%. ,

4.7% 4.8%
4.8% 5.0%
5.0% 5.1%
5.2% 5.3%
5.4% 5.6%
5.7% 5.9%
6.1% 6.3%

, 6.3%' 15.5%

6.6% . 6.8%
* 7,0% 7,2%

7.4% 7,6%

8,0% 8.2%,
0:0% 9.1%

7.7

'8.3%

9.2%}

4.5%
4.6%'
4.6%
4.7%
4.9%
5.0% ,

5.2%
5.4%
5.6%
6.9%
6,3%

::.96.9%
7.3%

7.7%

8.4%
9.2%

4.6r.
4.7%
4.8%
4.9%
5.1%
5.2%
5.4%
5.7%
6.0%
6.4%
6.6%
4.9%
7.3%
7,8%

8.4%
9.3%



100'

TABLE 68 (continued)

Approximate Size of Both Estimates

Sizes of samples
compared'

10%

or

90%

20% .

or
25%', .

or
75%

30%
or
70*

35%
or
65%

40%
or
.60%

1300 and 1300, 2.9% 8% 4.2% : 4:4% 14.6% '4,7%

1200 2.9% 3. % 4.2% 4.5% -' ,,, . 4.7% 4.8%

1100 3.0% 4.0% 4.3% 4.6% .4.8% 4.9%

1900 3.1% 4.1% 4.5% 4:7% ,* 4.9% 5.0%

/500 3.2% 4.2% 4.6% 4.9%, 5.1% 5.2%

800 3.3% 4.4% '.4.8% 5.0% 5.3% 5.4%'

700 3.4% 4.6% 5.0% 5.3%. 5.5% 5.6%

600. 3.6% 4.8% 5.2% 5.5% 5.8% 5.9%

500 3.9% 5.2% 5.6% 5.9% 6.1% 6.3% .

450 4.0% 5.4% 5.8% 6.1% 6.4% 6.6%

400 4.2% .6% 6.1% 6.4% 6.7% 6.9%., %

350 4.4% 5.9% 6.4% 6.8% 7.6% 7.2%

300 4.7% 6.3% 6.8%. 7.2% 7.5% 7.7%

5.1% 6.8% 7.3% _7.8% 8.1% 8.3%.250

200 5.6% . 7.4%, 8.1% 8.5% 8.9% ,9 1% ..

1200 and 1200 3.0% 4.0% 4.3$ 4.6% 4.8% 4.9%

1100 3.11( .4.1% 4.4% 4.7% 4.9% 5.0%

1000 3.1 4.2% : ,4".5% 4.8% 5.0% 5.1%

900 3.2% 4.3% . 4-.7% 5.0% 5.2%
-1

5.3%

860 3.4% 4.5% 4.8% 5.1% 5.3% 5.5%

`'70 3.5% 4.7% 5.0% 5.3% 5.6% 5.7%

600 3.7% 4..9% 5.3% 5.6% 5.8% 6.0%

500 3.9% 5.2% 5.6% 6.0% 6.2% 6.4%

050 4.1% '5.4% 5.9% 6.2% 6.5% 6.6%

X' 400. 4.2% 5.7% 6.1% 6.5% 6.7% 6.9% '

350 4.5% 6.0% 6.4%, 6.8% '7.1% 7.3%

300 4.7% 6.3% ,« 6.8% 7.2%. 7.5% 7.7%

250 5.1% 6.8% 7.1% 7.8% 8.1% 8.3%

200' 5.6% 7.5% 8.1% 8.6% 8.9% 9.2%

0. .

1100 and 1100 - 3.1% 4.2% - 4.5% 4.8% 5.0% 5.1%

1000. - 3. 4.3% 4.6%' 4.9% 5.1% '5.2%

900 3. 4.4% 4:8% 5.0%, 5.3% 5.4%

800 4.6% 4.9%i 5.2% 5.4%

700 3. .7% 5.1% . 5.4% 5.6%, .81X

600 3.7 5.0% 5.4% 5.7% , 5.9% 6.1%

500 4.0% 5.3% 5.7% 6.1% 6.3% 4.5%

45Q 4.1% 5.5% 5.9% 6.3% 6.5% 6.7%

400 4.3% 5:7% 6.2% 6.6% 6.8% 7.0%.

350 4.5% . 6.0% 6.5% 6.9% , 7.2% 7.4%

300 4.8% 6.4%
/
6.9% 7.3% 7.6% 7!'6%

250 5.1% 6.9% 7.4% 7.9* 8.2% 8.4%

200 5.6% 7.5% 8.2% , 8.6% 9.0% 9.2%

1000 and 1000 3.3% 4.4% 4.7% 5.0% 5.2% 5.4%

900 3.4% 4.5% 4 4.9% 5.2% 5.4% 5.5%

800 3.5% 4.6% 5.0% 5.3% 5.5% 5.7%

700 0
3.6% 4.8% 5.2% 5.5% 5.8% 5.9%

,) 650 3.7% 4.9% 5.3% 5.7% 5.9% 6.0%'

600 3.8% 5.1% 5.5% 5.8% 6.0% 6.2%

550 3.9% 5.2% 5.6% 6.0% 6.2% 6.4%

500 4.0% 5.4% 5.8% 6.1% 6.4% 6.6%

450' 4.2% 5.6% 6.0% 6.4% 6.6% 6.8%

400 4.3% 11, 5.8% 6.3% 6.6% 6.9% 7.1%

350 4.6% 6.1% 6.6% 7.0% 7.3%' 7.5%

300 4.8% 6.5% 7.0% 7.4% 7.7% 7.9%

250 5.2% 6.9%, 7.5%" 7.9% 8.3% 8.5%.

200 5.7% 7.6% 8.2% 8.7% 9.1% 9.3%

vo

-

gb%

4.8%
4.9%''

5.0%
5:2%

- 5.3%
X5.5%

6.0%
6.4%
6.7%
7.0%
7.4%
7.8%
8.5%
9.3%

5.0%
5.1%
5.2%
5.4%
5-.6%

5.8%
,6.1%
6.5%
6.8%
7.1%
7.4%
7.9%
8.5%
9.4%

5.2%
5.4%
5.5%0
5.7%
5.

6.2
6.6
6.9
7.2%
7.5%
8.0%
8.6%
9.4%

5.5% 0

5.6%
5.8%
6.0%
6L2%
6.3%
6.5%
6.7%
7.0%
7.2%
7.6%
8.1%
8.7%'
9.5%



.!
,

'10% 20%
Sizes pf smarties or or 4

compared . 90% 80%

900 .and 900 3.5% 4.6%., '.
'' 800 3.6% ,-. 4.8%
f 700 3.7% 4.9%. i

/ 650 3.8%' 5.0%
/ 600 3.9% 5.2%

1,1)1'7

500
., 4.0%

^

5.3%
.4.1 5..5%

450 4.2 5.7%.
400 4.'4 5.9r \
350 4 6.2%--1
300 4 X 6.5%,
250 .3% o .7.0%
200 5.7% 7.7%
150 6.5% 8.6%
100 7.7% 10.3%

50 10.7% ' 1412%

800 and 800
700. .1784'

4.b%
5.

60 * 3.97: % 5.2%
600 ' 4.0% 5.3%

. 550 4.1%' 5.4%
500 4.2% 5.6%
450 5.8%
400 4.5% 6.0%
350 4.7% 6.3%
3P0 5.0% .6.6%
250 5.3% 7.1% P
2.00 5.8% 7.7%

, 150 6.5% '8.7%
100_ 7.8%

\---5-0, 10.7%
.10.4%
14.3%

O

00. 101

(continued), .

',.. . '

App:rox to 5izerof Both Estimates
2 X SO% 35%

..

40%

,,:,:cii- or
75 .-.14' .*--70%,''' 65% 60% 50%

.,
'

5. ----...'5"k3%s : - 5.5%
1

5.7%. 5.8%
% f'''. 5.5% 5.7% 5.8% 6.0%

3i '''''. 5- 7% 5.9% 6.0% 6.2%
5.5% ."

15.8%.,
6.0% 6.2X% 6.3%

5.6% ..' 5.9%, 6:2%:, ..,1 6:3% 6.5%
5.7% 6.1% 6.3% 6.5% -6.6%
5.9% 6.3% 6.5%

6 %

6.8%
6.1% . 6.5% 1 6.7% 6.9% 7.1%

,-,

6.4% , 6%7% 7.0% 7.2% .7,4%
6.7% 7.1% 7.4% '7.6% 7.7%
7.1% 7.5%, . 7:8% . 8.0% ' 8.2%
7.6%, 8.0% .13.4% 8.6% ,' 8.8%
8.3% 8.8%'. ', ''''.9k1% 9.4% I
9.4% 9.9% , ",,,ma 10M% 10.6% '

. '9.6%
10.8%

6z c

11.8% -- ,-1'.2'.3% 12.7% .. 12.9% ,..1151..42%%,

16.3% ° 17.0% 17:4% 17.8%

-5.5.5%
41!114.1f3. , 6.0% 6.2% 6.3%

.3% 5.8% 6.0% 6.1%.

5.6% 5.9% 6.2% 6.3% 6.5%
5.7% 6.1% 6.3% 6.5% 6.6%
5.9% 6.2% 6.5% 6.6% 6.8%
6.0% 6.4%' 6.7% 6.8%
6.,3% 6.6% 6.9% 7,1% 77..20i''

4 6.51 6.9 '7.2% 7.3% 7.5%,
6.8% 7.2%
7.2%' 7:6%

7.5% - 7.7% 7
7f9% 8.1%

,9%
4.338M

71,7% 8.1% 8.5% 8:7% 8P'
844% 8.9%

10.0%
9.2%.
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TABLE 68 (ContinUed)

Approximate Si,z of troth Estimates.

izes of Samples
compared

.

or ,

90%

20%
or

'.
3,. 80%1

25%
or
75%

3d% .

or
70%,/

35%
or
65%'-

.,.. 40%
or
60%( 50%

400 and

'C'00 and

200 and
.

150 and

100 and

,

50 and

X400
350
300
250
200

150 _...

100

'50

300 .

250
200
150
100

'50

200
150
00:

50
..

150
100 ,

50

iru0 .

'" 50

50

.

".10.4%

5.2%
5.4%
5.6%
5.9%
6.4%
-7.0%
8.2%
11.0%

6.0%
6.3%
6.7%

.7.3%
8.5%
11.2%

7.3%
7.9%.
9.0%
11.6%

8:5%
9.5%
124%

12.7%

14.7%

6,9%
7..2%

7.5%
7.9%
8.5%.
9.4%
11.0%
14.7%

8.0%
8.4%
8.9%
9.8%

'11.3%
15.0%

. .,

. 9.8%

10.6%
12.0%
15.5%

11.3%
- 12.7%

16.0%

13.9%.
17.0%

19.6%
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SECTION B'

DATA QUALITY

Respondent Comprehensiob and Attituqp, .

s,

Fieldwork: Monitoring and Control Procedures

Editing and Coding

Completion Experience
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Section 8: *Data uality.

.V. 0

In evaluating the quality of surVey data;'it is necessary to exanincsuch
diverse factors as completion experience,;respondent understanding and adopeir

ation,, control .of field'work,. verification of completed-interviews,,and prpce-

dUres employed in editing ...and coding. -

,

,

,

.Respondent Comprehension and\Attitude

,. .TABLE 69

\ .
.

.

.InrervigwerAssessment/of Respondents -Level of

1 CoOperatiori\and Understanding;

\
r

.jtervic.ver Assessment

Level otlqooperatio

Very cooperative,

Fairly cooperative

Not too co.opot-ative

Openly hostile

No answer

Level of Understandimg

No difficulty

dust. a 1ittle difficulty

A fair amairdt of difficulty

A: lot. of difficulty

No answer

Y ung, . Older°
A ult.s, Adults
(1283) (2760)

1.

8/.5%

.7

83.3%

1.7 10.3

2.4 3.0

1.6', -2.8

.8 .7

o
,/

. .

Some 'cate9ories do not add 6') 100% because or ruundIng.
,

. \

These percents are based on unWeighted data, In order to reflect the actual

numbers ol participants in each cooperation/undOrtanding category
ff

*Less .0011 .5%. .

Nn the final 'lane of the intorviOw schedule, interviewers were asked C6

Ktiniate both 'the re spondon s tinders t and log .o I the to tory I ow and coopero

on di inqthe intorneW, the..,o quoThons wore rillod out privately by 1,

th" in ,ery i ewers .
4,



Fieldwork: Menitoring and Control 'Procedures

The mijority of the interviews- were, conducted in March, April; and May of
1982. Fi_eldwork began, however, in 1981, witty approximately 300 interviews
being rOnducted in late Novcmber and earTy December. Thy- ronaining interviews
were conducted from March 82 thcOugh mid:July 1982.

A computerized system, which provides regular status reports on completed in-

terviewing, was utilized throughout the field period. This system allowed for
both close monitoring of the work of each interviewland for efficient re- )

kassignment of ,Locations in which .completed interviews were not being obtained.
. .

,,

Since anonymity was _crucial to obtaining respondent coOperati'on, a special
procedur'e was developed to facilitate interview veriflcatjon. After 'each

_ interview was concluded, all. questionnaire materials were separatelysealed. in
an envelope, and the respondent was asked to enter'Wis/her name, address, and
telephone number on a postcard"that was'thon mailed directly to an independent
verification service. Ti

i'

's serv.ice vvi lied at least 15% of each interview-
er's work by tel hen terlephOnenumb&s for respondents who had cam.-
pleted interviews were! unavailable, mail ve,rification was attempted. .

Tfle,verifi;:ation prOedure, included checks on the length of time the inter-
viewer spent with the respondent, on adher'e'nce to procedui.es de%igned to
assHre respondent anonynity, and on the genet:al subject of the interview.. 16'.

trie event of any discroOncy from the expected results, all of Chat inter-
viewer's work wo,=, verified, ,)rid any work that, foiled to meet project standard',

'w.is reas.;i0ed to another interviewer. Port' wt' were satisfied that The inter
views bod been condvted orcordinq to. established procedures, the postrart.1%
were dT,toyed, and it wos no longer W.silTle to doterminf, who therespondents

t
/were. ( .

. . A

ENtinn and COdifhl

The editing and coding hinrt ions were perfoimed by on in-hOuse coding dNart-
ment. This work wa% conducted under the direction of d coding sulTrvisnr,
dn!ginning during the rassignment period, the edlting process involved.pr(%-
paHng the questionnaires for keypunching by correcting errors ( such as

double answers) mode in respoifse ti) closed-end questions. Some inconststen-
cies between related guestiOns were resolved at this stage, errars In %kip
pqtierns were corrected, and identifying information was checkrd for cpmplete-
nesS. in theievent that vital inLormaon was missing, interviewers wer,1
contacted focr-clarificAlon. A 100% check on both cditing.and coding mas
maintained by the coding Supervlsor until she was satisfied that olitIng and
cod Inn !,/)(7(_ II it:ations were being ibterpreted. correct 1 y and ;Om n stored
properly, thereafter, 4 15% check wai-. maintained,

After the, data had bc.'n Converted to computer-readable form, an extensive
machine check tor consistency of respowtes was made, Each time incolhi7,-

tencywat. identified by the compotor program, that questionnaire W. rxamined
by a staff member, and the inconsistency was r(0,olved in orrordwe with pre-
0%tab1 ishod !Awr.1,11 (odes were developed needed.

The machin4 check facilitated complax'consistency cheaas well as comparison
of responses fromfvorious secitions of the questionnaire. However, while firing
the computer to draw Staff attention to ineqnsAstencies, this process com-
pletely avoided automatic machine decision::,.

6
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Completion.E4erience

TABLE 70
y

1982 Field Classifications of Housing Units

9

Housing Units

Total assigned

Vac'ant

Unknown 'status

Occtipied

12,019

1,049

207'

10,763

*Of the 207 households of unknown status, it was estimated that 189 were

occupied, and 18 were vacant. ThesP estimates were included in calcula-

-tions of Interview Completion Experien.Ce (Table 73) and Response Rate

(Tablp 74).

-TABLE 71

1982 Field Experience for Youth Sample

Household and'

Interview Status N.

Total occupied housing units

Youth present (age 12 -17)

Pre,woce of youth unknown

No youth

A...1161

10,763

1,8W8

204"

8,711 ,

'Of the 204 households where presence or:youth was unknown, it. was estimated,

thdt in 168 there wire no youth present, wOereas In 36 we would expect tb

find at least otle youth, These estimates were included io'caleulations of

Interview Completion Lxperientle (table /1) Ind Response Rate (Table /4),

10



TA6LT: 12

1) 3 Fild Lxvrince for Adult Saple

Hous oho Id 141

Irfltmry loibw St It. t.r.

Total wcupi,M houloq unit,

Adult.grt 1-34,.preccnt,
_J

kr.ignOtt'd for interview
.,.. Not 4!%ignatod

No adult 18-34vrt.!%cnt

Pt nsence rrf -,Hu I t 18-34 unknowo

Adult Iged 15 ur older prl%ent

120%igne;,4 for int,,rviow

Not i tine

No adult 154 pe%ent

Pre%incl*! of Ault 354 unknown

10,763

4069

:3.399

1,570

!).547

1,40

1.45?

6.03/

106
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TABLE 73

Inter4iew Co4letion 6perjence

Interview katus

Youth: Sample Adult Sample'

12-17 Years .18-34 Stratum 3.17 Stratum

Eligible respondents! 1,884".? 3,540 1,517

Interviews completed ..in age

group sample* 1,582 2,868 1,17.4.

Respondent .not_at,home 25 ' 56 17

Householdcomposition.not'obtained
.(no one at home, refused, no report). 32 141 65

Respondent refused 67 401. 217

Parental permission'not obtained 144: , --

Other ,refused 4

Otter incomplete 30 74, 44

!Eligible respondents refer to the number of occupied housing. units eligible

for interview 'plus estimates of eligibility for housing units with no report

on .occupancy status. or unknown eligibility.

*The total nuMbef..of interviews compNted in all. aire grObps.sampled equals the

total number of interviews included in the analysis; however, differences

occur across age groups because a small number of respondents fell into one

age group on the day their.houSehOld was sampled, but intp-*Lplder age group

on the day fhe interview was conducted.

109
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TABLE 74

. Completion ExpeHence After Return Visits .and Response Rates

1 $

',youth Sample Adult SaTple# el...

12-17 Years 416-34 StratUm 35+ Stratum

ELIGIBLE. RESPONDENTS.' . .1,884 3:540 1,517

Comple6ons Completions Completions

Cumulative -Cumulative
. Visits, 'N % % of total N % % of total %

Initial visit 321 17% 17% 678 19% 19% 349 23%

2nd visit 423 22 39 641 18 37 277 18

3rd visit . 314, 17 56 506 14 52 215 .-14

r

.4th visit 209 11 67 399 11 63 132 9

5th visit 125 7 74 223 6 , 69 71 5

.,'6th visit 79 4 78 151 4 73' 50 3

7th. visit 34 2 80 4 84 2 76 33 2

AO'

8th visit 32 82' 67 2 78. :15 1

.r.'"

9th visit 16 82 417 1 79 13 1

)10th Visit ° 10 83 426 1 .

N.

80 4 *

11th visit

)

5 83 21 1 '80

12.pr more visits 10 84 28 1 81

Unknown number
of visits :

.TOTAL COMPLETE:

4

1,582

,, 84 3

2,868

* 81 2

1,174

*

ACSPONSE RATE: 84% 81%

NOT COMPLETED: 302 16%1,. 100% 672 -190; , 100% 343 23%

*Less than .5%.
A

Cumulative
% of total

23%

41

55

64

69

'72

74

75,

76..
..

.,

76 4-1

77,

77

77

77%

100%

'Eligible respondents incl s the number.of.oceupied houSing units eligible for interview plus
estimates of eligibility 'for hoUsing units with no report on occupancy status or unknowq eligiblty.

.1Response rates were not calculated separately for various analysiS groups; however, assuming that
the response rate for the'se. aged. 18 to 25 is the same as for those aged 26 to 34, we would estimate
that among18.to '25 year Olds, approximately 81% of the designated respondents completed the inter-
view and that among designatedqmrsont aged 26 and older about.79% participated.
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Section C: Deetnition of the Sample

The Response Analysis Corporation national area probability sample was em-

ployed in this study. Sample locatiOns, househ*is, and' specific individuals

be inter-viewed were specified by the- sampling'plan.apd through explicit,in-,

structions to the interviewers, No aspect of.selectioofwas left-to the dit-

cretion of the interviewer.

Sample Design

A number of study requirements were merged in the sample design, including:

A basic nationalsample of adults, aged 18 and over.

A basic national sample of youth, aged 12 to 17.

Within the adult sample, probability procedures were used to

set selection rates', for younger adults, aged 18 to 34, at a

higher level than those for adults age 35 and older. this

was done in order to provide a larger base of younger adults

for the study analysis, because of thelr presumed 'higher

incidences of drug use.

"Overs ng" of younger adults was compensated for by appropriate weights

in th cuter processing of study resultsso that total survey results

reflect e actual distribution of the study population. A detailed descrip-

tion of the weighting procedures is presented in a later part of this section

(p. 124).

Development of the sample included the following sequence of steps:

Selection of a basic national sample of 103 primary areas

(counties.or groups of counties) stratified by geographic re-

gion, type'of community, and other population characteristics.

Selection of 400 interviewing locations or secondary areas'

(Census enumeration districts or block groups) for the national

sample.

Field counts by trained interviewers to divide interviewing

locations into sample segments of 10 to 25 housing units.

Selection of specific sample segment in each interviewing

location for field administration of the survey.

to

112
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. .Prelisting of housing unit addressezin all sample segmgnts
sjlected for this study.

SI

41, -
.

Selection of specific'housing unit addresses to be..contactil
for the survey and an advance mailing of:a letter urging. -I

cooperation...

Interviewer visit to ea9esample househ Id to .obtain listings
.of residents' ineligible age ranges.

Random selection, using a specific scheme assighed for each sam-
ple household,, of person's to be interviewed. In any one house-
hold, the number of.persons.designated as part of the study
sample was none, one, or two, as will 'be explained below.

Detail on each of*these steps is provided in the remainder of this section.

-s413.

Prtmary.Sampling Units

The area of coterminous United States was first divided into approxi-
mately 1,140 primary sampling units. Each primary sampling unit is a
well-defined .geographic unit, usually a county oe a group of counties,
with a minimum population of 50,000 in 1970. Primary sampling units
are of two general types: (1) MetropOlitam areas; or parts of metro-
politan areas; and.(2) nonmetropolitan areas.

Metropolitan areas: In most cases, primary sampling units that'are
andard Metropolitan Statisticalmetropolitan areas are the same as

Areas ( SMSA's) defined by the Bure u of the,Census. In the Census def-
inition, each SMSA is a County or group of contiguous counties that
contains one city with atleast.50,000 inhabitants or more or "twin
cities" with a minimum combined population of 50,000. Inaddition to
the county or comities containing a.central city or cities, contiguous*
counties are included in an SMSA if, according to certain criteria,
they are essentially metropolitan in,character and are socially and
economically integrated. with the central city.

In the Response AnalysiS sample, exceptions to the SMSA definitions
were of three general types:

In New England, SMSA's consist. of towns and tidies, rather
than counties. In the ReSponseAnalysis sample, we'retained
the county as the basic level for formation of primary sam-
pling units. Thus, our primary sampling units may include
all or part of two or,more SMSA's.

Some SMSA's include counties in two Census geographic divi-
sions (e.g., the Cincinnati consists of counties in
Ohio and Indiana in the,East North Central Division and in.
Kentucky in the East South Central DivisionY% In order to
maintain a strict stratification of primary sampling units
on Geographic Division basis, these SMSA's were.divided into
two parts, corresponding to the geographic divisional. clas-
sifications.

113
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Seven very large metropolitan' areas (New York, Boston, Phil-

adelphi C cago, tetroit, Los Angeles, and San Francisco)

were. su divided into two or more primary sampling units.

Wtoget ee, the seven SM5A's 'comprise 20 peimary sampling

Aonits.: The objective of these 'subdivisi ns was to create

Smallerlareas as more efficient field, signment units.

Nonmetropolitan areas: Primary sampling units that are not metropolis

tan areas consist of a county or a group of contiguous counties and

include a minimum 1970 yopulation of 5,19,000. The minimum size'condi-

tion was intended to create PSU's of sufficient population size to

serve diverse survey needs, including sampling of special populatiorA,

over a long period of time. It is unlikely that we will be returning

to the same households except by design for specific studies) during

the 10-year inter-Census period.

A number of criteria were used in.combining-counties to fOem primary

sampling units to meet the minimum size requirement:

1. 'Whenever possible, a city or large town was the central

point for the PSU.

2. Convenience, of travel 'to different parts of the PSU from

the central point.

3. ,Heterogeneity of population char cteristics.

Stratification of primary sampling units

Thirty -eight large primary sampling units were included in the sample

as self-representing primary areas. The-se range in 1970 population

size from 1.1 million to 3.3 million persons and include the 25 larg7

est SMSA's in the United States. '

All other primary sampling units were grouped into 6 strata, with an

average.,stratum population of approximately 2,000',000 persons in 1970.

Within a stratum, primary sampling units are as much alikeas possible

in terms of geography, metropolitan or nonmetropolitan areas, popula-

tion density, and other characteristics, Actual criteria used in the

stratification and the order of priority assigned to them were:

Geographic division (within a stratum, all PSU's are in the

sm(nsus geographic' division see list of states in the

Key Definitions section under the four regions: Northeast, North.

Central, South, and West).
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Metropolitan or nommetropalitan (With the exception of a few
counties, strata consist entinly.ofSMSA's or entirety of

iz
other counties). The few exce tions octurred when an SMSA
wa$ partly in each of two geog phic divisions, and one of
the parts was not large enough to meet the size criteria for
a PtU. Further stratification criteria for metropolitan and
nonmetropolitafl areas-- ..

For SMSA's:

#0 Side of the SMSA

Population density&

..pereent black (in
the South only)

Percent' employed in

manufacturing

Population growth in
the 1960-1970 decade

Selection of primary sampling units

1.15'

.h-
Forother than SMSA's:

Percent black (in
the. South only)

Population density

Percent employed in
manufacturing,

PerCent of land .in
farms

One PSU was selected with probability proportforrate-to:-s1zelprelimi7
nary 1970 population count) from each of the 65 strata that included
two or more PSU's. The selected PSU's are primary areas in the
Response Analysis national sample. Together with the-38 self-repre-
senting PSU's, the basic RAC sample includes a total of 103'primary
areas.

Secondary SamplingUnits

Secondary.sampling units (SSU's) in the RAC sample are areas of approx-
imately 2,500,population in 1970. An SSU may be as small geographi-
cally as a block or two in a densely populated portion of a city or it
may be an entire county or even larger in a sparsely populated rural
area.

Secondary sampling-units were defined to be roughly equal in popula-
tion size 'so that they would best serve the needs of general popula-
tidn studies. SSU's remain in the national sample for the same length
of'time,
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Prior to defining secondary sat6.11IIng units, laud areas within 'SU's

were. listed ID Ohe following .,gen'Oal order:

..',.4 populationMunicipalit!es of,a,m94!,, more.in order by population size.

v [

Places of 2.,5 to ,9, in geogrOhit :orderer within county
-/./..

',i

.
. i '

vision or census county divisions in

n sounty
Remaining m nor c
geogr hic rder'

.-_

Primary,:area SUitS,,, §:at were selected as part of the national sample)

.

were then d MW!pairsh of secondaiy sampling units -- i.e.,

units, of Iliopulation% The-pa:iris of SSU's are intended to

pro 0
ant rotation of SSU's in the RAC sample. In

,ef
,IV-4 ,'ic ',.1

elected/for the RAC sample in pairs -- then. one

tied pair was selected as part of the. initial saM-

4vser of the pair was .,available for'a systematic
- ,1

i

t- he.'sample. ',Because each. unit of the pair came

i, ra .'Oart of the listing, the two SSU's usually have

c4eraphic 1.2cation and'city-size characteristics and are

Wft;thin the same municipality or are rural sections of the same

'etc.

e entire basic RAC sample, the total number of secondary units

b9' selected was set at 600: This waStased OR expected needs of

rs of the sample for clisperSion for regional studies, as well. as

r national studies.

4' Selection of secondary sampling units.

To determine, the number of SSU's to select, the primary area was

divided into zones. For each prilnary area, the zone size wag.:

riT%areaPTnilz trSIm population

where P = Total 1970 population (preljmioarY)

S = Number of secondary sampling units to be selected = 600

One zone was created for each 1/600 of the 1970 'population. In self

representing primary atlas, the zone size was equal to the 1/600 popu-

lation interval. In other than sOf-representing areas', the zone was

adjusted proportionate toithe probability of selection of the primary

area.

'In practice, .the types of units listed depended somewhat on the detail pro -

vided, in preliminary Census reportS for 1970 from which the listings, were

made.



For each primary area," the (irsyt 2000 st rted at thebeginnilig* the
area listing for that,primary-areo and c ntinued for the first,z peo-
ple in the population listing. The second zone started at z +1 and con-
tinued to 2z people, and so on. Incomplete zones at the enraf the
primary ar17.3 listings were cumulated within a geographic division until
ttie full zone size was. readied.' Thus ;. -some zones included portions of
two or pore primary aras within the safrie,Census geographic divsion
Zones Onulated in thil way included similar population characteristics
to the extent that they were cumulated from,"ends".of krimary area
listings and thus were primarily rural, are. .Each Census geographic
division included one incomplete zone at theepd of the primary area
listing

One secondary' sampling unit (actually'a pair of secondary'sampling
units) was selected from each zone by s6lect'ing a random number within
the zone interval and deterimining'where it'fell within the cumulated
listing. The random number selected a oreviously defined pair of sec-.

ondary sampling units.

Secondary sampling units usually consist of 4 number of administrative
units used in. the Census -- either enumeration districts(E0's) or
block groups (in areas for which block statistics are to be published).
(Enumeration districts and block groups average approximately 800 per-
sons.)

Of the total 600 secondary sampling units, 400 were selected for this
study.

Segment and housing_ unit assignments. For the national sample, trained
interviewers previously were assigned to make rough field counts
usually in segments of about 10 to 25 housing units to divide block
groups and enumeration districts into administratively convenient sur-
vey units. Detailed maps, instructions, and count sheets were provided,
for these assignments. Segments were clearly defined geographic units
bounded by streets, roads, streams, or other landmarks or by specific
starting and stopping addresses.

'

For this study probability procedures were then used to select one or
more segments in each 'interviewing location.

Interviewers were then assigned to do prelistings of housing unit ad-
dresses in each selected sample segment.,Jhe prel.istings provided
close central office control over selectidn of the final sample of
households and permitted the mailing of a letter in advance of the in-
terviewer visits to sample households. Of course, in certain areas.
(primarily 'rural, "open country") specific street addresses-were un-
obtainable; and letters.were not sent.

'PrTmary areas were taken in the order in which they were'numbered -- starting
with self-representing primary areas, then other metropolitan areas, then
nonmetropoltan areas.
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from these prolists of lOratiOn%, a suerifie fin41 S4M010 of housing

units 'was randomly selected in the Prinrieton survey office, 'Letters

were addressed fo those sample household% and mailed 4 day or NO he.

fore interviewers received their chignMerit',.

Probabilityproceddres used for the selection of sample 4r046, inter..

viewing locations, seyents, and housing units were such that for the

national sample each housing unit in the coterminous United Stat-Als had

the same overall initial probability of selection. )

Procedure Within Sample Housia Units the adOt and the _youth

sampies
.

A "face sheet" for each sample housing unit provided the interviewer

with a prescribed series of steeps for obtaining a listingof residents

of the'household,.and the selection of respondents within eligible age

ranges-was accomplished by multiple forms, of the face sheet, (.Exam-

ples of face sheets are presented in Resource Book 1982; copies. are

on file with the National Institute on Drug Abuse) . An adult' simple

and a youth sample were independently' selected,

The adult sample. To accomplish the differential sampling of adults

.57T8-14 and or older, household composition was ascertained. and

households-,wereclass_ifiedinto._three groups, with flifferent.selec-

tion procedures for each group (see below).

Household Composition

-One or more persons 18-34;
none 35 or older

One or more persons 18-34
ndone or.more persons
35'or older

One or more persons 35 or
Older; no one under 35

Selection Procedure

Selection in 5/6 of households
from 18-34 group; no adult
selected in 1/6 of households

Selection in 1/2 of households
from 18-34 group; in 1/3 of
households from 35 or older group;

no adult selected in 1/6 of

households

Selection in 1/6 of households.
from 35 or older group; no adult
selected in 5/6 of households
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4**441.1*

If there Was ohly ooe person in.the designated 4duy 4ge group, that
' person was the designated 4001 respondent, It there were two U Midre

adults in the title group selected for interview,- each eligible persod
'w4% as.signed a numbr,4 starting with males from olde.St tO yOunqe'-t,
then females from Oldest to youngest, A random number select,on table
then indicated which of the adults was to be Interviewed,

Probabilities of selection thus varied with the composition of the
household fur different age groups and with the number of resilgents
within the seleiited age group, Weig,ht'ing proceduro used torn-

01%ate,for differeWes In selection rat-ow< In gener41, weights
were inversely proWtionate to the probabilities of sele(tiOn,*

Interviewers al,:so determined whether each household
included (we or mile young people in the 1?-1/ 4(0, range, Whether or
not an adult was triter-Viewed, persons age 1?-17 vIOO 11',.ted oil the
face sheet, When there w4 only on4, Such youth in the household. that .
person was designated as the youth respondent , When there were more
than one youth age l',7"-Ii, number,. were assigned (starting agalirwitiy
mals oldest to roomiest, then females oldest to youngest), and one
youth wa% randomly designated to be. IntervIew00, to the Caw of the
adult ',ample.

re%ti it of these rnerdii ried stleJ1t and y(101 t It 109 procedures,
there could he none, one,- or two interviews indicated for dn y -

c.igned household, occ'urring (0110wC:.

None: No youth 1?-17
Adult% present, but faro sheet specifies
no interview to be done

One: Adult selected, but no youth in houvhold
OR.

Youth present and adolt,present, but face
sheet specifies no adOlt intr2rvliew to he done

Two: Interview one each of adult and youth

Sizes of'subsamples in the 1982 study as well as in earlier surveys
are presented in the following table.

. 4

.:: .

*A discussion of the weighting procedures

i
is presented in the follow-

ing subsection of this chapter. .
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(See Table 6.)
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tIOnly weit'd worie repOrted in the 11.)71 and 1912 report.

*Several table% throuhout thi% main report compare data fron this 1982
Study tO data fro,' 1971, 1972,.1974, 1976, 1977, and 1979 for .56b9roups, of the

youth population. For the %IY of clarity, we did not shOw the nu-thr of
cac,ec for each t'Otry in the actual tables. This information, the unweighted
naltior of poopk in each c.,ub9rOup, IS presented in this-table. The reader may'
use these fi9ure'. In detel:Ill1n1 n9 the siqnificanCe of -roup differenCeS. (SI!O

Table W3.)
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'Several tables throughout this main report compare data from this 1982

study to data from 1976, 1977, and 1919 for subgroups of the young adult

population. For the, sake of clarity,'we did not show the number of cases

for each entry in the actual tables. This information, the unweighted

nurnber of people in each subgroup, is presented in this table. The reader

may us'e these figur.,,s in determining the sgnificance of group differen-

ce,;. (See !We 68).



TABLE 78

Subsample Sizes Among Subgroup's of Older.Adults.

,TOTAL OLDEROULTS

1 2 . 3 4

1976 1977 1979 1982

1708. 1822 3015 2760

Sex.:
4

Male 628 77Q 1294 1233

Female Abk 1052. 1721 1527

White 1412 1561 2609 2395

Black and other races . :237 .259 398 362

Education:

Not. high school graduate 475 499 815 650

High school graduate 631 .659 1114 1011

..'Attended college ,
.. 656 . 1063 1077

-

,

,',.. Region:

Northeast. 443 379 733 628.;

North .Central 446 481 783 -748
,

South 545 624 964 946
I

West 274 338 535 438

Population Density:

Large'MeteopOlifan 603 613 968 840

Small Metropolitan 553. 600 t . 631 . 952

Nonmetropolitan. '552 609 1416 968'

'Several, tables throughoutthis main reportcompare data from this 1982
study to data from 1976, 1977, and 1979 for subgroups of. the older adult

population. For the sake of cl/arity, we did not show the number of cases
for each entry in-the actual tables. This information, the, unweighted

number of people in each subgroup, is presented in this table. The reader

may use these figures in determining the significance of group differerr-

ces. (See Table 68).

,.
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Weighting Procedures
1.

Weights are used in the processing of survey, results to compensate for differ-

ences in probabilities of_selection assigned'to various population subgroups

and to adjust for obser'ved differences An inter4iew completion rates, The

"final weight" assigned to each respondent is the product of two sampling

weights and two adjustment factqrs,

A. Sampling Weights. The product of the sampling weight factors rep'resents

the inverse of each respondent's relative chance.Wselection. . A separate,

weight factor is required for each.step of the samplingprocessp which
differing prtpabilities of selection are used. ftIn'accordance with the

s-ampling plan, two.such.weight factors were required:

1. A weight factor compensatingtfor disproportionate oversampling of

younger persons, Within selected households,'9election rates

s. .varied for youth, adults aged 18-34, and adults, aged 35 and older.

As deScribed in the previous section, relative selection rates for

two adult strata depended upon household composition; these relative

rates and compenhtory relative weightsare illustrated in Table 79.

A weight factor compensating:For'selection of one person. from. the

selected age group(s) regardless of the number of eligible

persons. in the household. As previously described, at most one

youth and one adult *were interviewed in each household included

in the sample. These selctjon rates and compensatory weights,
which depend upon the niimber of persons in the selected age

group(s), are illustrated'in Table 80.

Adjustments. Two adjustment factors were also employed in this study:

1:.n adjustment factor compensating lor'differences in, completion

rates among interviewing locations.' These weights were calculated

separately (a) for youth--and (b) for young adults, and older adults

combined..

2. An adjustment factor compensating for residual deviation of selected

demographic characteristics (e, race, sex, regiop, and metropolitan

versus nonmetrapolitan area of residence) of the sample from parameter

data, based on the 1980 Census.. These adjustments were interactively

prepared, i.e., were based on a single five-Aray table. In order to

'biae the adjustment on the most recent dafta, a variety of sources (all

100% 1980 Census counts) were employed.*

g

*U.S. Bureau of the Census:

- Current. Population Reports, Series P-25, No. 917, issued July 1982.

1980 Census of Population.and Housing. Advance Reports, Scriet PNC 894.-

- .Unpublished "modifiyi counts" from t, 198 Census, printed 8/19/8-,y

Unpublished data on)/the institutional population, printed 1/27/81.



After the finAl adjustment was applied, sample distributions were
compared to. Census distributions for each'%of the demographic charac
teristics. The results showed similar,:f\not precisely matched,
distributidnsh
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TABLE 79

Relative Weight Based on Selection of Age Group Stratunt
18-34 Stratum and 35+ Stratum

Adult household
composition

Selection
Rate

Relative
Weight

,A8-34 only 5/6 .
1.2

. .

'18 -34 and 35 or older ...

Selected subgro60:
Persons 18-34. '1/2 2

Persons 35-or older 1/3

35 or older only .
1/6 6.0

TABLE 80

Relative Weight Based on Selection Rate Within Age Subgroup'

Number of persons
in household in
selected subgroup

Selection
Rate

Relative
Weight

1 1 1

.10- 2 1/2 2

3 1/3 3*

4 1/4 4.

'Where age subgroups were: Youth aged 12-17, adults aged 18-34, and adults

aged 35 and older.
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SECTION D

KEY DEFINITIONS 1982 SURVEY
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KEY DEFINITIONS 1982 SURVEY

This section is designed to acquaintlhe reader with,definitions used, in re-

porting 1982 data, including definitions of substances, definitions of cate-

. Odes used in tables, and other frequently used terms. AlSo included is in-

formation on table reading (e.g., "rounding," "percent sign," and so forth.)

(For definitions used in earlier survey years see: the following section, Key
Definitions 1971-1979.)

Alcohol

Analgesics

.Answer Sheets

". . .beer, wine, and liquor, like whiskey or gin."
Responses to alcohol questions.were'marked on a private
answer sheet.

Respondents were told that this pill class includes pain-
killing-pills that;--unl-ike aspirin, are_usually_wailable_
only with a doctor's presCription. Respondents were also
shown the pill card of analgesic pills that appears at the
end of this volume.

NOTE: See definitions of Medical and Nonmedical Experience
with Psychotherapeutic Drugs.

Answer sheets were used to ensure privacy of response for
questions on alcohol, marijuana, cocaine, hallucinogens,
and heroin, as well as for questions on the nonmedical use
of psychotherapeutics. These forms were filled out by the
respondent while the interviewer read the questions aloud.
On certain later answer.sheets, interviewers used, their
judgement on whether or not,to offer respondents the option
of reading silently and filling the sheets out entirely

on their own.

Any Nonmedical Use The use of pills in one or more of the four psychothera-
peutic drug categories (that is, sedatives, tranquilizers,
stimulants, and/or analgesics) for any nonmedical purpose.

NOTE: See definitions of Medical and Nonmedical Experience
with PsychotherapeUtic Drugs.

Bases The bases shown in parentheses in the tables are the
actual numbers of respondents in each category. These t

bases should be used when' estimating the statistical sig-
nificance of percentage differences. (Percentages are

based on weighted data.) .

Black and Those indiViduals who stated that they were Black, Ameri-.,

Other Races can Indian or AlaSkan Native, Asian or Pacific Islander,

or who volunteered Black/Hispanic or some other combination.

Cigarettes LifetiMe prevalence is based.on the question, "About how
old were you wh1'n you 'first tried a cigarette?" Current

use is defined-as smoked in past 30 days._in the 1982 sur-

vey, all respondents were asked about current use.

1-28
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Confidence Limit.s The upper and lower limits as stated in this report define
the interval within which cm can be 95% certain that the
population value lies; if the procedure were followed
in all possible samples, the statement that the population,
value lies in the confidence interval would be correct 95
times out bf.100. (See the Methods chapter for further
detail.)

Current Drinker Reported use of alcohol during' the month prior to inter-
,*

View.

Current Smoker Reported use of cigarettes during the month prior to
.interview.

Current Use .See: Use in Past Month.

56FEff6ffiii&P-r-i7Dence.

First Use in Respondents who reported using the drUg in question for
Past Year the first time during year pribr to interview.

Hallucinogens

Large Metro-
politan

Less Than 0.5%

NOTE: Percentages of "new users" (i.e., those -who "first
used in past year") are based on the entire age
group. This is not a conventional incidence
measure.

"LSD and other hallucinogens, such as PCP or Phencycli--
dine,' Mescaline, Peyote, Psilocybin, DMT."

Includes Standard Met/opolit.an Statistical Areas (SMSAs)
with. population of 1,000,000 or more in 1970. Large Met-
ropolitan areas include central cities and surrounding
areas as defined by .e he U.S. Bureau of the Census. Other

density areas defined\in this ,section are: Small Metro-
politan and Nonmetropolitan.

Percents that are.less than one-half of one percent are
shown as an asterisk on all tables; i.e., on tables with
percents Keported to the nearest tenth as well as on
tables with percents reported to the nearest whole number.

Lifetime A respondent's experience with a particular drug (or drUgs)
Patterns summarized across his or her lifetime. I1or example, life-

time frequency refers to the total number of times a re-
spondent Ibri used a particular drug, over the course of
his or her life.

Percent who ever used.; i.e.; has used the drug one or
more times in lifetime.

Lifetime
Prevalence
(Ever Used)
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Main Source

Marijuana

Medical Experience
with. PsychoOlera-
peutic Drugs

New Users

Indicates the question(s) from the 1982 survey instrument

that are the primary source used to calculate a particular,

percentage. The open interview questions are referred to

by_their number (e.g., Question 6). The answer gloat

questions are referred to by the first lett6r(s)

gloat
the

answer sheet heading, followed by the specific question

number (e.g., M -5 means Marijuana Answer sheet, question

5). Where possible, supplementary information was used to

classify cases that were coded as "pot sure" on themain

source question. For example, M-5 is-the main source for

Table 16 on recency-of marijuana use. For persons who

were "not sure when thdr most recent marijuana use
occurred, supplementary information wai derived from

question M-6 (days,used in past month) and question. F1-

Marijuana '(whether respondent first used during the past_

"Marijuana and Hashish"

Use of one or moire of the four psychotherapeutic drug.

categories -- sedatives, tranquilizers, stimulants, anal-

. gesics prescribed for respondent'by a doctor. All re-

spondents were asked about their medical experience with

psychotherapeutic drugs in the 1982 Survey.-

.

Refers to.tne.percentage of persons who first used a-par-

ticular substance duhng year prior to interview. (See

First Use in Past Year.).

Nonmedical Experi- Use of a pill or other drug(s) from any of the fodr-pSy-

ence with Psycho- chotherapeutic drug categories in order to get high or to

therapeutic Drugs enjoy the feeling or just for kicks, or curiosity or for

any other nonmedical purpose. The four categories are

sedatives, tranquilizers, stimulants and analgesics.

In tIe 1982 survey, private answer sheets were used to re-

cord answers to,questions on nonmedical use of psycho-

therapeutics. This was the first survey in which answer

sheets were used for this type of drug use.

Includes a sample of those areas that were not part of a

Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area as of 1970, accord-

ing 0 standards set by the U.S. Burepu of the Census;

in gelfral, this includes smaller oomihunities, rural non-

farm areas, and rural farm areas. Other, density areas de-

fined in this section are: Large Metropolitan ayd Small

Metropolitan.

Nonmetropolitan

North Central Census clasifications of East North Central states

nois, Indiana; Michigan, Ohioisconsin) and. West North

Central states (Iowa, Kansas; Minnesota, Missouri,. Nebraska,

North Dakota, South Dakota).
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Census classifications of New England states (Connecticut,
Nines Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode,Island, Vermont)
and Middle Atlantic States (New Jersey, New York, Pennsyl-

vania),

Not Past Month This category, which is lnclyl in the "Patterns of Use"

User .tables (for days used in p st month), includes. persons
whose most recent use occurred more than a month ago as

well as a small number of respondents who were coded as
"not sure" whether most recent use occurred 'within the

past month.

Not Past Year This category includes those whose most recent use occurred ,

"more than a year ago" and those for whom time of most
.recent use could not be identified.

See also "Use in Past Year."

Now a Full-Time "Now a Full-Time College Student" is defined by .a."yes"

College StudeTif response to the question, "Are you a student 'or taking any

courses this year in a college or other kind of school?";
and a "college" or "community college" response to the
question, "Is that a college or a vocational school, or
what?"; and a "full-time" response to the question, "Are

you a NTT :time student or a part-time student?"

NOTE: .These data have beendcompiled only for young adults.

Older Adults This categoiy includes persons age 26 and older. For

other. age groups see: 'Youth and Young Adults.

Past Month, See: Use in Past Month, Use in Past Year.

Past Year Use

Percents All percents. are based on weighted data. Percents are

shown to the nearest tenth when the data pertain to one of

the three major age groups'in our sample, i.e., Youth,

Young Adults, or alder Adults. This practice was initi-

ated because some of the drug use figures are so small

(e.g., heroin) that rounding the percents can contribute to
the distortion of the data. However; we do not mean to
imply that percents expressed to'the nearest tenth have

any more precision than they would have if rounded to a

whole 'cumber.

When the data pertain to smaller subgroups (e.g.., youth in

the Northeast) the percents are rounded to the nearest

whole number. In some das'es, an exceOtion is made for

two "older adult" age groups with large n's: 26 to 34 and

35 and older.
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PerCeot Sion

Po ulation

Race

Recency of Use

if there is a "%" sign next 'to the first figure in a column
hut not the other figures in that column, then the column
reads down and adds to 10U%, unless otherwise explained.
If there is a " %" sign next to the first figure in a row
.but not the other figures in that row, then the row reads
across and adds to 100%, unless otherwise explained. If

there i% a "%" sign next to each figure in the body of
a table, it means that the table is. a composite and is
made up of a number.of partial tables; rows and columns do
not add to 100%.

Population density is grouped in three major categories ...
Large.MetropolitanwSma11 Metropolitan, arid Nonmetropoli-
tan. (See separate definitions of each of these terms.)
Population density of an area is determined according to

_stAn4tArds___40._by_thtLES, 1311rtnu_of Ihe_CenSOs_a,S _Of_ 1970.

Race is grouped in two categories: "White" and "Black and
other races," See definitions of these terms for further
information pertaining to inclusjon of specific races and
ethnic groups.

"Most. recent time used." The categories of recenciy are:
"past month," "past year, not past month," and "ndt past
year." SeeAefinitions for specific categories:/ "Use in
Past Month" find 'Not Past Year." See also "Use in Past

Year."

Region Region is grouped in four categories: Northeast, North

Central, South, .West. See definitions of these terms.

Repercentaging Percentages are derived from weighted data. The bases

shown in parentheses in the tables are the actual numbers
of respondents in each category. Therefore, it is not

possible to repercentage or combine subgroups.

Round ink

Sedatives

In very few cases is a weighted percentage exactly X.50%;
in almost all cases, the unrounded percentage will be
slightly higher (e.g., X.50001) and therefore is rounded
up or will be slightly lower (e.g., X.498789) and there-
fore is rounded down. When computer printouts showed
(rounded) results of X.50%, the calculation was performed
by hand to determine whether the unrounded percentage fell
above .5 or below .5.

The tables sometimes add to 99% or 101% when they should
add to 100%. Similarly,- tables shown to orTe decimal

place sometimes add to 99.9% or 100.1% instead of 100%.
These discrepancies are due to the rounding of percents.
(See also definition of Percents.)

Barbiturates and other sedatives (often referred to as
.sleeping pills). Respondents were told that: "Doctors

Sometimes prescribe.these:pills to help people goAto sleep
or to help them calm down during the day or.for some other

medical purpose." Respondents were shown the pill card of
sedative pills that appears at the end of this. volume.
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NO ft `tee de f in it lolls of Med i c 41 4m4 Nonmed ic a 1 ExPerienee
with Psychotherapeutic. Dogs.

Significanc,

e on a I' trend tati1es the level of ign I icance for the
-11,7 77,

change between 1919 and 1902 is noted 4ti (0110%45: SSS:

sit-pit leant at .001 level ; SS: significant at or level;

S: significant ,at .05 level; S: significant at the .10
level ; NS: not sign' f icant §: significance tests were
not performed on these substances, Observed differences
may he due to, anon(' others: (1) change in true preva-
lence; (2) change in operational definition ; .and (3)
variation duo to seasonality,

Sina 1 Me t row .14an. _lac ludo s of_tho4u_Standard 44.4ropol-italv4tat ist

C41 Areas under 1,000,000 in population in 1970. Other,

dens i ty areas def ined in this sect ion are: Large Metro-
pol ltan and Nonak.tropo 1 i t an .

South

St imulants

Tranquilizers

Use in Past Month
(Current Use)

Census classifications of South Atlantic states (Delaware,
District of Columbia, Florida; Georgia, Maryland, North
Carolinas, South Carol ina, Virginia, West Vir.ginia); East
South Central states (Alabama, Kentucky, Mississippi, Ten -
nessee), and West South Central states (Arkansas, Louis l-
and, Okl ahoma, Texas).

Amphetamines or other stimulants. Respondents were told
that these pi 1 ls are sometimes used to help people lose
weight and that hey are usual ly available only with a
doctor's prescrip ion. Respondents were al so shown the
pill card of st imul ant pills that appears at the end of
this volume.

NOTE: See definitions of Medical and Nonmedical Experience
with Psychotherapeutic Drugs..

Respondents were told that the tranquilizer pill class in-.

c 1 udes pills that are usual ly available only with a doc-
tor's prescription and are prescribed to help people calm
down or to relax their muscles, etc. Respondents 'were
also shown the pill card of tranquilizer pills that
appears at the end of this volume.

NOTE: See def in i t ions of Medical and Nonmedical Experience

with Psychotherapeutic Drugs :
4

Respondent reports use within., the moot ( 30 "days) prior to

the interview date.
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Hispanics appeared in the "Black and other races"t
category,

Cigarettes 1979: Lifetime prevalence was based on the question,
"About how old were you when you first tried a
arette?" Current use. was defined as smoked in past.
30 days; only those respondents who had smok as

many as five packs of cigarettes during thei life-
times were asked'about current use.

Current Drinker

Current Smoker-

1977, 1976, 1974: Lifetime prevalence was based on the
question, "Have you ever smoked cigarettes?" Cur-

; rent use was definediismoked within past month;
all respondents were'asked about current use.

1972: No data proOded on lifetime prevalence. Current
use defined as-smoke at "the present time"; all re-
spondents asked abput current use.

1971: No data provided do lifetime prevalence. Current
use defined as smoke at "the present time"; only
those respondents who "ever smoked" were asked about
current use.

NOTE: The 1979 questions on recency of cigarette use are
not comparable with other years because a different
operational definition was employed in 1979; i.e.,
in 1979, only those who had smoked'fiVe or more
packs tn their lifetimewere asked about recency of
use.,

1979,1977, 1976, 1974 :. Drank in past month.

1972: Drank in past seven days.

NOTE: The 1979 questions on alcohol are not comparable
with earlier years because anew operational defi-
nition was employed in 1979. The responses to the
1979 alcohol questions were marlpd on a priyate
answer sheet- rather than being spoken to thei-nter-

, .viewer as in 1977, 1976, 1974, and 1972. The new
design was implemented to (1) provide respondent
training on the answer sheet procedure prior to its
use for illicit substances, and (2) provide the
same conditions Of privacy for this drug as forthe
illicit drugs, thus encouraging full dilsclosure4i4

.1979: Smoked in past thirty days" and have smoked a§ many.
as .five packs of cigarettes during their lifetimes.

1977,.1976, 1974: Smoked within-past month.
kO

1972, 1971: Smoke at "the present time."

.4 NOTE: The 1979 questions on cigarettes4ard not comparable
with other years because a different operational
definitiOn was employed in 1979.

1979, 1977, 1976, 1974: ReSpondentswho:report using drug
"X" for-the first time during the past year. The
percentage of new users' is calculated on abase
that includes all respondents in the age group.

NOTE:. This is not a conventional incidence measuro.

First Use in Past
Year
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Hallucinogens

MarQuana.,

Nonmedical
Bperience with
Psychotherapeutic
Drugs

1979: "LSD and other hallucinogens,sUch, as phencyclidine

or PCP, Mescaline, peyote, psilbeybin, DMT." 'Day .

for PCP are included'within general data on hallu-

cinogens and .also provided separately.

1977, 1976: "LSD and other hallucinAens like 'llescallnP,

peyote, psilocybin4 and DMTi" Separate data are

provided-for PCP-. 1.

1974: "LSO or other halludnogens:"

11972:

1979:

f

"LSD or something like it, such as mescaline, psiloz

cybin, MSA, STP."

"Marijuana and '(or)hashish."

NOTE: Although the data pertain to use of either

of these substances, our experience in

earlier surveys indicates that most respon-

dents who report using hashish have also

used marijuana.

1977, 1976, 1974, 1972; 1971: Data reported are for mari-

juana only.

From 1972 through 1979, questions on nonmedical usewere

asked in the ."open'ibtervibw" (answer aloud) fashion.-

1979, 1977,,1976, 197.4: A "yes" or "not sure".response to

any onelor.more). of the following three items:

"(1) Did you ever take any of-these kindsof pills

just to, see what it.was like and how It would work?, .

(2) Did you ever take any of these kinds of pills,

just to enjoy the feeling they give you? (3) Did\

You ever take any of these pills for some other

nonmedical reason, and not because you neeTedTt?"

NOTE: In 1977 only,:sptstions about nonmedical ex-

perience were assigned to a random half of

the households in which interviews were con-

dutted.-.

1972: A "yes" response to any, one (or more) of the fol-

) lowing five iteMs:. "(1) Have you ever taken these

pills to help you get along with yOur faMily or

other people? "(2) Have you ever taken any of these

pills to help you get ready for some big event:.or

help you accomplish something? .(3) Did you ever

take. any -of these kinds,of pills'just to see what

it was like and how it would work ?, (4) Have you

ever taken aoy of these pills .before going'out,' So

that you could enjoy yourse)f more with other peo-

ple? ..(5) Did you ever'take these kinds of. pills

just to enjoy tfle feeling they, gilt you ?"

. 136.
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Now a Full-Time 1979, 1977,.1976: '."Now a. Full-Time College Student" is de-
College Student fined by a "yes" response to the question, "Are you

a student or taking anrcourses this year in a coe-
lege or other kind of school?"; and a,"college" or

"communi.ty college" response to Tfil question, "Is
that a college or,a vocational sChool,or what?";'
and a ."fulf-time" reSponseto the question, "Are you
7701-time student or a part-time student?"

NOTE: These'data have been compiled only for Young 0

Adults.

1979: "These pills are barbiturates and other sedatives.

Sometimes doctort prescribe these pills to calm !leo..
Ple down during the day or to help them'sleep at
night. But besides the medical uses, people some-
timestake these pills on their own, to help them
rel'ax, or just to feel good."

1977, 1976, 1974: "Doctors sometimes prescribe these to ,

help relax during the.day 'and to get.a better
night's sleep. People also use these on their. own,
to help relax and 'just to feel good. These are bar-
biturates or sedatives and are sometimes called
'downs' or 'downers.''"

NOTE: In 1977 only, questions 'about sedative5'were
assigned to a random half of the households
in whiCh. interviews were conducted.

1972: "Docto47.rs prescribe these to'helo relax and to .get
a better night's sleep. People also use these on
their own -- to help relax and just to feel good.
These are barbiturates and are sometimes called
-'downs' or 'downers.'"

Stimulants 1979: "These pills are amphetamines and other stimulants.'
(Nonmedical Doctors sometimes prescribe these for losing weight.
Experience) But besides medical uses, people sometimes' take'thew

on their own to make them feel more wide-awake-,

Sedatives
(Nonmedical.

Experience)

peppy, and alert."

1977,.1976, 1974: "Doctors sometimes prescribe these for
losing weight!) YeOple also use them on their own

,, to make them feel more wide-awake, peppy, or alert.
They are sometimes called 'ups' or 'uppers,'
'speed,' or 'bennies.'"

'NOTE: In 1977 only, questions about stimulants
were assigned to a.random half of the house-
holds in which interviews were conducted.'

1972: "Doctors prescribe these mostly for losing weight,
and sometimes to give people more energy. People
also, use these:on their own, just to feel good.
These are amphetamines. They are also called.:Thps'
or 'uppers,' speed,' 'bennies.'"
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Tranquilizers.., 1979: "These pills are tranquilizers. Doctors sometimes

(Nonmedical prescribe them-to calm people down, quiet their

Experience) nerves,, or relax their muscles. But besides the

medical uses, people sometimes take these pills on

their own to,help'them relax, or just to feel

good."

1977, 1976,1974: "Doctors sometimes prescribe thesvao

calm people, down, or quiet their nerves, or relax

their muscles. People.also take them on their,own

to make them feel better. These are tranquilizers."

NOTE: 'In 1977 only, questions about tranquilizers

were'assigned to a random half of the house-

holds in why' interviews were conducted.

1972: -"These help-people to calm doiln.and to quiet their

nerves. Doctors prestribe_th'em. , People also take

them on their own to make thOM feel better. These

are tranquilizers."

' NI

Use in Past Month 1979, 1977, 1976: Reports use within "past week," "past

(Current Use) month," or one or more days within the past 30 days.

1974: Has used within past month.-

1972, 1971: Marijuana only -- self-designated current

users who report usage "once a month or less," as

_well as those who report more frequent use. Other

drugs -- has used within past month.

White 1979 Those individuals who statp. that their family ori-

gin is white or that they are of Spanish-American

origin.

1977: Those individuals who state that their fami origin

is white.

'1976, 1974, 1972, 1971: ThOse individuals whose racial

background, according to interviewer observation,

is determined to be white.

NOTE: Due to recent changes in Federal reporting options,

for race and ethnicity, as well asfrequent changes

in the administration and content c4.,such items

over time, Hispanics have appeared in both racial

categories ("White" and "Black and other races").

In 1979, Hispanics were included in the "Whit iv

category; in 1977, they appeared in one or

other category depending on how they identified

themselves; in 1976 and 1974, they were included,in

one or the other category depending on how the in-

terviewer identified them; and in 1971 and 1972,

all Hispanics appeared in the "Black and other

races" category.
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ALCOHOL

A-1. About how old, were you the first
time you had a glass of beer or
wine or a drink with liquor, such
as whiskey, gin, scotch, etc.?

Age:

X NEVER USED IT

505-
506

A-2. When was the most recent time that
you had a drink?

1 WITHIN THE PAST MONTH (30 DAYS)

'2 WITHIN THE PAST SIX MONTHS
(BUT.MORE THAN A MONTH AGO)

3 SIX MONTHS TO A YEAR AGO.

4 MORE THAN A YEAR AGO 507

8 NOT SURE

X NEVER USED IT

PLEASE GO TO THE TOP OF THE NEXT COLUMN

45+

[ANSWER SHEET #1

A -3., If-you-used-alcohol during the
sast 30 days, on how many dif-
ferent days did you have one. or
more drinks?

Number of days:

X NEVER USED IT

508-
509

A-4. On those occasions when you have
a drink, do you usually drink
beer, wine, or liquor -- or a
combination of these?

1 BEER

2 WINE

3 LIQUOR

4 COMBINATION OF THESE/IT
VARIES

X NEVER USED IT ,

510

THANK YOU
of

THIS ANSWER SHEET GOES INATRE ENVELOPE
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. MARIJUANA AND HASHISH

M-1. About how old were you when you.
first knew. someone who had tried _

marijuana or'hashish?
511 -

Age: 512

X NEVER KNEW ANYONE WHO TRIED IT

M-2. About how old were you,When you
first had a chance to try wari-
jqana or. hash if you wanted to?

513 -
Age: 514

X NEVER HAD A CHANCE TO TRY

M-3, About how old were you the first-
time you actually used marijuana
or hash?

,

515-.
Age: 516

X NEVER USED IT

M-4. About/how many times in your life-:
time have you used marijuana; or
hash?

1 1 OR 2 TIMES
.2 3 TO 10 TIMES

3 11 TO 99 TIMES 517

4 100 OR MORE TIMES

X NEVER USEDIT

PLEASE CO TO THE TOP OF THE NEXT COLUMN

ANSWER SHEET #2

M -5. When was the most *recent time
that -you used- marijuana hash?or

1 WITHIN THE PAST MONTH 518,
' (30 DAYS) . .1

2 WITHIN THE PAST SIX MONTHS
(BUT MORE THAN A iONTH AGO)

3 SIX MONTHS TO AfitAk AGO ''''

4 MORE THAN A YEAR AGO

X NEVER USED IT

M-6.

. .

During the past 3.0 days, on how
many different days did you use
marijuana or hash?

519-
Number of days: 520

X NEVER USED IT .

M-7. During,the past 30 days, about
how many marijuana cigarettes
(joints, reefers) did you smoke?

1 LESS THAN 1 A DAY
. 2 1 A DAY

3 2-3 A DAY 521
4 4-6 A DAY
5 7-10 A DAY
6 11 OR MORE A DAY
7 NONE. IN PAST 30 DAYS

X NEVER USED IT

M-8.

.

Not counting the past 30 days,
was there ever a time when you
used marijuana or hash almost
every day for a month?

1 YES

2 NO 522

3 NOT SURE

X NEVER USED IT

143

PLEASE TURN ANSWER SHEET OVER



MARIJUANA AND\HASHISH

ti

ANSWER SHEET #2
Continued

M-9. On the occasions you have used juana or hash, about how often did you have

an alcohol drink /mound the same time?

I USUALLY

2 ABO4I HALF THE TIME

3 OCCASIONALLY

4 RARELY

5 NEVER

X NEVER USED MARIJUANA/Ht4SH

523

ti

A

THANK YOU

THIS ANSWER SHEET GOES IN THE ENVELOPE

S
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SEDATIVES gepEDICAL USE)
-ow"..

ANSWER SHEET

S-1. Put a checkmark next to each pill
you ever took for kicks or to get

S-2. Put a checkmark next to each pill
you took during the past month

high -- or for any other oonmedi- 30 cays) for kicks or to get
cal reason: or for any other nonmedi-

534

530-531

532-533

524 QUAALUDES
525 SECONAL
526 TU I NAL
527 PLAC IDY,L
528 1 SOPOR

529 NEMBUTAL

(Pill 0 OTHER PILLS ON
(Pill #) SEDATIVES CARD

cal reason:

535

536

537

538

539

540

(Pill #) 541-542

(Pill #) 543-544

X NEVER TOOK SEDATIVES TO GET
HIGH OR FOR ANOTHER NONMEDI

Y NO USE IN PAST MONTH

X .NEVER TOOK ANY TO GET HIGH

545

REASON

S-3. About how old were you the first
time you took a't!edative to get
Frgii or for any abet' nonmedical
reason? ,)

546-

Age: 547

X NEVER TOOK ANY TO GET HIGH

S-4. About how many times in your life-
time have you taken sedatives to "
get high?

1 1 OR 2 TIMES
2 3TO 10 TIMES
3 11 TO 99 TIMES
4 100 OR MORE TIMES

X NEVER TOOK ANY TO GET HIGH

548

PLEASE GO TOTHE TOP OF THE NEXT. COLUMN,

S-5. When was the most recent time you
, took a sedative to get high?

1 WITHIN THE PAST MONTH
(30 DAYS)

2 WITHIN THE PAST SPX MONTHS
(BUT OVER 30 DAYS AGO)

3 SIX MONTHS TO A YEAR AGO

4 MORE THAN A YEAR AGO

X NEVER TOOK ANY TO GET HIGH

549

S-6. During the past 30 days, on how
roads did you take sedatives
to get high?

550-

Number of days: 551

X NEVER TOOK-ANY TO GET HIGH

PLEASE TURN ANSWER SHEET OVER
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SEDATTVES'(NONMEDICAL USE ONO)

S-7. Thinking back over the times Au
took these pills for nonmedical
purposes, were the pills you took
ever prescribed for you by a doc-

tor -- or.did you always get them

some other way?

1 PRESCRIBED BY DOCTOR FOR ME
AT LEAST ONCE 552

2 ALWAYS GOT THEM SOME OTHER
WAY

X NEVER TOOK ANY TO GET HIGH

S-8. neDid you ever take one a4hese
pills and also use marijuanaron
the same occasion?

1 YES
553

2 NO, NEVER ON THE SAME OCCASION

3 NEVER TRIED MARIJUANA

X NEVER TOOK SEDATIVES TO GET
HIGH

PLEASENGO TO THE TOP OF THE NEXT COLUMN

ANSWER SUET #3
Continued,

S-9. Was there ever a time when you
found that you needed to take

more of these pills in order to

get same effect or "high"?

1 YES, I NEEDED MORE PILLS

2 NO
554

X NEVER TOOK ANY TO GET HIGH

S-10. Still talking about nonmedical

use, was there ever a time when

you found it hard to stop taking
these pills or had trouble cut -

ting down?

1 YES
555

2 NO, NEVER HAD TROUBLE /NEVER

TRIED TO CUT DOWN

X NEVER TOOK ANY TO GET HIGH

S-1

146

S

People who have trouble cutting
down on their own often go to a
doctor or a clergyman or a coun-
iiTEF--- or to some other pro-

fessional. How about you? Did

you ever get professional help

of this kind or haven't you done

that?

1 YES

2 NR, NEVER GOT HELP/NEVER
NEEDED HELP

NEVER TOOK ANY TO GET HIGH

556

THANK YOU

PLEASE PUT THIS ANSWER SHEET IN THE

ENVELOPE.



ANSWER .?INET 04

TRANQUILIZERS (NONMEDICAL USE)

T-I. Put a checkmark next to each pill
you ever took for kicks or to et
high -- or' or any other nonm -

cal reason:

611-612

613",614

605'

606

607

608

609

` 610

(Pill 0)

(Pill #)

T-2. Put a checkmark next to each pill
ou took durin the ast month

or c o go
.orb for-a

reason:

V Ai] U M 616

LIBRIUM 617

BENADRYL...,_ 618

TRANXENE '` 619

EQUANI L- 620

LIBkITABS 621

other nomedi-

OTHER PILLS ON ,
11 #) 622-623

TRANQUILIZERS' CARD ) 624-625

Y NO WE IN PAST MONTH 626

X NEVER TOOK ANY TO GET HIGH

615 X NEVER TOOK TRANQUILIZERS TO GET
/ ' HIGH OR FOR ANY OTHER NONMEDI-

CAL REASON

1-3. \About how old were you the first
time you took a tranquilizer to
get high or for any other nonmedi-
cal reason?

Age:

X NEVER TOOK ANY TO GET HIGH

627-
628

T-4. About how many times in your life-
time have you taken tranquilizers

. to get high?

1 OR 2 TIMES
2 3 TO 10 TIMES
3 11 TO 99 TIMES
4 100 OR MORE TIMES

X NEVER*TOOK ANY TO GET HIGH

629

PLEASE GO TO THE TOP OF THE NEXT COLUMN

T-5. When was the-most recent time you
took a tranquilizer to get high?

1 WITHIN THE PAST MONTH
(30 DAYS) 630

2 WITHIN THE PAST SIX MONTHS
(BUT MORE THAN 30 DAYS AGO)

3 SIX MONTHS TO A YEAR AGO

4 MORE THAN A YEAR AGO

X NEVER TOOK ANY TO GET HIGH

T-6. During the past 30 days, on how
many days did you take tranqiiiii-
zers to get high?

631 -

632Number of days:

X NEVER TOOK ANY TO GET HIGH

PLEASE TURN ANSWER SHEET OVER

.147



THANQUILIWS (NO#VOICAt# WN).

T-7. Thinking back over the times you
took these pills for nonmedical
purposes, were thi pits you took

qYALPrit1;11014tqrYVAVALOqc:

some other way?

1 PRESCRIBED BY A DOCTOR FOR ME
AT LEAST ONCE 633

2 ALWAYS GOT THEM SOME OTHER WAY

X NEVER TO6eANY TO GET HIGH

T-8. Did you ever take one of these
pills and also use marijuana on
the same occasion?

YES
634

2 NO, NEVER ON THE SAME OCCASION

3 NEVER TRIED. MARIJUANA

X NEVER TOOK TRANQUILIZERS TO

GET HIGH

?LEASE GO TIlE TOP OF THE NEXT COLUMN

ANSWKR flan 04
Cont imed

T.9. was there over a time when you
found that you needed to take
more of these pTfrilliliairto
ve the, same effect or wly

1 YES, I NEEDED. MORE' PIL S

2 A 635

X 'NEVER TOOK ANY TO GE HIGH

T-10. Still talking about nonmedical
use, was there ever rtime when
you found it hard to stop taking

these pills or had trouble cut-

ting down?

1 YES
638

2 NO, NEVER HO TROUBLE/NEvER
TRIED TO CUT DOWN

X NEVER TOOK ANY TO GET HIGH

T-11. Peo le who have trouble cutting
own on t eir own often go to a

doctor or4 clergyman or a coun-
iiiii77-- or to some other pro-
fessional. How about you? Did

you ever get professional help

of this kind or haven't you done,

that?

1 YES 637

2 NO, NEVER GOT HELP/NEVER
NEEDED HELP

X NEVER TOOK ANY TO GET HIGH

THANK yOU

PLtASE POT THIS ANSWER SHEET IN THE

iNVEDOPE.
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[AbwkwR plew #5

(NONMKPleAt. Vs!:X)

I (PINT

ST-1. Put a checkmark next to each pill
you ever t ok for kicks or /to get
high -- or or any other nanmedi-
Cal reason:

644-645

646-647

ST-2. Kit a checkmark next to each pill
you took during the past month
(30 cloys) for kicks or to get high
-- or for any other nonmedical
reason: r

638 /DEXEDRINE
039 ,/BENZEDR I Nf
640 P H E T A M 14E_
641 DEXAMYL
642 DESOXYN
643 PRELUDIN

(Pill 0)

(Pi

040

650

651

652

653

OTHER PILLS ON (Pill I)
#) STIMULANTS CARD (Pill 11)

648 X NEVER TOOK STIMULANTS TO GET
HIGH OR FOR ANOTHER NONMEDICAL
REASON .

0
655-656

657-658

Y NO USE IN PAST MONTH
659

X NEVER TOOK ANY TO GET HIGH

ST-3. About how old were you the first
time you took a stimulant to get
high or for any other nonmedical
reason? t

660-

Age: 661

X NEVER TOOK ANY TO GET HIGH

ST-4. About how many times in your life-
time have you taken stimulants to
get high?

1 1 OR 2 TIMES
2 3 TO 10 TIMES 662
3 11 TO 99 TIMES
4 100 OR MORE TIMES

X NEVER1T0OK ANY TO GET HIGH

PLEASE CO TO THE TOP OF THE NEXT COLUMN

ST -S. When was the most recent time
you took a stimulant to get
high?

1 WITHIN THE PAST MONTH
(30 DAYS) t, 8,3

2 WITHIN THE PAST SIX MONTHS
(BUT OVER 30 DAYS AGO)

3 SIX MONTHS TO A YEAR AGO

4 MORE THAN A YEAR AGO

X NEVER TOOK ANY TO GET
HIGH

ST-6: DUring the past 30 days, on how
many days did you take stimulants
to get high?

664
665Number of days:

X NEVER TOOK ANY TO GET HIGH

PLEASE TURN ANSWER SHEET OVER
14S



TIA1-4.ANT;;

ST-7, Thinking back over the times you

took these pills for nonmedical

purposes. were the piirs you took
ever_ prescribed forou by a doc:,

tor -- or Aryou ow 4y% get than

some other way?

I PRESCRIBED BY DOCTOR FOR ME
AT LEAST ONCE eee

2 ALWAYS GOT THEM SOME OTHER
WAY .

X NEVER TOOK ANY TO GET HIGH

11#)N.WPICA4

ST-8. Did you ever take one of these

pills and also use marijuana on
the same occasion?

1 YES
667

2 NO; NEVER ON THE SAME OCCASION

3 NEVER TRIED MARIJUANA

X NEVER TOOK STIMULANTS TO GET

HIGH

PLEA:;E au To TEE Top OP THE NEXT CoLUMN

$

'IMO :Mar ii01

epntin4.4

ST-9. Was there aver a time when you

found that you needed to take

more of these piirsTitotto
get the same effect or *high*?

1 YES, `I NEEDED MORE PILLS

NO dd$

X NEVER TOOK ANY TO GET HIGH

ST-10. Still,talkIng about nonmedical

use, was there ever 4 time when

you found it hard to stop taking

these pills or had-trouble cut-

ting down?

1 YES
dd0

2 NO, NEVER HAD TROUBLE/NEVER
TRIED TO CUT DOWN

X NEVER TOOK ANY TO GET HIGH

ST-11. People who have trouble cutting..

down on their own often" to
doctor or a clergyman or a coun-
Tircii.---- or to some other pro-

fessional. How about you? Did

you ever get professional help

of this kind or haven't you done

that?

1 YES

2 NO, NEVER GOT HELP/NEVER
NEEDED HELP

X NEVER TOOK ANY TO GET HIGH

NC

670

THANK YOU

PLEASE Pin. THIS ANSVER SHEET IN THE

ENVELOPE.

15 t)



PAINKILLING PILLS
ANALGESICS.(NONMEDICAL USE)

!ANSWER SHEET #6

-1. Put a checkmark next to each pill
) you ever'took for kicks or to get

'high'

-- or fOr any other nonmedi-
cal reason:-

'715

AN-2. Put acheckmark next to each pill
you todkAuring.,the Isa-s-t_month

(30 days) for kicks or to get
high or for any other nonmedi-
cal reason:'

705 DARVON 7 716

'706 PER.CODAN . 717

707 DEME'rROL 718

708 DI LAUD ID 719

TYLENOL
709- WITH CODEINE 720

710 C-ODE I NE -721

711-712, c (Pill #) OTHER PILLS. ON (Pill #) 722-723

(Pill #) 724-725713-714 (Pal #) "PAINKILLERS" CARD

NEVER TOOK ANY TO GET HIGH OR.
FOR ANOTHER NONMEDICAL REASON

I NO USEJN PAST MONTH 726

X NEVER TOOK ANY:TO GET HIGH

AN-3. About how old were you the first
time you took one of these pills
to get. high or for any other non-
medical reason?

727-
Age: 728

X' NEVER TOOK ANY TO GET HIGH

0 ,

AN-4. About how many times in your life-
-time-have -youtaken one of: these
pills, to get high?

1 1 OR 2 TIMES
2 3 TO 10. TIMES
3 11 TO 99 TIMES
4 100.0R MORE TIMES

X NEVER TOOK ANY TO GET-HIGH

729

PLEASE GO TO -THE TOP OF THE NEXT COLUMN

AN-5. When was the most recent time you
took one of these pills to get
high?

1. WITHIN THE PAST MONTH
(30 DAYS) 730

WITHIN THE PAST SIX MONTHS
('BUT OVER 30 DAYS. AGO)

:,SIX MONTHS TO A YEAR AGO

4 MORE THAN A YEAR AGO

X NEVER TOOK ANY TO GET HIGH

During the past 30 days, on how
many days did you take one of
these pills to get high?

Number of days:

X NEVER TOOK ANY 10 GET HIGH

731!..

M?

,

PLEASE TURN ANSWER SHEET OVER



PAINKILLING PILLS'
ANALGESICS (NONMEDICAL USE)

AN-7. .Thinking back over the times you
took these pills for nonmedical
purposes, were the pilTi you took
ever rescribed for ou by a doc-
tor ---or did you a ways get t

some,other way?

1 PRESCRIBED BY DOCTOR FOR ME
-

AT LEAST ONCE 733

2 '_ALWAYS GOT THEM SOME OTHER WAY

X NEVER'TOOK ANY.TO GET HIGH

AN-8. Did you ever take one'bf these
pills and also use marijuana on
the same occasion?

1 YES
734

2 NO, NEVER ON THE. SAME OCCASION

3 NEVER TRIED MARIJUANA.

X NEVER TOOK ONE OF THESE
"PAINKILLING" PILLS TO GET

HIGH'

PLEASE GO TO THE'TOP OF THE NEXT COLUMN.

ANSWER SHEET #6
ContinUed

AN-9. Was there ever-a time when you
found that you needed to take

more of these pills in order to

get the same effect or "high"?

1 YES, NEEDED -MORE PILLS

2 NO
' 735

X NEVER TOOK.ANY TO GET. HIGH

AN-10. Still talking about nonmedical

use, was there ever a time when

you found it hard to stop taking

these pills or had trouble cut-

ting down?

YES
736

2 NO, NEVER HAD TROUBLE /NEV
TRIED.70 CUT DOWN

NEVER TOOK ANY TO GET HIGH

AN-11. People who have trouble cutting

down on their own often go to a

doctor or a clergyman or a coun-
Fe-F- or to some other pro-
fessional. How about you? Did

yod ever get professional help of

this kind or haven't you done

that?

1 YES
NO, NEVER GOT HELP /NEVER

NEEDED HELP
.64

X NEVER TOOK ANY fO'GET HIGH

737

MANX YOU

.pLEASE THIS ANSWER SHEET IN THE

ENVELOPE.
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I
COCAIN,

C-1. About how old were you when you
first knew someone who had tried
cocaine?

738-
7-

Age
39

:

X NEVER KNEW ANYONE WHO TIED IT

C-2. About how old were you whdyou
first hadaa chance to try cocaine
i you wated to? (.4

740-
Age: 741

X NEVER HAD A CHANCE TO TRY

C-3.
k.

About how old were you the first
time you actually used cocaine?

Age: s
742-

. 743
X NEVER USED IT

C- . About how many times in your life
have you used cocaine?

1 1 OR 2 TIMES
2 3 TO 10 TIMES
3 11 TO 99 TIMES

744
4 100 OR MORE TIMES

X NEVER USED IT

PLEASE GO TO THE TOP OF. THE NEXT COLUMN

ANSWER SHEET #7

C - S. When was the most recent time
that you used cocaine?

1 WITHIN THE.PAST MONTH
,(30 DAYS) 745

2 WITHIN THE PAST SIX MONTHS

3 SIX MONTHS TO A YEAR AGO

4 MORE THAN A YEAR AGO

X NEVER USED IT

C- In the past 30 days, on how many
different days did you use
cocaine?

746-

Number of days:

X NEVER USED IT

747

C-7. On the occasions when you have
used cocaine, about how often dic[
you smoke marijuana at around the
same time?

1 NEARLY EVERY TIME
2 ABOUT HALF THE
3 OCCASIONALLY
4 RARELY
5 NEVER

X NEVER USED COCAINE

748

THANK YOU

THIS ANSWER SHEET GOES IN THE ENVELOPE
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# ANSWER SHEET #8

LSD AND OTHER HALLUCINOGENS SUCH ASS

PCP OR PHENCYCLIDINE, MESCALINE, PEYOTE,; PSILOCYRIN, DMT

L-1.- About how old were you when you
first knew someone who had tried
LSD or another hallucinogen?

749-
Age:- 750

X NEVER KNEW ANYONE WHO TRIED IT

L-2.

ilk

About Mow old were you when you -"'

first had'a chance-10 try LSD or
another halludinogen, if you
wanted ,to? ,

751-

Age:
752,

X ,NEVER D A CHANCE TO TRY ' .

L-3. About how old were you the first
time you actually tried LSD or

.

- another hallucinogen?
753-

Age: 754-

X NEVER TRIED IT

L-4. About how Any times in your lfte
have you used LSD'or othershallu-
cinogens? :

1 1 OR 2 TIMES .

2 3 TO 10 TIMES 755
C 3, 11 TO 99 TIMES 4°

4 100 OR movellmEs ,

X NEVER USED
...

(Cr

,PLEASE GO TO THE TeROF.THE NEXT COLUMN

9

L

L-5. When waS the most recent time you
used LSD or another hallucinogen?

1 WITHIN THE PAST MONTH
(36 DAYS). 756

2 WITHIN THE 'PAST SIX MONTHS

3 SIX MONTHS .10 A YEAR AGO

4' MORE THAN A YEAR AGO

X NEVER USED ,11'

L-6.
i

In the pait 30 days, on how many
different days did you use LSD or
another hallucinogen? LL

k7-
Number of days: 758

. 6

-AhNEVER USED IT
. .

L-7.
.1

On the occasions.when you have
'.;.used'iSD:or another hallucinogen,,
'about how often did you smoke
marijuana ,at around the same
time?

1 NEARLY EVERY TIME' ,

.2 ABOUT HALF THE TIME :
3 OCCASIONALLY 759
4 RARELY e:

. 5 kNEVER

X NEVER USED IT
.. ,

'L -8.

.

Have you ever tried "PCP" (whiCh
is. sometimes called Angel Dust)?

. 1 YES 760

NO

L-9. When was the most recent time
that you used PCP?

1 WITHIN THE PAST MONTH' ,

(30 DAYS) 761

2 MORE THAN A MONTH AGO

X .NEVER USED IT

154

THANK YOU

THIS ANSWER SHEET GOES HE ENVELOPE'



0
ANSWER SHEET #9

SECOND DRUG TRIED
(NOT COUNTING ALCOHOL)

SEC-1. If marijuana was the first drug that you t", what was the second drug that
you tried?

1 PILLS (NONMEDICAL ONLY 5 NEVER TRIED ANY DRUG EXCEPT
MARIJUANA

2 COCAINE
6 MARIJUANA WAS NOT. THE FIRST

3 LSD, "PCP," OR OTHER ONE I TRIED
HALLUCINOGEN

4.

4 OTHER DRUG
X NEVER USED 1ARIJUANA 762

SEC-2. Just roughly, about how many.times had you used /marijuana before you tried
?the drug you circled above?

`s--

1 1 OR 2 TIMES 5 NEVER TRIED ANY DRUG EXCEPT'
MARIJUANA

6 MARIJUANA WAS NOT THE FIRST
ONE I TRIED

2 3 TO 10 .TIMES

3 11 TO 99 TIMES

4 100 OR MORE TIMES X' NEVER USED MARIJUANA
763

THANK YOU

THIS ANSWER SHEET GOES IN THE ENVELOPE



HEROIN

H:,.. About how old were you when you
first knew someone who had tried
heroin?

764-
ip

Age: . 765

X NEVER KNEW ANYONE WHO TRIED IT

H-2. About hoW old were you when yoji
first had a chance to try heroin
if you wanted .to?

766-

e: 767

X NEVER HAD A CHANCE TO TRY

H-3. About how old were you the first
time you actually tried heroin?

,
768-

Age: 769

X NEVER TRIED IT

H-4.

_ ___

About how many times in yOur life
have you used heroin?

1 1 OR TIMES
2 3 TO 10 TIMES
3 11 TO 99 TIMES 770

4 100 OR MORE TIMES

____X __.NEVER USED IT

PLEISE GO TO-THE TOP OF THE, NEXT COLUMN

[ANSWER SWEET #40

H-5. When was the most recent time
that you used Yeroin?

1 WITHIN/14 PAST MONTH
(30 DAYS) .971

2 WITHIN THE PAST Sp MONTHS

3 SIX MONTHS TO A YEAR AGO

4 MORE THAN A YEAR AGO

X NEVEI USED IT

H-6. In the past 30 da s, on how many
different days did you use
heroin? 772-

773
Number of days:

X NEVER USED ,IT

H-7. Finally, have you ever used her-
oin with a needle?

1 YES

2 NO

X NEVER USED IT

774

THANK YOU

THIS_ANSWER_SHEET_GOES IN THE ENVELOPE.



ANSWER SHEET 02

FIRST USE IN PAST; EAR

(ALL DRUGS)

F-1. Did you try any drugs for the first time during the past year?

(Circle a number belob for each kind of drug that you first used in the past
year.)

AIL

MARIJUANA

2 PILLS (MEDICAL USE/PRESCRIPTION)

3 PILLS (NONMEDICAL USE)

4 COCAINE)

5 HALLUCINOGENS

6 HEROIN

X NO NEW DRUGS TRIED IN PAST YEAR/
NEVER TRIED ANY OF THESE

805

MARIJUANA PAST MONTH PURCHASES

F -2. During the past 30 days, about how much marijuana have yoll purchased?

1 1/2 OUNCE OR LESS

2 ABOUT 3/4 OUNCE,

3 ABOUT 1 OUNCE

4 ABOUT 2 OUNCES

5 ABOUT.,3 OUNCES

6 ABOUTt4 OUNCES

7 ABOUT 1/2 POUND 807-808

8 POUNDS (FILL IN NUMBER)

806

X DID NOT PURCHASE ANY DURING THE PAST MO6

F-3. During the past:30 days, about how much money did you pay for marijuana?

$:- Total spent

X DID NOT SPEND ANY MONEY ON IT DURING THE
PAST 30 DAYS--

809-812.

THANK YOU

THIS ANSWER SHEET GOES IN THE ENVELOPE



ANSWER SHEET #12

ALL PILLS ALREADY $#OWN
(MEDICAL AND NONMEDICAL USE)

Y-1
Which side effects have you had? For edoh, one,

1 Became depressed or 'lost interest in
things, as a result of my taking pills.

2 Became argumentative with family or
friends, as a result of my taking pills.

3 Had an automobile accident, as a result
of my taking pills.

4 Had difficulty with school, studies, or
teachers, as a result of my taking pills.

5 Had trouble with job (work), is a result.
of my taking pills.

6 Took too many pills at one time and had
to get emergency medical help right
away.

circle a number or the "X."

X NO PROBLEM/NEVER USED 813

X NO PROBLEM/NEVER USED 814

X NO PROBLEM/NEVER USED 815

X NO PROBLEM/NEVER USED 816

X NO PROBLEM/NEVER USED p17

X NO PROBLEM/NEVER USED 818

P-2. Wait for interviewer to show you each pill card. Then, for eaCklpill card col-

umn shown below, find the pill(s) that caused you the problem(s) circled above.

Then write the number(s) you circled above next to that pill or those pills.

In this way, you can show which pills caused which problems..

CARD B
SEDATIVES.

CARD C 'CARD D

TRANQUILIZERS STIMULANTS

CARD E
"PAINKILLERS"

QUAALUDES 819,

SECONAL

TUINAL 821

OLACIDYL

SOPOR 823

-NEMBUTAL .

OTHER Pal
825

X NONE/ NEVER

USED 826

VALIUM 827

LIBRIUM

BENADRYL 829

TRANXENE

EQUANIL_ 831

LIBRITABS

_LfOTHER PILL 833

X NONE/NEVER X

USED .' 834

DEXEDRINE 835 DARVON 843

BENZEDRINE PERCODAN

BIPHETAMINE837 DEMEROL 845

DEXAMYL( DIIAUDID 846

DESOXYN 839 TYLENOL WITH CODEINE

PRELUDIN CODEINE 848
.

OTHER PILL 841 OTHER PILL

NONE/NEVER X NONE/NEVER 950

USED 842 USED//',

THANK YOU

PLEASE PUT THIS ANSWER SHEET IN THE ENVELOPE
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